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Front cover
View of “Pildammsparken” in Malmö, the area where the Baltic Exhibition once stood in 1914.
This year marks the 100th anniversary of this important World Exhibition that put Malmö on
the map. The Stamp exhibition BALTEX 2014, sponsored and co-organized by Postiljonen, is a
part of this celebration.

Lot # 135
Denmark - First Day 1.4 1851

Did you know?

The introduction of the uniform rate in Den-
mark on April 1, 1851 was well prepared, also
with clear instructions distributed to the
postal clerks well ahead of time.

Stamps were to be cancelled by a mute ring
canceller, placed halfway on the stamp with
the other half on the cover. A date cancellation
was also to be applied to the cover’s front away
from the stamps. In fact none of the about ten
First Day Covers recorded have the date on
the stamps!

The above single 4 RBS cancelled by a clerk in
Horsens, not following the instructions, clearly
on the First Day is one of only two such single
copies known. Thus much more rare than the
First Day Covers!

The continuation of the fascinating “Danish
April 1851 Story” with repeated revising of
the instructions, you may read on page 43 be-
fore this and many other exciting April 1851
items.
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After the warmest summer for decades in our latitudes, the entire
Postiljonen team is back, eager to be at your service during the
upcoming stamp season which we hope will prove to be both
busy and interesting. The knowledge of the effects of light on us
humans is still incomplete but is proved to be positive and give
us more energy. We really need that for the time to come and to
cope with the sad conflicts that have occurred in different parts
of the world this summer!

In the stamp trade we are united and work together across the
borders. A really good example is the upcoming national
Swedish exhibition with Seven Nations Challenge, BALTEX
2014, 29-31 August in Malmö, the “Philatelic Capital” of
Sweden. About 125 exhibitors from 13 different countries as far
away as Australia and Pakistan will participate in these events.
From the dealers’ side we can boast about almost 25 stand holders
from 7 different countries. We hope this is good enough to con-
vince you to visit Malmö at the very end of August, in the
meantime please visit www.baltex2014.se.

Another good reason for a trip to our city is of course our upco-
ming autumn auction with a nice spread of interesting worldwide
philatelic lots. The auction starts on the Friday with Denmark and
the last part of Dr. Benfield’s essays and proofs followed by a
comprehensive section of 2 as well as 4 RBS including an extre-
mely rare First Day cancellation & April Covers. As usual Swedish
classics are well represented in the auction and this time we
would like to pinpoint the fantastic 6 Skilling Banco stamp in
the rare black grey shade as well as the exceptional cover with
two 6 Skilling Banco in the same shade. An opportunity that is
not likely to come again anytime soon!

Looking outside of the Nordic countries, China is again well
represented. Further an interesting variety of various German
areas, Papal States with the “One Bajocco Bisect” cover, interes-

ting offers of France and amazing dealer stocks from Russia &
the Soviet Union. A World Collection in a beautiful old
Schaubek album and some very old dealer stocks are well worth
careful inspection!

Last but absolutely not least we must emphasize the estate from
a Swedish American collector who was living in the USA since
the 1970s. He was very active in the Scandinavian Collectors
Club and visited numerous exhibitions and shows where he
acquired a lot of interesting and unusual philatelic items. His
main interest was the Nordic countries but he also had some
amazing holdings from various other countries. Mostly offered
in exciting collections, lots and accumulations. We suggest you
allow adequate time for viewing.

We wish you good hunting and we are really looking forward to
seeing you at the end of August and/or September.

POSTILJONEN

Preface 

Lars-Olow Carlsson Claes Arnrup
Managing Director Chairman of the board

The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.

Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö



Auction FRIDAY 26 SEPTEMBER
13.00 DENMARK incl. William Benfield’s ”Danish Essays and Proofs”  . . . . . . 1 -  387

FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 388 -  428
15.00 FINLAND  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 429 -  466

ICELAND  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 467 -  641
NORWAY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 642 -  686

Auction SATURDAY 27 SEPTEMBER
13.00 SWEDEN single items  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 687 -  884

SWEDEN booklets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 885 -  913
14.00 SWEDEN collections & mixed lots  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 914 - 1009

SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1010 - 1019
14.30 NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order  . . . . . . . . 1020 - 1404
16.00 EUROPE & ALL WORLD collections & mixed lots  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1405 - 1455

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9

Monday 22 – Tuesday 23 September
9.00-13.00, 14.00-17.00

Wednesday 24 September
9.00-13.00, 14.00-18.00

Thursday 25 – Friday 26 September
9.00-18.00

Saturday 27 September
9.00-
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Programme

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms
at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for 
information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till
specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning sker
genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels
just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB

Onsdag den 17 september fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der
være specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale.
Eftersynet omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle
danske områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med und-
tagelse af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte
samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn
tillader det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker). 
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen. 
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang D,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6

Wednesday 10 September 11.15–19.00

Sweden single items, with exception for extremely
expensive ones,  and chosen lots & collections
(other lots might be brought upon request).

Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyr-
bara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier
(i mån av utrymme kan andra objekt 
medtagas på begäran).

N.B! Please note that this auction will take place at 
Elite Plaza Hotel, Gustaf Adolfs Torg 49!
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Calendar

2014
BALTEX 2014 & SEVEN NATIONS CHALLENGE
Malmö, Sweden 29-31 August 2014. Stand holder & sponsor

VIEWING
Stockholm 10 September at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Copenhagen 17 September at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Malmö 22-27 September at our office

INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
26-27 September 2014

SYDFRIMEX 14
Eskilstrup, Denmark 18-19 October 2014. National Exhibition. Stand holder

ASDA National Postage Stamp Show 2014
New York, USA 23-26 October 2014. 100th Anniversary Show. Visiting

FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2014
Frederiksberg, Denmark 8-9 November 2014. Stand holder

NORDIA 2014
Lillestrøm, Norway 21-23 November 2014. Stand holder

2015
WERNAMO 2015
Värnamo, Sweden 13-15 March 2015. National Exhibition. Stand holder & sponsor

INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 27-28 March 2015

LONDON 2015 EUROPHILEX
London, England 13-16 May 2015. Stand holder

SINGAPORE 2015
Singapore 14-19 August 2015. Visiting

INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 2-3 October 2015

NORDIA 2015
Täby, Sweden 30 October-1 November 2015. Stand holder

MONACOPHIL 2015
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco 3-5 December 2015. Stand holder

Conditions of sale see page 250-251

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9

Due to renovation of the conference centre at Hotel Savoy 

this auction will take place at: 

Elite Plaza Hotel, Gustav Adolfs Torg 49

Tel. +46 40-664 48 70
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...at Falster

Frimærke, brev och postkort messe 2014, SAS Radisson
Falkoner, Falkoner Allé 9, Frederiksberg, Copenhagen,
8-9 November.

Welcome!

Come and visit us at SYDFRIMEX 2014 in Eskilstrup
Hallerne, Stødstrupvej 5, Eskilstrup, 18-19 October.

...and at Sjælland!

Meet Postiljonen in Denmark

Visit our stands were you can hand in consignments for
future auctions, sell for cash or just have a friendly chat.

FACIT will as usual also be represented in our stand and
offer their catalogues for sale.
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Selling non-philatelic collectibles?

• Coins
• Banknotes
• Medals
• Bonds & Shares
• Autographs
• Books
• Wine & Spirits

Postiljonen & Spink
in collaboration
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London • New York • Hong Kong

Take advantage of the unparalleled
global network of Spink

Postiljonen is representing Spink in
all the Nordic countries

Please contact us:
0046 40 25 88 50

stampauctions@postiljonen.se

 Important objects  • Entire collections • Estates

  

 
 
 
   
 
 
   

  
 



Fråga Din frimärkshandlare
eller i Din lokala bokhandel.

Distributörer:

Chr Winther-Sörensen AB
Box 43
310 20  KNÄRED
0430-50743
cws@collectia.se
www.collectia.se

SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23  HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se

Facit Special 2015
Årlig specialkatalog i färg över Nordens frimärken.

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537

201 25 Malmö
info@facit.se  www.facit.se

Försäljningsstart på BALTEX 2014

Nyheter 2015:

Helt nytt avsnitt
”Svenska tullstämpel-
märken”

Avsnitten ”Sveriges
stämpelmärken” samt
”Svenska helsaker” är
återinförda och
uppdaterade

Nordens samtliga
nyutkomna frimärken

•

•

•
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For more information and ordering please visit our website www.postiljonen.com
or contact us at stampauctions@postiljonen.se,  Phone: +46 40 25 88 50

Develop your
exhibiting!

 The release of the four new Philatelic Summit Papers completes this
unique series on advanced philatelic exhibiting. The papers have developed

into a philatelic must-have!

Price per Paper is 25 Euro + shipping

11
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Mail Bidders!
We always endeavour to simulate the actual 
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maxi-
mum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded. 
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10. 
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding 
on many items but limit your total purchase to 
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1000 or any amount
you wish.    

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.

Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.

Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please sub-
mit your bids as early as possible.

To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

V.A.T.
Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V.A.T. only for:

1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU 

(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
 forwarded to us in good time before the
 auction!

MOMS 
Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare, 
se ovan.

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot 
No. are subject to importation V.A.T. 12% 
will be added to the auction price except for:

1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU 

(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
 forwarded to us in good time before the
 auction!

Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset 
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g. 
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regard-
ing this, don’t hesitate to contact us! 
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro. 
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs. 

Vi har upphört med postförskott
P.g.a. Postens nya strängare regler för postförskott är
våra möjligheter att leverera objekten på detta sätt väl-
digt begränsade. Av denna anledning har vi upphört
med detta leveranssätt och kommer istället att sända en
förskotts faktura. Kunder som trots detta önskar leve-
rans mot postförskott ber vi kontakta oss.
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Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No: MasterCard/Eurocard q VISA q

Card number:

Exp. date: CVV2/CVC2 (3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________

Your signature: ___________________________________________

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges. No 
private cheques please!

Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to: SEB, Malmö

IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
Bic: ESSESESS

If transfer in SEK: IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to: PLUSGIROT, Stockholm

Bic: NDEASESS
IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash depo-
sits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!

Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of only 2,5% will be added to your invoice total. All credit card transactions
have to be made at equivalent amount in SEK. 
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.

On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use 
for sending your credit card information.
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Order now
Postiljonen is publisher of this exclusive, hardbound, full colour and
296 pages catalogue in English and French, which will be for sale
in a very limited edition. The price is SEK 500 + postage.

For more information and ordering please visit our
website www.postiljonen.com, contact us at
stampauctions@postiljonen.se or call +46 40 25 88 50.

The Exhibition Catalogue - is a book!

Sweden in Philately
MonacoPhil 2013 included a
fantastic exhibition devoted to
Swedish philately. The related
catalogue, that is more of a
book, gives you an opportunity
to study some of the most
important Swedish exhibits of
today.

The Catalogue includes Swedish philately,
postal history and philatelic history from
the 16th century up to 1920. It is f illed with
specialized and comprehensive articles and
it is edited by Jonas Hällström.
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New angles 
to the world of
Fakes and Forgeries

#17
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Price € 60 (prepayment, postage included).

FFE Journal  

Editor: Jonas Hällström -- Skolgatan 10 -- SE-541 31 Skövde -- Sweden 
Phone: +46 734 373965 -- editor@ffejournal.com

Sales: Postiljonen - Østergade 1, 2. sal -- DK-1100 København K -- Denmark 
Phone: +45 33 91 52 00 -- Fax: +46 (0) 40 25 88 59 -- salesdep@ffejournal.com

No 17- April 2014

Reveal improvements 
with digital microscopes 
and UV-light
Paul Linde

The contribution of the digital
revolution to philately
Jean-Francois Brun

Retroreveal: A new tool 
for philatelists and experts
Robert P. Odenweller

Detection of Fakes & Forgeries:
How can technology help?
John H. Barwis

New Ways of looking 
at Pre-Philatelic Ink
Dieter Bortfeld

Collecting shades on the 
Early Swedish stamps
Helena Obermüller-Wilén

Genuine and Forged
Surcharges on the Swedish
Airmail Stamps of 1920
Peter Lorentzon

Evidence of the 
State of Pre-War German 
"Essay Michel Nr. 784 P9" 
an Experimental Sem-Edx Study
for a N12S3 Detection
Udo Gross

Forgeries of the £5 Orange
John Horsey

Discovery of a printing plate
used for the forgeries of 
New Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia first issues
Richard Gratton

The Fake Stamps of 
the Nova Scotia cents series
made by Oneglia
Richard Gratton

Collection of 
De Thuin Bisects of the
Atlantic Provinces of Canada
Charles Verge

The U.S. 13c JFK 1967
Counterfeits - 
More Questions Than Answers
John Hotchner

The Forgeries of Nicaragua
Alan Derek Pockock

The Zululand £5 Forgery
Peter Whitmore & Clive Sergay

Analyzing the 
Mystery of the ‘Red Star’ on the
Baghdad In British Occupation
Provisionals
Akthem Al-Manaseer & Abed Najjar

Forgeries and Fakes of the
Baghdad Provisionals
Akthem Al-Manaseer

Forgeries, Reprints and 
Proofs of Small Tiger Head
Issues of Kingdom Kabul 
(Afghanistan 1876-1878)
Jaromir Petrik

Forgeries of Indian Princely
State Revenues
Jiri Cerny

The Perkins, Bacon 
Star Watermarked Paper
Christopher G. Harman

The Netherlands 
Forged Hang Blocks 
in value 0,44 and 0,88
Henk W. van der Vlist

Forged Swedish Stamps 
2003-2013
Gunnar Dahlstrand
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N° 17 - April 2014

ISSN: 1604-262X  ISBN: 978-87-997217-0-2

Order online at: www.ffejournal.com
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Postiljonen’s Philatelic Team!

With Postiljonen your consignment is guaranteed to be handled in a professional
manner, with the main objective of achieving the best possible results. Our philatelic
team includes:

Steinar Fridthorsson
steinar.fridthorsson@postiljonen.se
Direct phone: 0046 40 25 88 58
Mobile: 0046 70 795 74 36

• His main work is to acquire material for auction or 
direct purchase as well as preparing and describ ing
auction lots

• Extensive knowledge and long experience within the
stamp trade

• Located at our head office in Malmö
• Travelling a lot, especially within the Nordic countries

Claes Arnrup
claes.arnrup@postiljonen.se

• Our Chairman of the board
• Active in acquisition of special international 
consignments and philatelic work

• Extensive travelling worldwide

Carl Aage Møller
cam@philately.dk

Mobile: 0045 401 55 402

• AIEP & BPP expert specializing in Denmark, the Faroes,
Greenland, DWI, Iceland and Schleswig & Holstein

• Consultant on exclusive basis for consignments and 
related philatelic work

• Travelling a lot, especially within Denmark and 
Germany

Please feel free to contact any of us for consultation
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Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatel-
ic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.

To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and pre-
sent them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.

This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.

An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.

An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addi-
tion to any collection in its area.

“Postiljonen Horses”

Extra scans on the web!

We are now one step closer to our goal to include scans of all our lots
at our website.

At our website www.postiljonen.com you will find all certificates of
the single items, lists, complete scans and selections of collections &
lots that are not included in the printed catalogue! New pictures will
be uploaded continuously until the auction!

We believe we have made a good selection of scans and hope there is
something for everyone.
Look for lots marked with µ, they have something extra for you at
our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com
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Handbook of Danish Essays and
Proofs, also includes Specimens,
Unissued, Reprints and Test Stamps.

By William R. Benfield & Bruno Nørdam

Volume 1 covers 1849 to 1919
Volume 2 covers 1920 to 1939
Volume 3 covers 1940 to 1960
(Volume 4 from 1961 expected within one or two years).

Price per volume US $ 75 including postage. Payable by check
or cash in US $ or by PAYPAL. Please contact the author
directly dr.benfield@gmail.com with shipping information.
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The William R. Benfield Collection of
Danish Essays and Proofs

Awarded Grand Prix National at NORDIA 2012

Part 3

William R. Benfield, a Ph. D. in health care administration living in Seattle,
USA, has for over 40 years been collecting Danish Essays, Proofs, Specimens,
Unissued, Reprints and Test Stamps, EPSURTS.

He and Bruno Nørdam are the co-authors of a series of three handbooks about
Danish EPSURTS which is largely based on Dr. Benfield's collection.  Part 3 of
the collection is offered in this sale. The authors were also presented with the
Earl Grant Jacobsen Award by the Scandinavian Collectors Club in the USA
for significant philatelic research in Scandinavian Philately. This has only been
awarded 11 times in 38 years.

Dr. Benfield crowned his philatelic career at NORDIA 2012 in Roskilde when
his exhibit "Denmark - Essays and Proofs: The first 100 years" was awarded
Grand Prix National.

At Postiljonen, we have had the pleasure of knowing “Bill” for a long time
and we are very happy and proud that he has chosen us as his partner for the
sale of his collection. After two successful sales, we are now happy to present
the 3rd and final part including a lot of rare items different from the ones in
the first two sales as well as exceptional semi modern rarities, collections and
small selections.

We hope you will enjoy studying this interesting section. It has a great variety
and we believe it will be possible for you to find interesting items for your col-
lection, even if you might not be a specialist in this field.
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• P 1 (*) Die proof in black for 4 RBS on thin ivory paper without wmk. with
entire black surface of the die 60 x 41 mm. Uncertain year of origin
but presumably before 1885 because the die was not available at the
time to make the reprints and the Buntzen essay had to be modified
for that purpose. B&N No. 2-DP(2c). Three copies recorded in private
hands. Ex. Schmidt-Andersen and Lorentzen. 100

• 2 N1+ Lot with diff. reprints of 2 & 4 RBS. E.g. two sets Thiele III shades from 
N2 (*) Schmidt-Andersen’s book, one with dedication. Bid

Buntzen Essay 1852-53

• P µ 3 (*) 4 RBS essay for 4 skilling 1854-issue. Black negative engraving by
Josias Buntzen as minisheet (10 x 11,6 cm) on thick normal paper.
AFA No. E4Bc. B&N No. *1852B-E(1a)-DP(2a). Ex. Lorentzen. Cert.
Møller. ONLY TWO KNOWN. 500

Denmark
Friday 26 September

13.00 hrs

4 RBS 1851
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• P µ 4 (*) 4 RBS essay for 4 skilling 1854-issue. Black negative engraving by
Josias Buntzen as minisheet (11 x 13,8 cm) on laid paper AFA No.
E4Bc. B&N No. *1852B-E(1a)-DP(2b). Ex. Peer Lorentzen. Cert.
Møller. ONLY TWO KNOWN. 500

Dotted Spandrels Issue 1854-57

• P µ 5 (*) Ca 1854 die proof of engraving by Josias Buntzen, black negative
impression on 5 x 5,2 cm minisheet on ivory paper without wmk.
and gum. AFA No. P4e. B&N No. 4-DP(3a). Ex. Peer Lorentzen. Cert.
Møller. PRESUMABLY UNIQUE. 1.000

• P µ 6 (*) Black pull from the plate VI in a sheet with the lower part erased
dots in the triangles. Additionally is a block of four for the Buntzen
essay and three black impressions of mother dies for 4, 8 and 16 skil-
ling 1857 printings, rare. Also a facsimile block of eight. 750

Ex 6
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• P µ 11 (*) Five DIE PROOFS of 1864 issue 2, 3, 4, 8 and 16 skilling in black on
white paper without wmk. Year of origin uncertain. B&N Nos 11, 12,
13, 14 and 15-DP(2a). Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE. 250

• P µ 10 10av4 **/* 16 skilling 1863 issue in horizontal strip of three. ”Unfinished origi-
nals” in deep red-lilac without roulette on gummed paper with
wmk. II. Two stamps are ** (unpriced). F=21.000 as * single stamps.
Certs Helge Witt and Paaskesen. VERY RARE UNIT. 750

Royal Emblems Issue 1864

• P 7 (*) A single plate proof for 4 skilling wavy lined background in reddish
brown on thick ivory paper without wmk. and gum. B&N No. 7-
PP(1a). Scarce. Bid

• P 8 (*) Plate proof in block of eight of 4 skilling wavy lines in reddish
brown on thin paper without wmk. and gum with blue burelage Ib.
B&N No. 7-PP(2a). 400

• P 9 (*) Black prints of 4 and 8 skilling wavy lines. B&N Nos 4-R(36e) and 8-
R(50a). Bid

Rouletted Issue 1863

Wavy Lined Issue 1858

7 8 Ex 9
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• P µ 12 (*) A unique block of four cut from a larger block of perhaps 10 or 12 cli-
chés for the 8 skilling Large Oval Issue 1864. Printed in yellow
brown on paper with wmk. I (small crowns and letters in the mar-
gins. AFA spec. No. P14c 2008=DKK 16.000 as single stamps (one
with a small brown spot). B&N No. 14-CP(1a). Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 400

Bicoloured Issue 1870
• P 13 21av+ 1870 3+8+16 skilling bicoloured in imperforated vertical pairs as 

23av+ imperf. originals with wmk. II without gum. F=17.800 as single 
24av (*) stamps. B&N Nos 21, 23 and 24-PP(1a). SCARCE IN PAIRS. 250

• P 14 (*) Horizontal pair 48 skilling rose brown frame and orange brown oval
on thin silk paper without wmk. and gum. RARE. 200

Essays of Christian IX 1901 by Alfred Jacobsen
• 15 (*) 1901 Alfred Jacobsen essays for Christian IX issue. Monocromatic ver-

sion. 11 cpl. sheets of 35 essays all from the original or final plate in five
diff. colors, perforated and imperf. None are from the modified plate.
A total of 385 essays. 400

• 16 (*) 1901 Alfred Jacobsen essays for Christian IX issue. Bicoloured version
printed in small sheets of six. Collection containing 25 cpl. sheets of
six, 24 half sheets (strips of three) and three single stamps. A total of
226 essays. 200

Post Office Sponsored Design Competition 1902
• 17 (*) 1902 PO sponsored design competition. A remainder lot with some

very interesting items from Harald Slott-Møller and Svend
Hammershøi. Scarce material. Bid

Kings Issues 1904-13

13 1412

Ex 18

• P µ 18 (*) 1904-05 Christian IX in a fantastic lot with four diff. proofs. Each
described with the B&N Nos. A VERY UNUSUAL LOT. 500



• P 23 (*) Exhibition page with 1920 Slesvig reunion, a minisheet with three
impressions in red of 10, 20 and 40 øre and working die proof in large
scale. B&N Nos 194, 196 and 197-DP(1a) & 194-WDP(1a). 200

• P 24 * (*) 1922 5 øre brown & 10 øre green wavy lines with ”MAK” opt. Also a
1940 rejected proof for a 6 øre dull green noted ”Prøvetryk assert af
Postvæsenet, Juni 1940”. Bid

• P µ 25 (*) 1924 300 anniversary of the Danish Post. An interesting lot with tri-
als from Georg Hansen and Axel P. Jensen. PLEASE INSPECT. 300

€uro

24

23 Ex 24 Ex 25

• P 19 (*) Christian IX in an unissued denomination 5 øre black in block of four
printed from the unissued plate made from DIE C on thick ivory paper
without wmk. and gum. B&N No. 64/68-U(68a). RARE. 200

• P µ 20 (*) Trial color proof for 50 øre Christian IX in orange brown recess print on
thin brownish paper without wmk. and gum. Strip of three with a
flawless stamp and two damaged copies. B&N No. 67-TCP(90a). Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. Bid

• P µ 21 72v (*) Imperforated plate proof for 25 øre Frederik VIII grey brown in margin
block of four with wmk. IV crosses. F=*. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 200

• 22 A very interesting remainder lot with 1913 Christian X incl. two RARE
essays/die proofs and three stamps with ”MAK” opts. PLEASE
INSPECT. Bid

Various Issues 1920-30

19 20 21

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 17 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov. Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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• P 27 (*) The final essay in large format for the 1926 Postage stamp jubilee by
Axel P. Jensen with a few final corrections that have been pasted in.
B&N No. 218-FAW(1a). POSSIBLY UNIQUE. 200

• 28 (*) 1927-40 Karavel issue. Lot with two proofs dated 1940 and three stamps
with opt. ”MAK” (two imperforated and one perf). Bid

• P 29 (*) 1928 H.C. Andersen essay by Headmaster Holbeck of Odense and
the Cooperative Tourist Society for the Diacese of Fyen. The artist is
unrecorded, but it is thought to be N. Norvil. B&N No. *1928A-E(1a).
EXHIBITION PIECE. 400

• P µ 30 (*) 1929 Cancer issue. A lot with three rare items: a photographic model
by Knud Hegermann and two original art works by O. Hartig, ”Sick
youth” and ”Four snakes”. Bid

27 29 Ex 30

• P µ 26 (*) Lot AIR MAIL 1924 including a MASTER IMAGE in large scale,
essays (e.g. in horizontal), die proofs and color proofs. A very
interesting lot that must be inspected. 1.000

Ex 26
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• P 35 (*) 1934 S&H sailing ship engraving for a test stamp by Johannes Britze,
five prints in diff. colors mounted on grey cardboard and the same
on a larger minisheet. All are on thin laid paper without gum. RARE. 500

• P µ 33 ** 1930 Helligaandskirken test stamp in different shades and engravings (in
the sky). Two single stamps and two blocks of four. One stamp with
cert. Kaiser. 200

• P 34 ** 1934 test stamps in a lot with three stamps: two with H.C. Andersen
(different color and engraving) and a 15 øre caravelle red without sha-
ding in the lower sail. One with cert. Kaiser. 100

• P µ 31 � 1930 Niels Rasmussen essay for the H.C. Andersen issue in a lot with e.g.
a cover sent from the artist from ”SILKEBORG 19.11.30”, two postally
used stamps, a whole sheet of 16 and four color proofs. 100

• 32 (*) 1930 H.C. Andersen essay by an unrecorded artist. B&N No. *1930P-
E(31a),b,c and *1930P-E(34a). Bid

Recess Printed Issues 1930-85

Ex 31

Ex 33 34
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• P µ 37 **/(*) 1935 H.C. Andersen essay by Johannes Britze drawn in black india and
a strip of three by Harald Moltke for a 15 øre red and yellow essay. 200

• P 38 1936 original artwork in black india by Primus Nielsen for LILLE
RIGSVÅBEN issue, 21 x 24 cm. Signed by the artist. Additionally
four small prints in various designs. 400

• P 36 (*) 1934 Airmail issue. Lot with two diff. photographic models by
Johannes Britze and 12 diff. photographic models by Peder
Pedersen, mounted on a sheet with the artist’s signature and private
mark. A VERY INTERESTING LOT. 500

• P µ 39 (*) 1933-37. A huge assembly of private essays made by artists
”Tegneren”, Hakon Spliid, Knud Hansen and an unknown artist.
Ca. 75 units mounted on nine exhibition pages. Please inspect the
whole lot on our website. 500

Ex 36

Ex 37

Ex 39

• P µ 40 (*) 1937 Village church essays in a lot with two recess printed engra-
vings by Johs. Britze in brown and black printed on small minisheets.
Also an original artwork in large format made in black india ink 300

Ex 40

38
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• P µ 43 1938 Abolition of villenage issue in a lot including an original artwork
by Johs. Britze and various essays by Aage Johansen, Knud Hansen,
Palle Wennerwald and Thomas Jensen. Totally more than 35 units. 250

• P µ 44 (*) 1938 essay by Christian Blæsbjerg for a post horn essay and
Copenhagen Town Hall in a lot that includes two original artworks in
green and black and various reproductions. 250

Ex 43 Ex 44

• P µ 42 (*) 1938 BERTEL THORVALDSEN. Collection of essays and proofs
made by var. artists, Johs. Britze, Poul Johansen, O. Pedersen, Holger
Lindhardt, Thomas Jensen, Knud Hansen, Knud Møller, Helge
Rasmussen, Johannes Nielsen and Helge Outze. With original
artworks, photographic studies etc. The key item in the collection is
a unique die proof of the final engraving made by Johs. Britze (light
folds). 
A VERY INTERESTING ASSEMBLY WITH MORE THAN 125
UNITS. 1.200

• P µ 41 (*) 1937 ”BERLINGSKE TIDENDE” competition. A huge assembly of
private proofs made by the artists Poul E. Johansen, Thorkild
Andersen, Herluf Lykke/Johannes Nielsen, Johannes Britze and
Knud Hansen. A total of more than 250 items including original
artworks, photographic studies etc. A VERY INTERESTING LOT. 1.000

Ex 41
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• P µ 45 (*) 1940 two essays by Johs. Britze for the king Christian X birthday issue
and three impressions of a Poul E. Johansen essay. Bid

• P µ 46 (*) 1941 Vitus Bering in a lot with three original artworks in black ink by
Viggo Bang and a very beautiful one in red ink by Knud Møller. Some
reproductions are included. 250

• P µ 47 (*) Lot of 15 different essays for the 1942 H.C. Ørsted issue by Willy
Klæbel. Bid

Ex 45 Ex 46 Ex 47

• P 49 (*) Original artwork for the Round Tower Issue, a black design in india
ink by Viggo Bang. On the reverse is a signed dedication to a friend,
Olaf Bøgh. Bid

• P µ 50 (*) C.A. Alkjær essays, ca. 1943. Lot with four different designs printed in
five different colors, mounted on four pages. Bid

• P 51 (*) DIE PROOF in red for Christian X birthday issue 1945, red recess
printed impression on thick cardboard without wmk. and gum.
From engraver Sven Ewert’s personal collection. B&N No. 315-
DP(1a). 300

• P µ 48 (*) 1942 essays for Marble Church by Helge B. Lansø (5 diff. colors) and
three original designs by Børge Grill Henriksen, two by pencil and
one in india ink, mounted on cardboard. 200

Ex 48

49 Ex 50 51



• P 52 (*) Essay of 1945 for ”Three Lions” stamp by Helge B. Lansø, the third place
winner in the DFT competition. Bid

• P µ 53 (*) FINAL ARTWORK of 1946 Small Coat of Arms type by Primus
Nielsen in large format 20 x 23 cm in a lot that also includes two pre-
liminary drawings and seven photographic models. 500

• P µ 54 (*) 1946 Tycho Brahe in a lot with two original drawings, one is a detailed
concept model in black india ink by Viggo Bang. 100

• P µ 55 (*) Three die proofs for 1946 Tycho Brahe stamp. Recess print in three dif-
ferent colors on thick cardboard. B&N No. 321-DP(1a,b,c). VERY RARE. 500

• 56 1946 Holmens Mastekran test stamp designed by Viggo Bang and prin-
ted by A.F. Botved. Lot with a sheet of 50 in olive green and two sheets
of 16 in violet and dark blue, also a horizontal strip of seven in violet
and some pairs. Bid

• P µ 57 (*) 1947 20 øre J.C. Jacobsen issue. Exhibition page with four diff. die
proofs in various stages of the development in black recess print ori-
ginating from the estate of the engraver Henri Cheffer. The lot also
includes a die proof of the final design. A RARE LOT. 250

• 58 COLLECTION of 1947 Railway centenary essays and designs by
Franz Holm. A total of 30 exhibition pages. PLEASE INSPECT. 200

• P µ 59 (*) Exhibition page with three different die proofs for the 1947 Railway
centenary in the final designs on cardboard in recess print in different
colors. Two are signed by the engraver Henry Cheffer. VERY RARE. 400

• P 60 (*) 1948 essay for Frederik IX, engraving by Henry Cheffer (stage 6) in blue
recess printing without denomination. B&N No. 329/345-E(55a). RARE. Bid

52

Ex 53 Ex 54 Ex 55

30
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• P µ 65 (*) 1964 ”Frimærkets dag” essays by Holger Philipsen, lot with four prin-
ted essays and a recess printed die proof. 100

• P 66 ** Ca 1968 TEST BOOKLET with a 5 kr. cover overprinted with ”10”.
Contents are blank ”stamps” with denominations 30, 50, 60 and 90
printed. Unpriced in Boom catalogue. 100

• P µ 61 ** 1952-53 Test stamps, recess printed stamp with ”PRØVE” + posthorn
& crown (single stamp) and a I.C. Jacobsen ”PRØVE” stamp in block
of four. 100

• P µ 62 (*) 1953-56 Millennial celebration essay by Erik Andersen. A photograp-
hic model + five color proofs Bid

• P µ 63 1963 Stamp design competition, lot with three original artworks, one
by G. Rothe and two by Chr. Larsen. Two printed essays by an unk-
nown artist. 250

• P µ 64 1961-64 lot with Holger Philipsen essays, e.g. ”glemte frimærker” a
beautiful colored printed essay for Supreme Court jubilee and celebra-
tion of the Little Mermaid as well as nine other printed essays. Bid

• P µ 67 ** 1968 Grundtvigs Kirke. Lot with seven single stamps in diff. colors
(one on fluorescent paper) and a block of four. Also a cpl. sheet of 50wit-
hout blue sky. 300

Ex 61 Ex 62 Ex 63 Ex 64

Ex 65 66

Ex 67



P 73 � Beatiful cover to Belgium 1780, from Copenhagen via Hamburg. Scarce. Bid

P 74 � Printed matter from ”NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE MY 12 1855” via
”KDOPA HAMBURG 16.5.” and ”St.P.A.” to Elsinore. Red 1d newspa-
per stamp ”NEWSPAPER CIRCULAR - BOLDEMANNS BARRIES &
CO”. Red due notations. Interesting. 100

73 74

• P µ 68 (*) 1973 test engraving by ARNE KÜHLMANN with ”Francisco Ravai”
on request from the Danish Post. Two smaller items and a larger one
with the engravers signature. 200

• P µ 69 (*) 1974 Postal law decree essay. Page with three recess printed essays by
an unknown artist taken in diff. colors on thin paper. 100

• P 70 (*) 1985 Intl. youth year. Printed proof in colors as issued. RARE. Bid

Black Prints & Various
• 71 A volume with seven complete sheets of black prints of four 2 RBS

and three 4 RBS. Also seven black prints for the production of the
1951 color specimens in Schmidt-Andersen’s book etc. Bid

• 72 An accumulation of ca 450 essays, proofs, reprints
and test stamps in a stockbook. Suitable as a starter
collection, with many significant items. Must be
inspected. High value. Bid

Denmark Postal History

Ex 68 Ex 69 70

32
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2 RBS Ferslew

Lot # 77 µ
1PTv (*)

Plate I No. 58 type 2 with disjoined foot of ”2”. The only known copy from the half she-
et that is not in the postal museum. Only the upper part is in the museum and ca. ele-
ven copies are recorded in private hands. Characteristic greenish blue ink on paper
without wmk. and gum and with burelage Ib (originals have Ia for plate I). Small thin
on the reverse, which is normal for these proofs.
Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen.

Provenance: 
J. Schmidt-Andersen
Peer Lorentzen, Grand Prix ESPAÑA 2000

€uro 3.000

Unique Proof Variety

P 75 � 1855 cover with contents from ”ALGER 22 NOV 55” to Helsingør. Red
notations of fees. Four transit marks on the reverse from Lyon, Paris
and Hamburg (DK & Th&T). SUPERB. 100

P 76 � Field post cover inside dated ”Randers den 27ten October 64” with doub-
le ring ”FELD POSTD. COMB.BARDE JNF.DIV. 28.10.” and with blue
cachet, sent to Saxony. Worn and strengthened inside. Sign. Flemming. Bid

75 76
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Lot # 79 µ
1I (*)

A very beautiful unused copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 14 type 4 with
slight traces of removed gum toning on the reverse only. A very rare
stamp in this condition. Cert. Møller. 

VERY FINE

€uro 1.800

Lot # 78 µ
1PT (*)

2 RBS FERSLEW’s PROOF in reconstructed pair plate I Nos 87/97 types
7+9 originating from the proof sheet of which the upper half sheet is
kept in the Danish Postal Museum and ca. 11 copies from the bottom
part of the sheet are in private hands. F=150.000 as single stamps.
Minimal thins as is usual for these proofs. Cert. Møller.

EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 1.000
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P µ 80 1I � A very beautiful plate I No. 3 type 1 with a perfectly distinct mute
canc. Certs Kaiser and Møller. 600

P µ 81 1Iv1 (*)/� A very fresh copy plate I No. 6 type 2 with variety: ”disjoined foot”.
Deep color and distinct mute canc. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
VERY FINE COPY. 700

P µ 82 1I1 � A wide margin copy with numeral ”1” plate II No. 56 type 2 disjoi-
ned foot of ”2”. Certs Grønlund and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 700

Pµ83 1Iv5 � A fantastic copy of 2 RBD Ferslew SUBSTITUTED
CLICHÉ plate I No. 59 type 3 with very fine mar-
gins and a clear mute canc. Cert. Møller. 
ONE OF THE FINEST COPIES KNOWN. 2.000

P µ 84 1I � A very beautiful copy from plate I No. 65 type 3 with a perfect strike
of mute canc. Cert. Debo. SUPERB. 600

P µ 85 1I � A fresh copy plate I No. 67 type 3 with light numeral ”1”. Fine even
margins. Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller. VERY FINE. 500

82

84 85

80 81
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P µ 86 1I � A lightly cancelled copy plate II No. 25 type 5 with very fine even
margins. Cert. Paaskesen. SUPERB. 600

P µ 87 1I � A fresh copy with two wide margins and with light canc. Plate II No.
22 type 6. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 600

P µ 88 1I � A very beautiful and fresh copy with superb mute canc. Plate I No.
33 type 7. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 700

P µ 89 1I � A wide margin copy plate I No. 82 type 8 with well situated mute
canc. Certs Lundegaard, Kaiser and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 700

P µ 90 1Iv4 � ”Large retouch” plate I No. 93 type 9 with numeral canc. ”1”.
F=25.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 500

P µ 91 1I � Plate I No. 46 type 10 with clear mute canc. and with very fine mar-
gins. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 600

P µ 92 1I � Front of a foot post cover with a wide margin copy of 2 RBS Ferslew
plate II No. 62 type 4 with mute canc. and blue date stamp ”F:P:
1.11.51” also with ledger No. ”6” at top left. The stamp has a minimal
tear in the top margin only. Cert. Møller. 750

86 87 88 89

90 91
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Pµ93 1I � A fantastic color fresh mourning coverwith a plate I
No. 79 type 5 with mute canc. sent locally with blue
date stamp ”F:P: 5.6.52”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 1.000

2 RBS Thiele

P µ 94 1II * A wide margin and fresh unused copy with full original gum. Plate
II No. 57 type 1. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT. 700

P µ 95 1II * A very beautiful unused copy plate II No. 57 type 1 with full and
lightly hinged original gum. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 700

P µ 96 1IIv1 * Variety: Disjoined foot of ”2” on plate I No. 60 type 2 in an unused
copy with full and lightly hinged original gum. F=30.000. Certs
Grønlund and Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 600

P µ 97 1II * A fresh and very wide margin copy with light trace of hinge. Plate II
No. 87 type 7. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 800

94 95 96
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P µ 98 1II � Corner margin copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 1 type 1 with a beautiful
distinct numeral canc. ”1”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 99 1II � A fantastic wide margin copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 5 type 1. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 400

P µ 100 1II � A fresh copy with light canc. ”1” plate II No. 3 type 1 with very fine
margins. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 101 1II � A very beautiful wide margin copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 53 type
1 in strong color and with light canc. Sign. Fulpius. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB. 400

P µ 102 1II � 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 55 type 1 with very fine margins and a well
placed numeral canc. ”1”. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 300

P µ 103 1IIv1 � 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 52 type 2 with disjoined foot of ”2” on small pie-
ce. Three wide margins and a good margin at left. Cert. Møller. FINE
COPY. 200

P µ 104 1II � Beautiful canc. ”1” on 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 12 type 4. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE. 300

• P µ 105 1II � A very fresh 2 RBS plate II, No. 14, type 4 with a well placed numeral
”1”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 250

P µ 106 1II � A fresh and beautiful copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 66 type 4. Cert.
Møller. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 107 1II � A very beautiful copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 68 type 4. Faint diago-
nal bend on the reverse. Sign. Rylund. Cert. Møller. FINE COPY. 200

• P µ 108 1II � 2 RBS plate I, No. 25 type 5. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 200

98 99 100 101

102 103 104 105

106 107 108
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• P µ 109 1II � 2 RBS plate II, No. 25, type 5. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 200

P µ 110 1II � 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 25 type 5 in fresh color. Violet owner’s mark
on the reverse. Cert. Møller. FINE COPY. 150

P µ 111 1II � A lightly canc. 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 27 type 5. Opinion Møller.
VERY FINE. 250

P µ 112 1II � A very beautiful 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 71 type 5 with a distinct
numeral ”1”. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 113 1II � A wide margin copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 73 type 5 with a light
strike of numeral ”1”. Ex. Lorentzen. Sign. Møller. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. EXCELLENT. 300

P µ 114 1II � 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 89 type 7 with a beautiful central numeral
canc. ”1”. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 300

P µ 115 1II � A lightly cancelled copy of 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 33 type 7 in a light
shade and with a beautiful canc. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 250

P µ 116 1II A very color strong copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 85 type 7 with fine
numeral ”1”. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 250

P µ 117 1II � A fantastic wide margin copy with upright numeral canc. ”1” plate I
No. 84 type 8. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 500

109 110 111 112

113 114 115 116
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P µ 118 1II � A very good looking 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 40 type 8 in strong color
and with very fine margins. A very light horizontal bend. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. 150

P µ 119 1II � Plate I No. 97 type 9 in a fine copy in strong color. Cert. Møller. VERY
FINE. 250

P µ 120 1II � Small piece with a 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 42 type 10. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE. 300

P µ 121 1II � 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 50 type 10. Cert. Kaiser. VERY FINE. 200

P µ 122 1II+v1 � HORIZONTAL PAIR 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 1-2 types 1+2, right
stamp with disjoined foot of ”2”. Left stamp with a tear, but a very
fresh and fine pair. Cert. Møller. RARE. 500

P µ 123 1II � A fresh and lightly canc. pair plate II Nos 39-40 type 8+9. Ex.
Reddersen and Lorentzen. Certs Paaskesen and Møller. 
RARE & VERY FINE. 700

P µ 124 1II � Vertical pair 2 RBS Thiele plate I Nos 32+42 types 8+10 with wide
margin at right. Lightly canc. and in flawless condition. F=25.000.
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 1.000

118 119 120 121

122 123
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Pµ125 1IIv1+ Pair 2 RBS with SUBSTITUTED CLICHÉ & 
v5 � DISJOINED FOOT OF ”2” plate I Nos. 59+60 types

3+2 forming an irregular type setting in which a
type 1 is substituted with a cliché from type 3. A
wonderful pair in fresh color and with wide mar-
gins on all sides, light canc. ”1”. Only three pairs
off cover are recorded containing a substituted cli-
ché, this pair is the only one that includes a type 2
with disjoined foot of ”2”. Cert. Møller. 
VERY FINE. 1.500

P µ 126 1IIv3 � NUMERAL CANC. ”4” Aalborg on 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 41 type 9
in a beautiful and fresh copy with very fine margins and with a distin-
ct impression of the rare canc. F=20.000+. Sign. Osper. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE & RARE. 1.000

P µ 127 1II � Letter piece with a 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 55 type 1 with beautiful
single stamp. Brewer I.C. Jacobsen is mentioned inside the letter. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 128 1II � Foot post cover (market report) with 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 57 type
1 with numeral ”1” and blue date stamp ”F:P: 19.8.53”. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE. 500

127 128
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P µ 129 1II � A beautiful envelope with a fresh 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 13 with
fine - wide margins. Blue ”F:P: 29.5.55” and numeral canc. ”1”. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 500

P µ 130 1II � Envelope with a very fine - wide margin copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II
No. 16 type 4. Blue ”F:P: 5.3.53”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 500

P µ 131 1II � MINIATURE COVER with 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 68 type 4.
Probably the smallest existing foot post cover with a 2 RBS. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE. 600

P µ 132 1II � A fine foot post cover with 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 81 type 7 with a
fresh stamp with two close margins. Ex Gene Scott. Cert. Grønlund.
FINE ITEM. 300

Pµ133 1II � A remarkable small size foot post cover with full,
closely written private contents franked with a very
colour fresh 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 47 type 9. Two
distinct postmarks. Cert. Møller. 
AN OUTSTANDING ITEM. 1.000

129 130

131 132



P µ 135 2I � FIRST DAY CANCEL, 1 ½-ring c.d.s. ”HORSENS 1.4.1851” on 4 RBS
Ferslew plate II No. 65 with small imperfections on the front. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. ONLY TWO KNOWN. 500

€uro
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P µ 134 1IIv4 � LARGE RETOUCH 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 93 type 9 on foot post
cover with erased addressee. Stamp and postmarks are very beauti-
ful. F=35.000. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 500

First Day & April 1851

The first month of the introduction of the postage stamp in Denmark represents a
most interesting philatelic era as the postal instructions changed twice during April
1851. The world famous so-called "Birth Certificate" informs and instructs about the
use of the postage stamps and also about the cancelling.

Covers from the first half of April are rare as well as especially interesting.
The earliest covers were normally cancelled with a mute cancellation, half of it placed
on the stamp. There were doubts about the cancellation ink and therefore on the 8th of
April new instructions were sent to all post offices demanding the change to cancel-
ling by pen and normal ink. This lasted only until the 16th of April when new appro-
ved ink was delivered and at the same time instructions were changed again with
regards to the cancelling, now centrically on the stamp, what we today call "socked on
the nose". However, the instructions were not always followed, which is also docu-
mented in the following small, but very unusual selection of eleven interesting items
originating from the first month.
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P µ 137 2I � Blue c.d.s. ”KJØBENHAVN 3.4.1851” on 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No.
59. Only a few single stamps with c.d.s. are known from the month
of April 1851. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 200

Pµ136 2I � SECOND DAY OF USE. Cover from ”NAKSKOV
2.4.1851” to Copenhagen with 4 RBS Ferslew plate
II No. 97. ONLY A FEW COVERS ARE KNOWN
FROM THE SECOND DAY. Certs Grønlund and
Møller. SUPERB. 2.000

Pµ138 2I � THIRD DAY OF USE. A very beautiful cover from
”KOLDING 3.4.1851” with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I
No. 85 sent to Copenhagen. Full dated contents. Ex.
J. Schmidt-Andersen. Certs Møller and Lasse
Nielsen. EXCELLENT. 1.800
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P µ 142 2Iv7 � INK CANCELLED 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 14 on cover front from
the second day of the short ink canceling period 8.-16.4.1851 with 1 ½
ring c.d.s. ”NESTVED 9.4.1851” sent to Ringsted. Certs Møller and
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE. 500

P µ 143 2I � ”April cover” from ”NYBORG 9/4 1851” to Nakskov with 4 RBS
Ferslew plate II Nr. 60 sent on the second day of the ink canc. period
indicating that the instructions arrived in Nyborg later (a later ink
cancelled letter from Nyborg is recorded). Ex. Schmidt-Andersen.
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 250

142 143

P µ 141 2I � WRONG DATE ADJUSTMENT. Three covers with 4 RBS Ferslew (two
with Ferslew 1) mounted on two exhibition pages. One dated
”Nykiøbing Jylland 3.April 1851” inside, (third day of use) but c.d.s.
with date ”3.3.1851” and one with c.d.s. ”NYKJÖBING i JYLLAND
7.3.1851” (probably from 7.3.1851) and a third cover with c.d.s. ”NEST-
VED 6.2.1851”. Two certs are enclosed. A VERY INTERESTING LOT. 1.000

P µ 139 2I � Early ”April letter” with 4 RBS plate II No. 68 from ”SORÖE 1851”
with written date ”5/4” sent to Holbek. Cert. Møller. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 400

P µ 140 2I � ”April cover” from ”NESTVED 6.4.1851” sent to Copenhagen with 4
RBS Ferslew plate I No. 41. Cert. Møller. RARE & SUPERB. 500

139 140

Ex 141
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P µ 146 2I � PLATE I NO. 96. A selection of three stamps in three diff. stages: FER-
SLEW 11 with unretouched design and crown, FERSLEW 12 with unre-
touched design and retouched crown and a normal Ferslew 2 with
retouched crown and design. A fantastic selection demonstrating the
changes of this specific cliché, leaving important details free of can-
cels. Two stamps with cert. Møller. 
A VERY UNUSUAL LOT FOR THE SPECIALIST. 500

P µ 147 2I � TWICE CANCELLED 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate I No. 33 with unre-
touched crown and design. BLACK & BLUE mute canc. Probably
uniqe on F11. Ex. Lorentzen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 400

P µ 144 2I � ”April cover” from ”ODENSE 11.4.1851” to Copenhagen canc. with
mute canc. in the period where pen canceling was instructed. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 300

P µ 145 2I � Small envelope ”April cover” with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 28 from
”SORÖE 1851” with written date ”19/4” sent to Copenhagen. Cert.
Nielsen. SUPERB. 200

4 RBS Ferslew 1

144 145

146 147

148 149 150

P µ 148 2I � FERSLEW 11 plate I No. 53 with unretouched crown and design with ink
canc. & blue mute canc. Ex. Lorentzen. Certs. Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE & RARE. 200

P µ 149 2I � A beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate I No. 59 with two decorati-
ve impressions of mute canc. VERY UNUSUAL. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 150

P µ 150 2I 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate I No. 68 with unretouched crown and design.
Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 150
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P µ 151 2I � A very beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate I No. 98 with unretou-
ched crown and design. Ex. Lorentzen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 150

P µ 152 2I � A very beautiful 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 3 with unretouched
crown. Ex. Lorentzen. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 150

P µ 153 2I � 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 28 with unretouched crown. One of the
few stamps from the inner part of plate II distinguishable in F1. Ex.
Lorentzen. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 150

P µ 154 2I � Rare pair 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II Nos 31-32 with unretouched
crowns. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 400

P µ 155 2I � 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 78 with unretouched crown. Perfect mute
canc. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 156 2I � Centric mute canc. on 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 93 with unretou-
ched crown. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

P µ 157 2I � A very beautiful 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 2 with unretouched
design and retouched crown. Ex. Lorentzen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
EXCELLENT. 150

P µ 158 2I � 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 2 with an unretouched design and a retou-
ched crown. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 159 2I � A very beautiful copy of 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 5 with an unre-
touched design and a retouched crown. Unusual dull shade. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 150

P µ 160 2I � The interesting plate I No. 10 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 with unretouched design
and retouched crown. Opinion Møller. SUPERB. 150

P µ 161 2I � 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 16 with an unretouched design and a
retouched crown canc. with a mute duplex canc. Very unusual. Cert.
Møller. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 162 2I � An outstanding copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 18 with unre-
touched design and retouched crown.Wide margins and perfect mute
canc. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

151 152 153

154 155 156 157

158 159 160 161 162
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P 163 2I � Twice canc. 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 18 with black mute canc.
and ink line. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 164 2I � Horizontal PAIR 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 25-26 with unretou-
ched design and retouched crown. Ideally cancelled at bottom with
mute canc. Ex. Reddersen and Lorentzen. Certs Paaskesen and Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB. 400

P µ 165 2I � Margin copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 40 with unretouched design
and retouched crown. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 150

P µ 166 2I � An outstanding copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 44 with unre-
touched design and retouched crown.Wide margins and perfect strike
of mute canc. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

P µ 167 2I � 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 51 with unretouched design and retou-
ched crown. Canc. with 1 ½-ring c.d.s. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 168 2I � Blue mute canc. on 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 60 with unretou-
ched design and retouched crown. Ex. Lorentzen. Certs Møller and
Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE. 200

P µ 169 2I � A beautiful cover with 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 50 with unre-
touched design and retouched crown from ”FREDERIKSVÆRK 
28.-.1852” to Hirschholm. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 300

163 164 165

166 167 168
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Pµ170 2I � MIXED FRANKING of FERSLEW 11 plate I Nos 39-
40 and Ferslew 2 plate I Nos 24-25-26 on five-fold
inland rate letter from ”KJÖGE 25.8.1851” to
Christianslund. Ex. Kurt Hansen. Cert. Møller.
PRESUMABLY UNIQUE. 1.200

4 RBS Ferslew

171 172 173

174 175

P µ 171 2I * Unused copy of 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 64 with original gum.
F=6.000. Certs Kaiser, Møller and Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 172 2I * A very beautiful unused copy of 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 80 with
original gum and very fine even margins. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
VERY FINE. 300

P 173 2I (*) 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 56, unused without gum in dark violet
brown shade. FINE COPY. 150

P µ 174 2I * A very beautiful 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 82 with full o.g. and with
wide margins. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 200

P µ 175 2I * Unused copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate I with full o.g. and very fine mar-
gins. Cert. Grønlund. 250
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P 184 2I � A wonderful copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 96 with a central mute
canc. EXCELLENT. Bid

P 185 2Iv3 � ”Pemberton double strike” plate I No. 19 on 4 RBS Ferslew with blue
mute canc. F=3.000+. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 186 2I^v4 � ”Kranhold retouch” on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 5 with a perfect mute
canc. F=3.500+. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 100

184 185 186

P µ 176 2I � 1 ½ ring date stamp ”ODENSE 14.2.1852” on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II.
Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 150

P µ 177 2I � Twice canc. 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 81 with mute canc. and part of 1
½ ring c.d.s. ”VIBORG”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 100

P 178 2I � BLUE mute canc. on 4 RBS Ferslew plate I. EXCELLENT COPY. RARE. 150

P 179 2I � Blue mute canc. on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II. DAKA 1999=DKK 1.600.
Sign. Møller. VERY FINE. Bid

P 180 2I � Vertical pair 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 10+20 with blue mute canc. 100

176 177 178 179 180

P µ 181 2I � Ink cancelled 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 76. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 100

P 182 2I � Extremely wide margined copy of 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 10. Sign.
Møller. EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ 183 2I � A wonderful small piece with a stamp cancelled twice, plate I No. 57
with mute canc. and antiqua III c.d.s. ”KIØBENHAVN 7.10.1851”
and with ”compass” mark alongside. Ex. J. Schmidt-Andersen. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 100

181 182 183
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P µ 189 2I � Wide margin copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 23 on cover with anti-
qua type III c.d.s. ”SORÖE 13.10.1852” sent to Kallundborg. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT. 200

P µ 190 2I � Very late use of a mute canc. on cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 54
from ”RINGSTED 5.11.1852” to Copenhagen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB. 100

P µ 187 2I � Rare piece from an ”April letter” with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 53
with mute canc. and antiqua c.d.s. with ”sausage” ”JRB.PST.EXP” &
”KIØBENHAVN 22.4.1851”. Noted ”via Callundborg” (a ship calling
the ports of Aarhus and Randers). Ex. J. Schmidt-Andersen. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

P µ 188 2I � Corner margin copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 10 on a beautiful cover
with distinct c.d.s. ”KJÖGE 28.2.1852”. Cert. Witschi. EXCELLENT. 150

187 188

189 190

P µ 191 2I � Scarce Postanvisning (COD) with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 79 from
”KJØBENHAVN 12.2.1852” sent to Korsør. Fees paid cash and noted
”8/4”. Cert. Møller. A VERY INTERESTING COVER. 200

P µ 192 2I � Double rate cover from ”MARIBO 1.4.1852” to Nykøbing franked with
two copies 4 RBS Ferslew plate II in two different shades. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE. 100

191 192
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Ex 196

P µ 196 2I+II * 4 RBS PAPER PRODUCTION. Exhibition page with two unused
copies, one Ferslew and one Thiele (very light trace of hinge), both
with huge traces in the paper from impurities in the paper. An
interesting lot. 750

P µ 194 2II * A very fresh and beautiful 4 RBS Thiele I plate I No. 23 with full o.g.
F=6.000. Cert. Kaiser. VERY FINE COPY. 200

P µ 195 2II (*) Unused Thiele I plate i No. 26, without gum. Opinion Møller. FINE
COPY. 100

P µ 193 2I � QUADRUPLE inland rate cover with a strip of four 4 RBS Ferslew
plate II Nos 22-25 sent from ”NYKJÖBING pad FALSTER 1852”
with written date ”2/2” (late use of the 1 ½ ring c.d.s.) sent to Stege.
Right stamp lightly cut into, otherwise a fresh and very beautiful
cover. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. 600

4 RBS Thiele

194 195
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P µ 199 2II � A wonderful horizontal strip of three 4 RBS Thiele I plate I Nos 78-
80 with distinct numeral ”67” Sorø. Ex. Reddersen. Cert. Paaskesen.
SUPERB. 400

P µ 200 2I-2IIIBv1 Plate I No. 1 with ”dent in top right frame” in three very fine copies 
� Ferslew, Thiele I + II. F=2.250. VERY FINE. 100

P 201 2II � 4 RBS Thiele I on cover from ”SORÖE 23.8.1853” to Roeskilde with
perfect strike of numeral ”67”. EXCELLENT. 100

P 202 2II � Double rate inland cover with two copies 4 RBS Thiele I (right stamp
plate II No. 28) on cover from ”ROESKILDE 25.9.1852” with MUTE
CANC. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100

P 197 2II � 4 RBS Thiele I with a perfect numeral ”56” Ringkøbing. SUPERB. Bid

P 198 2II � Horizontal strip of three 4 RBS Thiele I plate I Nos 66-67-68 with beau-
tiful mute cancs. Natural gum bend of no importance. Sign. A.Diena.
SUPERB. 100

197 198

199 Ex 200

201 202

P µ 203 2IIIA * Thiele II black brown plate II No. 100 with full o.g. and with very fine
margins. F=7.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY. 150

P 204 2IIIA � 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II with a perfect strike of numeral
”37” Korsør. SUPERB. Bid

203 204
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P 207 2IIIA � A fantastic cover with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown from ”SORÖE
6.12.1853” to Nykøbing Falster. Perfect numeral ”67”. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 208 2IIIB * A very fresh and beautiful 4 RBS Thiele II dark red brown plate II
No. 40 with full o.g. F=8.500. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 250

P µ 209 2IVa * A fresh unused copy of a Thiele III yellow brown with full o.g. F=8.500.
Cert. Kaiser. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 200

P µ 210 2IVa * 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown in a fresh unused copy with full o.g.
lightly hinged. F=8.500. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 200

P 205 2II+ Plate I No. 11 with ”cracked plate” on Thiele I & II. Two very fine 
2IIIAv2 � copies. F=4.800. 100

P µ 206 2IIIAv3 � 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate I No. 19 with ”Pemberton double
strike”. F=1.800. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. Bid

Ex 205 206

208 209 210

P µ 211 2IVa * VERTICAL PAIR 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown plate IV Nos 1-2
with full o.g. and with wide margins. Certs Møller and Lasse
Nielsen. VERY RARE & EXCELLENT. 1.000
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Pµ217 2IVc � BLOCK OF FOUR 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown plate
IV Nos 55-56/65-66 with ink canc.A very rare unit in
flawless condition. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
VERY FINE. 2.000

P µ 212 DK2IV � Ochre yellow shade 4 RBS Thiele III as described by J. Schmidt-Andersen
in his books. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100

P µ 213 2IVb � Pair 4 RBS Thiele III chestnutbrown plate III Nos 68-69 with upright
numeral ”67” Sorø on small piece. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

P µ 214 2IVb � A remarkable cover with 4 RBS Thiele III chestnutbrown from
”SORÖE 2.6.1855” to Vordingborg with perfect c.d.s. and numeral
”67”. Cert. Grønlund. EXCELLENT. 250

P µ 215 2IVc � Antiqua type III c.d.s. ”ODENSE 20.11.1854” on 4 RBS Thiele III plate
III No. 53. Cert. Møller. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 150

P 216 2IVc � Antiqua type III c.d.s. ”KJØBENHAVN 2.6.185-” on 4 RBS Thiele III
grey brown. VERY FINE. 150

212 213 215 216
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P µ 218 2IVd � A wonderful cover with 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown plate III No. 52
with two perfect cancs ”FREDERIKSHAVN 10.6.1854” & numeral
”19”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 219 2IVd � 4 RBS Thiele III olivebrown plate IV No. 93 on a wonderful cover from
”SORÖE 5.9.1854” to Nestved. Distinct c.d.s. and numeral ”67”. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 220 2I-IV � A selected lot with NUMERAL ”67” SORØ on five copies 4 RBS incl.
Ferslew & Thiele III chestnut brown, the latter with cert. Møller. 
A VERY UNUSUAL LOT. 250

Skilling Issues 1854-57
P µ 221 3 � Very rare numeral canc. ”198” Copenhagen - Stettin Steamship on 2

skilling blue. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 100

218 219

220 221

P µ 222 3 � A very unusual foot post cover with 2 skilling blue inside dated ”22.
Januar 1865” and with ”spidsovalt fodpoststempel” and black c.d.s.
”KIØBENHAVN KB 22.1.”. Probably the finest of few known letters
with this postmark and dated letters are particularly rare! Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 250
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P µ 223 3 � Rare foot post cover with 2 skilling dark blue with BLACK FOOT
POST MARK ”F:P: 13.1.62” and c.d.s. ”KIØBENHAVN KB 13.1.”.
One of the finest covers with the rare black F:P: hand stamp. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 300

P µ 224 3 � A wonderful local cover from Copenhagen with 2 skilling blue that
has not been delivered by the foot post, very unusual. Canc. with a
perfect strike of duplex canc. ”34” & ”KBH.JP.PST.CT. 21.2.” (1863).
On the reverse arr. canc. ”KBH.NØRB.EXP. 21.2.”. Cert. Møller. 
A GREAT RARITY IN EXCELLENT QUALITY. 600

P µ 225 3 � Rare local cover from Copenhagen which has not been carried by the
foot post franked with 2 skilling blue. Numeral canc. ”211” and c.d.s.
”KBH.NØRB.EXP. 10.6.” sent to Vesterbro, arr. canc. on the reverse
”KBH.VSTB.EXP.”. Cert. Debo. VERY FINE. 200

P µ 226 3 � Rare local cover from Randers franked with 2 skilling blue and with
numeral ”53”. Endorsed ”Fattigsag”. ONLY FEW SUCH LOCAL
COVERS WITH 1855 2 SKILLING KNOWN. Certs Grønlund,
Kaiser and Møller. SUPERB. 500

P µ 227 3 � Rare ship letter from Copenhagen with two full margin copies 2 skilling
in diff. shades canc. on arrival by numeral 53 RANDERS. C.d.s. ”RAN-
DERS 4.6.” (1863). 250

P µ 228 3+5 � 2 skilling blue in STRIP OF THREE & 8 skilling (dotted) in single
stamp + pair (one cut into) on rare 30 skilling cover from ”ODENSE
30.5.” sent via ”LUEBECK 31.5.” to ”LONDON JU 2 65”  with red
”P.D.”. One of the most beautiful covers recorded with this franking.
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 500

224

225

226

227

223

228
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P 233 5 � Numeral ”67” Sorø on 8 skilling green. SUPERB. Bid

P 234 5 � Swedish canc. ”SÖDRA ST.BANAN 21.-.-” on 8 skilling green (dotted).
Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100

P 235 5v1 � 8 skilling green (dotted) pos. 25 with retouch in SW triangle. Swedish
canc. ”SÖDRA ST.BANAN”. F=1.300+. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. Bid

P 236 5 � Blue Swedish canc. in oval ”ÅNGB. FRÅN DANMARK” on 8 skilling
green (dotted), used in Helsingborg. RARE & VERY BEAUTIFUL. 100

P µ 237 5 � A well situated Swedish canc. ”LANDSKRONA 25.9.1864” on 8 skilling
green (dotted). Cert. Møller. SUPERB. Bid

237236233 234 235

P µ 229 4c � ”Udenbyes fodpostbrev” with written origin ”Ordrup” franked with 4
skilling 3rd printing. Blue ”F:P 23.9.56”. Cert. Møller. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 100

P 230 4d � 4 skilling 3rd printing in horizontal strip of three on a triple rate cover
from ”NYBORG 14.5.1856” with numeral ”46” sent to Copenhagen.
Sign. Møller. SUPERB 100

229 230

231 232

P µ 231 4f � Double rate ”udenbyes fodpostbrev” with pair 4 skilling 5th printing
with blue ”F:P: 5.12.57”. Unusual. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 100

P 232 4f � A very beautiful small reg. cover with single 4 skilling 5th printing
from ”HOBROE 31.3.1858” to Mariager. Numeral ”27” and decorative
blue official receiving cachet. Endorsed ”NB.” and red ”8” skilling.
EXCELLENT. Bid

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 17 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov. Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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P µ 240 5 � Single 8 skilling green dotted spandrels on a scarce near zone rate
cover from ”KIØBENHAVN 3.12.” (1864) to Gothenburg. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. Ex. Dr. Scott. RARE & SUPERB. 200

P µ 241 5 � Registered double rate letter with two wide margin copies 8 skilling gre-
en (dotted background) sent from ”RINGKJØBING 15.12.1858” to
Skiern. Noted ”NB” but without notation of fees indicating that the
reg. fee has been paid by a 8 skilling stamp which was contrary to
regulations. Opinion Møller. SUPERB. 150

P µ 242 5 � Preprinted envelope with two copies 8 skilling green (dotted) on COD
from ”VORDINGBORG 28.6.” to Karrebækstorp pr. Nestved franked
at basic letter rate 4 skilling + COD fee 10-15 Rdl 12 skilling. Lower
stamp slightly close at one corner. Ex. Christian Andersen. 100

P 243 6 � Small piece with 16 skilling greyish violet with clear numeral ”19”
Frederikshavn. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE. Bid

P 238 5 � Norwegian grid canc. on 8 skilling green (dotted). VERY RARE. 100

P 239 5 � 8 skilling green (dotted) with ship pmk. ”Aus….. PER DAMPFSCHIFF”
used in Kiel. Sign. Debo. RARE. 100

238 239

240 241

242 243

244 245

P 244 6 � Pair 16 skilling greyish violet with numeral ”181” and part of a red
foreign canc. VERY FINE. Bid

P µ 245 6 � Horizontal strip of four of 16 skilling grey lilac with wide margins and
light numeral ”4”. Right stamp with a small ”pin hole”. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE ITEM. 150
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P µ 248 3+5+6+ Cover with 30 skilling franking from ”FREDERIKSHAVN
13 � 16.4.1865” via ”LUEBECK 18.4.” to ”LONDON AP 20 65” with red

”P.D.”. A very colorful cover from a provincial town, rare. The 4 skil-
ling stamp with minor perf. imperfections. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 800

P µ 249 3+6+7a � 22 skilling franking on a fresh and beautiful cover from Copenhagen to
Berlin canc. with numeral ”181” and with c.d.s. ”SJÆLL.POST.SPED-
BUREAU 20.10.1858” sent via ”HAMBURG 22.10.” with framed ”Aus
Dänemark”. Adressee erased. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 200

Pµ247 3+6+7a A very fresh and beautiful cover with 38 skilling 
� franking from Copenhagen via Hamburg and Paris

to Toulouse. Numeral ”181” and c.d.s.
”SJÆLL.POST:SPED.BUR. 17.7.1858” covering the
37 skilling postage. Ex. F.T.K. Caröe collection. Cert.
Møller. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 2.000

249

P µ 246 6 � A wide margin and extremely fresh copy 16 skilling grey lilac as single
franking on cover from ”KIØBENHAVN 5.7.” via ”HELSINGBORG
8.7.1861” to Carlskrona. Sign. Møller and cert. Paaskesen. SUPERB. 200

246
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P 255 7i � Cover with contents dated ”Sæby d 21e Januar 1863” with illegally pla-
ced stamp 4 skilling 5th printing wmk. II sent to Nestved. Rare Esrom-
type canc. ”SÆBY” and date stamp ”Slagelse JB Postexped: 21.1.63”.
Noted ”Ubetalt” and ”2” receiver charge. Bid

P 256 7i � Inland ship letter of SEPTUBLE INLAND RATE sent to ”KAL-
LUNDBORG 8.12.1862. Numeral canc. ”191” and c.d.s. ”DAM-
PSK.POST.SPED. Nr. 1 8.12.1862”. Two stamps are lightly touched. 150

P 250 7a � Horizontal strip of three on triple rate cover from ”VORDINGBORG
18.4.1859” with upright numeral ”78” sent to Føllerslev pr. Holbek.
Small original wrinkle of no importance. Bid

P 251 7b � Two copies of 4 skilling 2nd printing (1860) on a near zone cover from
”KIØBENAHVN KB 12.6.” to Malmoe. Numeral ”1”. ONLY A FEW
SUCH COVERS KNOWN. 100

P 252 7c � COD with 4 skilling 2nd printing from ”NYKIÖBING paa FALSTER
18.6.1860” to Copenhagen. Numeral ”47” and notations of fees ”8/4”
as well as a ledger No. SUPERB. Bid

P 253 7c � 4 skilling 2nd printing in strip of four on underpaid cover from ”STEGE
24.4.1860” via ”KIØBENHAVN 25.4.” to Christianssand. Noted
”utilstrækkelig frigjort” and ”10/6”. Three stamps are close or cut into.
RARE. Bid

P 254 7g � Beautiful printed matter from Copenhagen via Helsingborg to
Christinehamn correctly franked with 4 skilling but for some reason char-
ged 27 öre postage due. 300

Skilling Issues 1858-63

250 251 252

253 254

255 256
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P 257 7i � A wonderful pre printed COD ”Fra Udgiveren af Langelands Avis” sent
from ”RUDKIØBING 2.5.” to Odense. Fee for COD ”4” and receipt ”2”
paid cash and two ledger Nos noted. Containing a printed bill. Sign.
Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 258 8 � 8 skilling green with a perfect strike of Swedish canc. ”MALMÖ
2.9.1865”. Cert. Møller. RARE & SUPERB. 150

P µ 259 8 � Scarce Swedish canc. ”HELSINGBORG” on 8 skilling green (wavy
lines). Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. Bid

P µ 260 8 � Swedish canc. ”SÖDRA ST. BANAN 29.-.-”. Cert. Debo. RARE &
SUPERB. Bid

P 261 8 � Pair 8 skilling green (dotted) on piece with numeral ”1” and transit
mark ”HELSINGBORG 6.1.1860) and with Swedish due mark ”36 öre”. Bid

P µ 262 8 � A perfect strike of SWEDISH arrival pmk ”LANDSKRONA
3.5.1866” as cancellation on 8 skilling green wavy lined on a cover
front. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 200

P 263 7b+8 � Complete issue wavy lined 4 skilling 2nd printing red-brown and 8
skilling green on a wonderful small size envelope with duplex canc.
”182” & ”SJÆLL.POST:SPED:BUREAU 28.3.1860” sent via ”HAM-
BURG 29.3.” (Danish & Prussian PO’s to Schwerin in Mecklenburg.
Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

P µ 264 7+8 � Triple rate inland letterwith scarce franking 4 sk. brown & 8 sk. gre-
en: wavy lined issue cpl. sent from ”KIØBENHAVN 25.5” and with
oval delay mark from 26.5. sent to Lerchenborg pr. Kallundborg.
Cert. Møller. ONLY A FEW COVERS ARE KNOWN with this fran-
king. SUPERB. 200

262

263

261258 259 260

257

264
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P µ 270 3+5+9+ 16 skilling rosa lilac rouletted on 30 skilling cover from ”AALBORG
10 � 13.4.” 1865 via ”St. P.A. LUEBECK 15.4.” to ”LONDON AP 17 65”

with red ”P.D.” with four lightly canc. and flawless stamps. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 1.000

P µ 265 8+15a � Rare 24 skilling franking on cover from ”RANDERS 8.10.1865” via
Prussia ”HAMBURG 9.10.” to ”LONDON -F.C OC. 11 65”. Franked
with 8 skilling green (wavy lined) and 16 skilling large oval 1st prin-
ting. This postal rate was in force for only three months and only three
covers with similar franking are recorded. 16 skilling with a large tear
but with a very fine appearance. Opinion Lasse Nielsen. Cert. Møller. 200

P 266 10 � A fresh and lightly cancelled rouletted 16 skilling rose lilac. Sign.
Møller. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 267 10 � Rouletted 16 skilling rose lilac. Cert. Debo. FINE COPY. 100

P µ 268 10v1 � Swedish canc. ”HELSINGBORG” on 16 skilling rose lilac rouletted pos.
31 with major cliché flaw: Dent in left frame line. A very small corner
bend. F=8.000+. Very rare. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 100

P µ 269 10 � Beautiful cover to Sweden with single 16 sk. roulette in strong
colour. Horizontal archive fold through the stamp. Facit 45.000. Cert.
Møller. 750

265

266 267 268

269
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277

P 273 12b � SINGLE FRANKING 3 skilling 2nd printing on a wonderful printed
matter from Copenhagen to Carlskrona, Sweden. Canc. in transit by
Swedish canc. ”SÖDRA ST.BANAN 24.8.1867”. F=6.000++. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT. 400

Large Oval Type

P 271 5+11+ 14 skilling franking on a fresh and beautiful cover from ”KIØBEN-
13 � HAVN 25.1.” to London with 8 skilling green (dotted) and 2+4 skilling

large oval type. Two beautiful blue handstamps as well as one in red.
VERY FINE. 150

P 272 12a � Two copies of 3 skilling 1st printing on a beautiful cover from ”RIBE
8.3.” with numeral ”55” and Prussian type arr. canc. on the reverse
”FLENSBURG 8.3.67”. Some perfs slightly disturbed due to the place-
ment on the cover. VERY FINE. Bid

P 274 13 � A beautiful pair with Swedish canc. ”SÖDRA ST. BANAN 25.3.1868”.
SUPERB. Bid

P µ 275 18 � Line perf. 8 skilling 3rd printing with perfect perforation and centering.
Canc. ”51” Odense. F=10.000. Cert. Møller. 150

P 276 18 � 8 skilling 3rd printing line perforatedwith flawless perforation. F=4.500.
Sign. Møller. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 277 19 � 16 skilling 4th printing line perforated with upright numeral ”5”
Aarhus. Irregular corner perfs as is normal for this rare stamp.
F=12.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 400

274 275 276

271 272
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P 278 20f � Strip of three 2 skilling 6th printing on small piece with Swedish canc.
”PKXP. No.2 UPP. 4.7.1873”. SUPERB. Bid

P 279 21 � 3 skilling grey/lilac with a beautiful Swedish canc. ”MALMÖ
18.8.1874”. SUPERB. Bid

P 280 21c � A very beautiful piece with two copies 3 skilling 3rd printing with a
perfect strike of Swedish canc. ”ÅNGB. FR. DANMARK”. EXCELLENT. 100

278 279 280

281 282

Bicoloured Issues

P 281 23c � Pair 8 skilling 3rd printing on cover from ”KJØBENHAVN 25.10” via
”ERQUELINES 28 OCT 73” to Paris. Red circular ”P.D.”. VERY FINE. Bid

P 282 27 � A wonderful fresh copy of 48 skilling brown/lilac with a well placed
numeral ”28” Holbek. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100

P 283 29iv � MINIATURE ENVELOPE with 4 øre grey/blue perf. 14 sent locally
in ”KJØBENHAVN K 29.11. On the reverse ”V.OMB.1 29.11.94”. 
A MOST UNUSUAL ITEM. Bid

P 284 31b � EXPRESS cover with contents sent from ”SKIVE 6.7.” (1878) to
”VIBORG JB.PE. 6.7.” franked with 8 øre in horizontal strip of four
(left stamp with a faint fold) and a single stamp. RARE. Bid

P 285 34fv2 � Isolated frame 20 øre 7th printing pos. 61 with a perfect strike of nume-
ral ”58” Roskilde. F=3.000. A faint trace of a horizontal bend. Bid

283

285

284
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• P 289 52 **/* Coat of Arms 20 øre with small corner figures. A very fresh block of 4
with margin. Two stamps **. Facit as singles 15.800. 
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 250

P 290 54av1 � Early preprinted postcardwith private print on the reverse ”Hotel de
l’Europe” dated ”Copenhague 31 Juli 1888” sent to Putbus a/
Rügen”. Franked with 10 øre red perf. 14 with variety: open left ”O”.
UNIQUE & EXCELLENT. 100

P 291 49+123 � 80/12 øre grey/red with inv. wmk. (sign. Debo) and 80/8 øre red (sign.
Møller) both correctly canc. KJØBENHAVN 1916. F=2.800+. Bid

287 288

290 291

P 286 35e+57b Reg. cover to JAVA sent from ”GJENTOFTE 15.09.04”. 5/4 øre statio-
� nery envelope additionally franked with 30 øre. Arr. canc.

”MALANG 17.10.1904”. Sign. Møller. VERY RARE. 150

P 287 38aa+ Mixed franking of three issues on a beautiful postcard with star canc. 
63+77 � ”LANGEBÆK” via ”MASNEDSUND-KALLEHAVE 4.3.06” to

England. Bid

P 288 39aa…57a Registered double rate cover with star canc. ”BRAASKOV” and violet 
� one line ”Braaskov”, also written registration ”No. 348”. Black ”R” and

arr. canc. ”WIEN 28.12.97”. Bid

Later Issues

286
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P µ 293 66+82 � A very rare registered cover from ”KJØBENHAVN 2.2.07” to Napoli
franked with 25 øre Christian IX and 15 øre wavy lines type.
Additionally franked with 10 øre Christian IX type II with violet
”Avis de réception / Kjøbenhavn K.”. Noted ”A.R.”. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. A GREAT RARITY. 500

P µ 292 63P (*) Black recess printed proof of 5 øre Christian IX on ivory cardboard
in an unfinished design with notations in ink and by pencil ”Efter
Prof. Hans Tegner Original Dybtryk”. VERY RARE. 500

P µ 294 68v ** 100 øre Christian IX in IMPERFORATED pair pos. 59-60 with full
sheet margin. F=12.000. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 250

P 295 69v � Rare variety CRACKED PLATE on 5 øre Frederik VIII (AFA spec.
54w=DKK 4.500) on an interesting picture postcard showing a ferry
(Kolding, Løverodde set fra Damperen) with a star canc. ”TAULOV”
and ”FREDERICIA 07” sent to Børkop. Sign. Møller. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 100

295294
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P 298 122a � 35/32 øre yellow green in a strengthened block of 4 canc. ”KJØBEN-
HAVN”. F=56.000. 400

P 299 122a � Used pair of the scarce 35/32 øre yellow green. F=28.000. 200

• P µ 300 131...160 Christian X 1913-28 in blocks of 4. Selection of 34 blocks incl. a few 
** duplicates in slightly different shades. Most of the øre values incl. 50

øre dark grey and 60 øre blue & brown. Facit at least 30.000+. 400

P 301 131 � Locally re-posted cover from ”LISBOA 18 MAI 15” to Amaliegade No. 1
in Copenhagen, re-addressed with new franking 5 øre Christian X
(with a maltese cross perfin) covering the new delivery in Amaliegade
No. 42 canc. ”KJØBENHAVN K 26.5.15 / 11 3/4F” and on the reverse
”KJØBENHAVN K 4OMB”. Endorsed ”Per s/s Adolf Andersen”.
RARE. Bid

P 302 134 � 10 øre Christian X used as fee stamp on a receipt for purchase of postage
stamps with a single line canc. ”HOLSTEBRO den 12. MAR. 1921”
paying the 10 øre fee for issuing a receipt. Scarce. Bid

P 296 120 * 5 kr. red Postal Building brown red unused with a nearly invisible trace
of hinge. F=4.000. Sign. Köhler. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 297 122a * 35/32 øre provisional yellow green in a well centered and lightly hinged
copy. F=6.500. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 100

298

299

Ex 300

296 297

301 302
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P µ 303 131+136 VERY RARE POSTAL MATTERS, COD from HORSENS 9.4.20” to 
� Ørnstrup re-sent to Øxendrup and finally returned with ”Afsenders

Erklæring” to ”HORSENS 15.4.20” franked with a 15 øre Christian X
with ink canc. ”Gebyr”. Two previously attached forms - VERY
RARE. 200

P 304 151 � Pair 40 øre Christian X blue on PARCEL COVER FOR A LOCAL INSU-
RED PARCEL with violet double line canc. ”Kjøbenhavn.P / Kontoret
for….”. On the reverse bridge type canc. ”KJØBENHAVN P. 15.4.19”.
VERY RARE. 100

P 305 152 � DOUBLE BORDER RATE COVER from ”AABENRAA 23.11.25” to
Flensburg with single 40 øre Christian X orange. German bridge type
arr. canc. ”FLENSBURG 24.11.25”. Bid

304 305

• P 306 164 ** Christian X 10 kr. F=6.500+. SUPERB. 100

P 307 164 ** 10 kr. Christian X red/green in a scarce unmounted copy. F=6.500.
Sign. Bühler. VERY FINE. 100

• P 308 164 ** Christian X 10 kr. in a well centered pair. F=13.000+. SUPERB. 200

306 307 308

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 17 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov. Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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P 310 166 � International parcel card from ”KJØBENHAVN STR 10.9.24” sent to
”STAVANGER 25.IX.24” with SCARCE SINGLE FRANKING 2 kr.
Christian X grey. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. Bid

P 311 168 � An interesting soldier’s letter with six copies 5 øre Christian X green
with ”SF” opt. as EXPRESS cover with star canc. ”GREVE” and c.d.s.
”TAASTRUP 21.11.17”. Propaganda label ”DANMARKS SAMFUN-
DET”. Small tolerable imperfections. Bid

P 312 179 � 27/7 øre provisional red with wmk. III crown with a superb canc.
”KJØBENHAVN 2.12.18”. F=2.000+. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. Bid

P 313 213…17 Registered air mail cover from ”KØBENHAVN 2.6.36” to Cambridge 
� franked with e.g. a SUPERB 1 kr. brown. 160 øre franking, one stamp

defective. A SCARCE COVER. Bid

P 314 214+217 Registered printed matter from ”KØBENHAVN 21.10.32” by air mail via 
� ”BERLIN 22.10.32” with Graf Zeppelin to ”CURITIBA / PANAMA

28.X.32”. Two red special cancs. RARE & SUPERB. 100

310 311

313 314

309

P 309 164 � 10 kr. Christian X red/green in a rare block of 12 canc. ”KØBENHAVN
2.6.30”. F=4.200 as single stamps. Some split perfs. VERY FINE. Bid

312



P µ 318 Tj.4 � A very beautiful copy of 4 skilling carmine line perf.with very fine perf.
and centering. F=4.500. Cert. Møller. Bid

P µ 319 Tj.3 � A fantastic copy of 16 skilling green perf. 14 with a perfect strike of
numeral ”18” Frederiksborg. Very unusual in this quality. F=4.000.
Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

P 320 Tj.5 * 16 skilling green line perf. in a fresh and lightly hinged copy. F=3.000.
VERY FINE. Bid

€uro
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P 316 Unadopted 10 øre essay by J. Britze for the 1944 Churches issue hand -
drawn on thick paper mounted on a large piece of cardboard. 100

P µ 317 PT ** 1953 test stamp with I.C. Jacobsen printed by Goebel in Darmstadt in
brownish red in margin block of four. B&N No. *1953J-T(1a). Cert.
Møller. RARE. 100

Official Issues

P 315 � SCADTA AIRMAIL. Beautiful and scarce cover 1929 from Denmark to
Colombia with 30 c. Danish Scadta overprint ”D” together with 4 c.
Colombian stamp and green air label. 400

316 317

319 320318



P µ 322 Pf.1v+ 10 øre red and 1 kr. yellow brown both with variety ”POSFFÆRGE” 
10v ** in blocks of nine with the variety in the centre. F=41.700. Certs

Møller. VERY RARE BLOCKS. 600

P µ 323 Pf.5 ** 50 øre Christian X wine red/black. F=4.000. Cert. Svendsen/Eldrup.
SUPERB. 100

P µ 324 Pf.6a ** 50 øre Christian X olive grey in perfect centering. F=4.000+. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

P 321 Tj.5 � BLOCK OF EIGHT 16 skilling green line perf. with numeral ”1”.
Lower four stamps with some bends caused by contents of letter.
Rough perfs as usual for this issue. F=32.000 as single stamps, blocks
of four are unpriced. A VERY RARE UNIT. 500

Ferry Issues

Ex 322

323 324

72
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• P 325 Pf.10 ** POSTFAERGE 1 kr. in a beautiful corner margin block of 4 ”No 84 -H”.
AFA DKK 16.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 250

Newspaper Issues

P 326 Ti.18 � A selected copy of 38 øre orange wmk. crosses canc. ”KJØBENHAVN
29.12.14”. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. Bid

Booklets
327 HRE.5 * 2 KR. ADVERTISING BOOKLET with 5 & 10 øre stamps, opened

for display purposes with * stamps. F=20.000 for **. 
A VERY RARE BOOKLET. 400

P 328 HRE.7 ** 1929, Berlingske Tidende. Rare booklet with leather-like orange
cover with golden print AFA H RE 8x = DKK 15.000. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 300

329 HRE.8 ** 1929, KKKK in cpl. 2 kr. booklet. F=1.800. SUPERB. Bid

330 HRE.11 ** 1930, Rundskuedagen in cpl. 2 kr. booklet. F=4.000. SUPERB. 100

331 HRE.14 ** 1931, Galle & Jessen / Børnenes Kontor in cpl. 2 kr. booklet.
Numbering ”11” on the 3rd interleave. F=4.000. SUPERB. 100

332 HRE.15 ** 1931, Galle & Jessen / Børnenes Kontor in cpl. 2 kr. booklet.
Numbering ”10” on the 3rd interleave, brownish cover. F=3.000.
SUPERB. 100

73
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P 333 * Unused collection 1852 - 1930 in Leuchtturm album incl. a nice 2 RBS
Thiele (with small repair) and 11 skilling stamps incl. a superb 16
skilling 1857. Fine sections bicoloured, coat of arms, kings and pro-
visionals e.g. 80 and 27 øre provisionals. Better newspaper and ferry
stamps. HIGH CAT. VALUE. 500

Ex 333

Collections

74

€uro

Lot # 334
�

A very beautiful and well filled collection in Stender album incl. 2 RBS
Ferslew and Thiele, both very fine and with certs. Nine copies 4 RBS in
diff. printings and shades. Three beautiful 16 skilling incl. two roulet-
ted (one with cert). 1864 with two 8 skilling line perf. Bicoloured skil-
ling cpl. incl. 16 & 48 skilling with certs. Bicoloured øre issues with nor-
mal & inv. frames and in shades and incl. wmk. III 8 øre and inv. frames.
Later issues with many selected pmks. e.g. a superb set 27 øre provisio-
nals with wmk. III. Officials, dues, newspaper and ferry cpl. Also some
tête-bêche and advertising stamps and a great section varieties incl.
some rare ones. VERY FINE - SUPERB condition throughout. Ten certs
are enclosed. 

A VERY RECOMMENDABLE COLLECTION

€uro 3.000



336 �/� Collection 1851-1912 in three volumes with e.g. ca 40 copies 4 RBS
incl. a few covers, numerous later skilling issues. One volume with
bicolored perf. 14 incl. a huge number of single stamps and some
interesting covers. Last volume with bicolored perf. 12 and some coat
of arms issues and provisionals. AFA according to vendor ca DKK
140.000. A fine collection that is worth inspecting. 1.000

337 �/� A comprehensive collection in two albums incl. 28 single copies 4
RBS and 12 covers (one with Kranhold’s retouch, with cert.) all sha-
des present. Later skilling issues specialized with printings, varieti-
es and some interesting covers, e.g. with all 1864 issues line perf.
Letter press issues with two copies postal building and a block of
four 80/8 øre with correct canc. Many varieties, blocks and
covers/cards. Hundreds of modern stamps with selected cancs. Fine
sections of Officials, Dues, Ferry, Newspaper etc. Faroes with No. 1
on cover and 1940 cpl. incl. covers and duplicates. Also a FRANCO
BETALT talon. Eight diff. Greenland. Pakke-Porto. Modern stamps
with selected canc. Also a book with many special cancs, covers and
cards. PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000

75

Lot # 335 µ
�/�

A wonderful ”old time collection” in three volumes incl. one 2 RBS
Ferslew and three copies Thiele, all with full margins, several better
skilling issues, e.g. 16 skilling rouletted and 4 skilling 1854 with large
retouch (both with cert. Grønlund). Bicoloured with some pearl flaws
and a beautiful 8 øre with wmk. III. Beautiful section coat of arms, wavy
lines and early provisionals. Faroes 1919 and 1940 cpl. Many varieties
and interesting covers in all sections. 

A collection that must be inspected

€uro 2.500



P 338 � Old collection 1851-63 on loose leaves incl. 42 copies 4 RBS incl. a
nice chestnut brown. Ten copies 1854 2 skilling blue, 1857 8 skilling
(eight copies) and seven copies 16 skilling grey. Three copies 8 skil-
ling 1858 rouletted, one with ”private” roulette. Also a fine copy 16
skilling rouletted. Most stamps VERY FINE with full margins and
flawless. 500

• P 340 � Extensive collection 1851 - 1970s mostly used in 2 albums incl. some
later **, Starting with a beautiful 2 RBS cert. Paaskesen as well as
other good early stamps. Also a cover with bicoloured 4 sk. line perf.
12 1/2, good semi-modern stamps incl. Faroe Island provisionals 1919
& 1940 cpl (5), a nice section Danish West Indies etc. Please inspect! 500

P 339 � Small collection in Stender album incl. a few better stamps in very beau-
tiful quality. E.g. a used DWI No.4. 300

Ex 340

Ex 339

Ex 338
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Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 17 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov. Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.



P 351 � SUNDAY COVERS. Album with ca 75 covers incl. two mixed foreign
franking and several better ”blue” values as single frankings. Scarce
material. 200

Ex 351

P 341 */� Well filled collection 1851-1949 on album pages.
Before 1910 mainly used and after unused with
some exeptions. In the end also Greenland Parcel
stamps and Faroe Islands Provisionals. 
PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000

342 � Basic collection in two volumes on Stender pages incl. four copies 4
RBS and some nice later skilling issues, better provisionals, Postal buil-
ding and 1924 airmail cpl. Better ferry, officials and advertising stamps. 400

343 */� Collection in old Stender album incl. a few better items, 1924 air mail,
postal jubilee in blocks of four, better ferry etc. Faroes 1940 cpl. used. 300

344 � Collection in Leuchtturm with a few duplicates, correctly canc. provi-
sionals, postal building, airmail etc. Also some Greenland. Please
inspect. 300

• 345 **/* Very nice collection in a Lighthouse album incl. many good singles
and sets. With exceptions of early issues, mostly **. Please inspect. 250

346 � Old collection with a few better skilling issues, e.g. two diff. 16 skilling.
Mixed condition. Bid

347 **/*/� Two small remainder collections, one with used early stamps and  the
other with some modern ** stamps. 100

µ 348 2I-IV � Small collection of more than 90 copies 4 RBS NUMERAL CANCEL-
LATIONS ETC. with many beautiful stamps and better numerals. Incl.
eight copies chestnut brown and two nut brown.Mostly four margin copies. 750

349 � STAR CANCELLATIONS. A very comprehensive collection in 11
volumes. Including many covers and postcards with better canc. 
highly priced in DAKA. Nearly 600 items.
A LOT THAT MUST BE INSPECTED. 2.500

350 � A binder with a number of interesting commercial covers from 1853
pre philately to 1964 95 øre Frederik IX single on reg. cover. Great
variation with e.g. scarce express letters etc. 200

Ex 341
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P 352 1II */(*) Two very beautiful unused copies of 2 RBS Thiele, one with a small
repair and one with a gum fold. 400

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

78
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Lot # 353 µ
1II */�/�/�

2 RBS THIELE. A huge remainder lot from the DANIA collection
containing two unused copies incl. a type 2. 44 used copies, nearly
all with full margins, also a used pair. Four covers are included
incl. one illustrated in Sten Christensen’s book. A somewhat mixed
lot with some imperfections. Seven certs/opinions are included.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY – MUST BE INSPECTED

€uro 5.000



Pµ356 �/�/� REMAINDERS FROM AN EXHIBITION COL-
LECTION with e.g. five copies 2 RBS Thiele (full
margins),  4 RBS with ”Kranhold” and
”Pemberton” varieties, chestnut brown copy with
cert. Grønlund and an April cover with ink and
mute canc. Later with an 1861 30 skilling cover from
Altona to Norway. DWI with 1870 3+4 cents.
Schleswig-Holstein with a rare Mi. 5II (wide waves)
with a weak undefinable numeral canc. sign. Grobe
and cert. Dr. Wallner. 
A FINE LOT THAT MUST BE VIEWED. 1.500

P µ 357 � MUTE CANC. Small lot with nine selected stamps, e.g. mute five ring
(Steamship) and five Esrom types: ”ESROM”, ”FAXE”, ”KLH” and
”HELS”, also a rare 8 skilling with ”VTOFTE”. Mostly 
VERY FINE - SUPERB. Bid

P µ 358 � SWEDISH & NORWEGIAN PMKS on Danish skilling issues.
Three small stock cards with 18 items originating from ship letters.
Scarce material mostly in very fine condition. Please inspect the
whole lot on our website. 500

µ 354 2I-IV � A lot with 40 copies 4 RBS from different printings. Mostly four margin
copies. 300

• µ 355 2 � Album with more than 70 copies 4 RBS. Mostly good quality and some
superb copies. Please inspect. 300

Ex 356

Ex 357

Ex 358
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359 **/*/� Collection in two as new Leuchtturm albums 1864-2008 incl. back of
the book sections, from ca. 1940 nearly complete **. Also a well filled
section of Danish West Indies 1866-1916, some Slesvig sets as well as a
third album with a complete ** collection of the Faroe Islands 1975-
2008. 400

360 47+183+ Lot of 3 different medium and better values 1912-18 in complete fine 
192 � used sheets of 100 canc. in the correct period. The 35/16 øre is nearly

separated in the middle. F=107.000. Please inspect. 500

361 191 � 27/38 øre orange, 100 used copies in units on a glassine page canc.
within the correct period. F=70.000. 400

362 */�/� OFFICIAL STAMPS. A large stockbook with single stamps and units in
quantities, e.g. many better skilling stamps and covers. 4 skilling line
perf. on cover and 19x16 skilling incl. a block of four. Later issues sepa-
rated in printings etc. A fine lot for the specialist. 500

363 **/*/�/� SOLDIER & FEE STAMPS. Small stockbook with duplicates in quanti-
ties, singles, blocks and covers. High cat. value. A fine lot that must be
inspected. Bid

364 � NEWSPAPER STAMPS. All values, perf. 12 & 14 in quantities.
Accumulation in three large stockbooks with specialized material
separated in printings and many stamps are determined by position.
Many high values and unusual units etc. A VERY INTERESTING LOT. 500

365 **/*/� POSTAGE DUE STAMPS. Stockbook with single stamps and blocks
in quantities. Generally very fine quality. 
VERY HIGH CAT. VALUE. 500

366 **/*/�/� POSTAL FERRY. A thick stockbook with single stamps, blocks etc.
in quantities. Also some parcel cards. AFA more than 400.000 accor-
ding to consignor. A very unusual lot that must be inspected. 2.500

• 367 BOOKLETS. An exceptional duplicate lot mainly older ones. E.g
expensive ones with advertisments, Facit HRE 8, 12, 14 & 15 (2) as
well as many other good ones, many varieties of H. C. Andersen, H
9 and Dybbøl Mølle etc. Very good quality. Please inspect! 500

368 ** BOOKLETS. Lot with Cancer booklet & 2 kr. 1937 Christian X jubilee Bid

• 369 **/*/� Exceptional duplicate stock on stock cards in a box.
Mostly marked and sorted for *, ** and �. Very good
variety and many good items, mostly older. E. g.
much classic, canc., specialities, 5 kr. Postal
Building, Airmail 1925, Greenland incl. much
American issue & Danmark Befriet, also wrong
colours, Danish West Indies, Faroe Islands incl.
many of the first booklet etc. Please inspect! 1.500

• 370 An extensive duplicate stock in 4 albums with a lot of */** as well as
good old � items, e.g. 2 RBS and 16 sk. roulette, further varieties and
specialities. Also some Greenland and DWI. Very high cat. value. 1.000

• 371 Remainder lot incl. a small collection. Mainly old material incl. much
classic incl. good Bicoloured, early proofs and reprints, early local pri-
vate post, some good covers etc. Please inspect! 500

372 **/* Unused duplicate lot of early issues on 3 album pages incl. Large Oval
type, Bicoloured etc. 100
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373 **/* A fine lot with mostly early ** material e.g. several better blocks of
four Christian IX and Frederik VIII issues, 2 kr. slot machine stamp
booklets etc. Also a folder with some better sheets and blocks. 
VERY HIGH CAT. VALUE. 750

374 ** Large box with year sets 1970-92 incl. some in duplicates, files of cor-
ner margin blocks etc. VERY HIGH FACE VALUE. Please inspect. 500

375 � Remainder lot from an estate in an album and on loose pages from
1850’s onwards. Bid

376 A fine remainder lot with e.g. a thick book with sheets incl. some bet-
ter Ferrystamps etc. Also a new Leuchtturm album with Faroes ** and
some stockbooks with various material. A lot that must be inspected. 200

377 Album with some used and mint early stamps as well as a collection of
modern blocks of four, of which many are with plate numbers. Bid

• 378 ** Dealer stock 1930s - ca 2005 in small envelopes marked with year and
Yvert Nos. High face value on later years. 200

379 **/* A stockbook with 1884-1933 issues in quantities, e.g. provisionals and
better kings issues. 200

• µ 380 **/*/� Small lot on two stock cards with some better stamps ca 1850’s-1935
incl. both 5 kr Post Office used, 5 & 10 kr Newstaper stamps * etc. 100

381 � A small remainder lot with some better items e.g. two prephilatelic
covers with 1 ½-ring cancs ”VARDE” and ”THISTED”, 1854 cover
with antiqua c.d.s. ”ROESKILDE” with sausage. Also some 1864-issue
and bicolored covers as well as a German ½ gr shield cover from
”APENRADE”. A VERY ATTRACTIVE LOT. Bid

• µ 382 29+31 � Complete collection of all 75 printings of 4 øre and all 79 printings of
8 øre Bicoloured perf. 14x13 1/2 on covers in two albums. Each cover
has the date of the former contents annoted on front. A very rare
assembly. Ex. Rev. Arthur E. Widiger. Please see pictures of the entire
lot on our website. 500

• 383 � Very interesting cover lot classic up to Airmail 1925 as well as some
good Faroe Islands incl. two � 2/5 øre and provisionals 1940. Also
some DWI. Please inspect. 400

384 � Six covers or postcards with scarce star canc. e.g. BRØNSHØI, KOKKE-
DAL, JONSTRUP and VEIEN. Total DAKA more than DKK 17.500. 400

µ 385 � Lot with 22 covers from Copenhagen 1754-1802 via Hamburg to
France. Good condition. Please see pictures on our website. 200

386 1951, The Postage Stamps of Denmark by J.Schmidt-Andersen incl. 10
reprints of 4 RBS and 1924, Det Kongelige Danske Postvæsen by
Jørgen Bergsøe. Bid

387 Box with ca. 50 books and small articles etc. Mainly on Danish philately.
Many older and scarcer titles. Bid
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Financing the auction purchase

By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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The Faroe Islands

P 388 � ”Lov om skyddsvaesenet paa Faroerne -Kjöbenhavn den 17 Marts
1865”. A very interesting document in fresh and fine condition. ONLY
KNOWN COPY ON PRIVATE HANDS. 300

P 389 121 � 5 kr. Postal building brown red wmk. crosses with a perfect strike of bridge
type canc. ”THORSHAVN 10.3.20”. Sign. Møller. SCARCE. 100

P µ 390 1a � Underpaid cover with three bisected 4 øre stamps as 6 øre franking,
1 øre missing and 2 øre has been charged and noted ”2” by pencil.
Cert. Dr.Debo. RARE & VERY FINE. 500

P µ 391 1a � Bisected 4 øre blue and 5 øre Christian X green on local cover from
”THORSHAVN 10.1.19”. F=4.000. Opinion Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

388 389 391

392

P µ 392 2 � Bisected 4 øre blue wrapper cut and 5 øre Christian X green on local
cover from ”THORSHAVN 12.1.19”. F=6.000. Opinion Møller. 200

• P 393 3 � 2/5 øre provisional along with a Danish 5 øre on a local cover canc.
”THORSHAVN 16.1.1919”. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 394 3 � 2/5 øre provisional on cover with 5 øre Christian X sent locally in
”THORSHAVN 18.1.19”. Cert. Debo. VERY FINE. Bid
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Collections & Mixed Lots
• µ 395 Provisionals 1940-41. Interesting lot on Visir pages. E.g. cpl set * as well

as � with superb canc. from small villages, various values and some
interesting �. Also one 2/5 øre on piece. 200

• 396 �/� Two albums with interesting material, main value on covers, also older
ones with Danish stamps, as well as older cancellations on stamps and
pieces, also Christmas seals, other cinderella labels, also on covers. 100

• 397 **/� Carton with albums and sheet file containing modern collections, sheets,
year sets, booklets etc. Also a thick album full of covers incl. philatelic
with various cancellations, but also interesting commercial ones. High
cat. value. Bid

Greenland
Parcel Stamps

• P 398 P.1 � Parcel Post 1 øre in a very beautiful copy canc. cross wise. F=7.500. 150

P 399 P.1 � Scarce single line canc. with crown ”KOLONIEN GODTHAAB” GF
No. 18.13. F=11.000. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150

P 400 P.2I � Rare violet double line canc. with crown ”KOLONIEN UPERNAVIK”
GF No. 69.01 on 5 øre 1st printing. F=11.000+. Sign. Møller. 
EXCELLENT. 150

P 401 P.3I � Violet oval canc. ”Kolonien Egedesminde” GF No. 33.05 on 10 øre 1st
printing. F=5.500. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 100

P µ 402 P.5II ** 2 øre yellow 2nd printing in a perfect oversize copy. F=9.500. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT. 200

398 399 400 401
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402

403

P µ 403 P.6I ** Pair 5 øre brown 1st printing on heavy paper. Right stamp with some
small natural irregularities on the reverse. F=32.000. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB. 500

P µ 404 P.7I ** Vertical pair 10 øre 1st printing dark blue on heavy paper. Sheet mar-
gin at right. F=48.000. Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE. 750

404



• P µ 408 19-27 ** DANMARK BEFRIET cpl (15) in a ”hand picked” set, all in perfect
centering. F=29.000. EXCELLENT. 500

P µ 409 19-27v2 � ”DANMARK BEFRIET” in cpl. set of 15 incl. changed colours c.t.o.
”GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”. F=21.000. Certs Møller. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 410 19v-27v1 INVERTED OPT. in cpl. set (9) canc. c.t.o. ”GRØNLANDS STYREL-
� SE”. F=50.000. Sign. Dan-Prøv. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 1.000

P µ 405 P.8IC1+ Pair 15 øre violet 1st printing, right stamp with official re-perforation
C2 ** at right. F=19.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 300

P µ 406 P.9I ** Pair 20 øre red 1st printing. F=14.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 200

407 P15 ** 70 øre violet Schultz printing in a complete ** sheet of 25 with many
stamps in good centering. F=11.250. 200

Later Issues

406

Ex 408 Ex 409

Ex 410

405
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• Pµ411 **/*/� PARCEL POST. A fantastic selection in a Visir album
incl many copies of first issue 1905-12. All specified
with Facit Nos incl. a lot of different printings, varie-
ties, cancellations etc. Also some blocks in plastic
pockets. Good quality and very high cat. value. 2.000

µ 412 � Stock card with 22 PAKKE-PORTO stamps, e.g. with three diff. on hea-
vy paper and with a 20 øre 1st printing. 1915-30 Thiele printing cpl. and
1937 Schultz cpl. Beautiful quality throughout. Please inspect the whole
lot on our website. 250

• 413 **/*/� Small lot with 8 different Parcel stamps in good quality. 100

414 **/�/� Collection in four volumes incl. seven used Pakke-Porto, Thule
stamps incl. two philatelic covers. A lot of interesting postal history
material incl. better postmarks and covers. Also some ** and phila-
telic material. Cat. value according to vendor ca. DKK 80.000. 
AN INTERESTING COLLECTION. 1.000

415 **/* Very well filled collection 1915-2006 in a Davo album incl. many
”Pakke Porto” and other good stamps and sets, also some booklets. 400

416 **/*/� Very clean collection in an as new Leuchtturm album starting with 14
different Parcel stamps incl. better (a couple with small faults), 1938-
2008 complete ** except Danmark Befriet and a few cheap stamps, F.
Nos 10-18 are *. 200

417 ** Fantastic mint never hinged accumulation 1938-84
in complete sheets, apparently all issues (except
1945) complete in 100 to 300 copies incl. the scarce
1950/59 definitive set to 5 kr. (cat. value 150 euro per
set, this issue also present �), 1956 surcharges on
Polar bear stamp 60 öre on 40 öre and on 1kr. (cat.
value 115 euro per set), 1963/68 definitive set 300x
etc. All in very good condition, in 2 sheet albums.
Catalogued by vendor to ca 90.000 Euro acc. to Yvert
2012. Fantastic lot at a very low starting price. 3.000

• 418 ** Duplicates  on small cards, mostly complete sets
incl. many of the first set and several sets American
Issue and ”DANMARK BEFRIET” incl some also
of the changed colours. Almost all **. Very high cat.
value. 1.000

Collections & Mixed Lots

Ex 411



P µ 423 2 � Single 3 cents carmine rose plate II No. 9 on a beautiful cover from ”ST.
THOMAS 8.7.1870” to Christiansted, St. Croix. Small ”worm holes” far
away from the stamp. F=35.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 1.000

• P 424 10 � Very beautiful cover to USA with 10 cents ”ST: THOMAS 14.5 1892”. SUPERB. 100

Collections & Mixed Lots
425 */� Almost complete collection on 3 album pages. Some stamps in mixed quality. 500

• 426 Very nice collection, somewhat specialized. Also a stock page with
some specialities and a few extra 14 cents and two used HAPAG stamps.
Please inspect. 300

• 427 Various stamps, mostly �. Bicoloured in shades, British stamps used in
DWI, a small collection *, some good ** blocks etc. Also an album with �
duplicates incl. several No. 1 and Bicoloured sorted in prints. Please inspect! 500

428 ** Christmas seals 1908, 1911 & 1912, each in a beautiful complete ** sheet of 25. 150

P 420 � 1839, close written cover from ”TOURS 29 MAI 1839” via ”LONDON
1 JUN 1839” and ”FALMOUTH JU 3 1839” to St.Croix. Endorsed ”Care
of Ship ”Foxal””. Various notations. A very interesting cover. Bid

P 421 � 1855 mourning cover from ”KJØBENHAVN 14.6.1855” via London to
West End, St.Croix. Various interesting notations. ”KDOPA HAM-
BURG 12.6.” on the reverse. Bid

P 422 � Envelope from British PO ”ST.THOMAS MR 1 65” sent via ”LONDON
MR 16 65”, ”HAMBURG 18.3.” and ”HADERSLEBEN 19.3.65” to
”KIØBENHAVN 21.3.”. Various notations. Bid

420

The Danish West Indies
419 � 1829 mourning cover with relations to DWI dated ”Torquay April 22

1829” with red oval mark ”POST PAID SHIP LONDON 24 AP 1829”
via Hamburg to Copenhagen and with various notations. On the
reverse framed ”Teingmouth / Penny Post”. Bid

421 422
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P 431 2 � A fresh and beautiful cover with 10 kop. carmine with circular
”HELSINGFORS 15.9.1859” and ink cross. F=16.000. Sign.
Holcombe. VERY FINE. 500

P µ 430 2 � A fantastic copy 10 kop. carmine with a perfect boxed canc. ”ÅBO
25.3.1856”. Sign. Oliva and Calves. Cert. Gummesson. 
EXCELLENT. 1.000

P µ 429 1II � A very beautiful 5 kop. blue with small pearls. Canc. with circular
”HELSINGFORS 1857”. Very good margins all around. F=25.000.
Certs Friedl & Gummesson. RARE IN THIS QUALITY. 1.000

Finland
15.00 hrs

Oval Type
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Pµ433 3C2 � An exceptional cover to Swedenwith 4 x 5 kop. rou-
lette II incl. a strip of 3, one short perf. and one perf.
folded. Two sharp and excellent cancs ”HELSING-
FORS 18.10 1867”. Facit 60.000+. SUPERB & RARE. 1.500

P 434 4C1L � A wonderful envelope with 10 kop. rose red roulette I with distance 2,3
mm between the stamps. Well centered and with a beautiful ”ULEÅ-
BORG 28 OCT 1865”. SUPERB. 250

P µ 432 3C1Kd � Beautiful cover with a pair of 5 kop. high blue roulette I ”TAMMER-
FORS 15.10 1863”. One perf. tip missing and some gum toning.
F=15.000. Ex. Fabergé. Cert. Schwenson. 200

Roulette

432 434

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place at 

Elite Plaza Hotel, Gustaf Adolfs Torg 49! 
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P µ 435 5v3C3 � A beautiful cover from ”ÅBO 1.1873” to Wiborg with 5 p. roulette III.
Cert. Ossa. VERY FINE. 200

P µ 436 6v3C1 � Very beautiful strip of 3 of 8 p. roulette I, ordinary paper with light
canc. Åbo 1873. Cert. Gummesson. F=8.400++. Bid

P µ 437 8v^C4b � A very beautiful 20 p. deep blue with roulette IV and blue ”ÅBO 2.9.”.
F=10.000. Cert. Gummesson. VERY FINE. 250

P 438 10E ESSAY 1867 in lithograph by L. Tillman. 1 mark in block of 4 on white
carton. RARE. 100

P µ 439 10C3 � 1 mk. yellow brown roulette III with centric canc. ”ÅBO 4.5.72”. Cert.
Gummesson. 150

Coat of Arms
P µ 440 11 � Very beautiful 32 p. with blue ”HELSINGFORS 3.7 75”, the 2nd day of

issue! Cert. Grönlund. SUPERB & RARE. 150

P 441 11 � Beautiful 32 p. Copenhagen printing with Swedish canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM KE 20.8 1875”. Two lightly bent corner perfs. VERY SCARCE. 100

P 442 11 � 32 p. carmine Copenhagen printing with Swedish canc. ”STOCKHOLM
KE”. F=4.000+. FINE & RARE. Bid

P 443 13L � A wonderful 5 p. perf. 12½ with manuscript ”Åbo 9/5”. SUPERB &
SCARCE. Bid

439 440 441 442 443

436 437

438435
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Collections
• 444 **/* Extensive collection 1866 - 1990s in three albums. Starting with some

quite nice roulettes, mostly used and  32 p Copenhagen printing also
�. After that all unused with some nice Coat of Arms incl. both 1 mark,
nice copies of 5 & 10 m. 1885 etc. Modern part more or less complete.
Please inspect. 500

• 445 **/* Very fresh collection 1875 - 1975 in Lighthouse album incl. well cente-
red copies of Coat of Arms 5 & 8 p. perf. 11, 1 mark and 1885 5 & 10
mark. Please inspect. 250

• 446 � Extensive somewhat specialized collection 1856-1971 in one
Lighthouse album. Mostly used, but in the early part also some *.
Earliest issues not in good condition, but later many good stamps
incl. 32 p. Copenhagen printing, 5 & 10 mark 1885 incl. the 5 m. also
one * copy, Russian type etc. Please inspect. 500

447 */� Collection 1856-1939 on album pages. Incl. 5 kop and 32 p.
Copenhagen print. Also some Aunus issues. PLEASE INSPECT. 300

448 **/*/� Collection 1856-1977 in Leuchtturm album. A few early stamps are
used, e.g. No.2 and seven rouletted stamps are used, otherwise rather
cpl.  */**. 400

449 **/*/� Clean collection 1860 to ca. 1960 with the earlier part mostly used incl.
better stamps as well as some with beautiful canc. PLEASE INSPECT. 200

450 **/*/� Clean collection 1870’s to 2008 in 2 as new Leuchtturm albums, nearly
complete ** from ca. 1940. Also an additional Davo album with a nearly
complete ** Åland collection 1984-2008. 300

451 **/*/� Collection ca. 1900-1977 mixed mint and used in an album. F=16.000
according to the vendor. Please inspect. Bid

• 452 �/� Lion Type 1917-29. Very interesting specialized collection, mostly used
and covers incl. many with straight line canc. Please inspect. 200

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
453 **/*/� Very interesting duplicate holding on stock pages 1901-31. Well

organized with Facit Nos and cat. price noted. Good quality with
much ** as well as nice and unusual canc. Starting with the issues
1901-03 with many good stamps in large ** blocks, many ship canc.
etc. A small but interesting section Rusian stamps with Finnish canc.
Facit R1-14, Russian Type 1911-15 incl. ** blocks, many Pro Filatelia
1931 and finally the definitive issue from 1930 incl. some ** blocks
of 4 of the scarce 10 m., Facit No. 160I. Facit ca 150.000. Please inspect! 1.000

• 454 Extensive duplicate stock in 3 albums. Starting with strongly mixed
Ovals and Roulettes incl. some quite nice roulettes, further on many
medium and expensive singles and sets incl. 8 copies Zeppelin 1930
etc. Also sections with canc. incl. foreign, special and superb ones.
Very high value. 1.000

• 455 Remainder lot incl. a higly specialized collection roulettes incl. shades,
papers, roulettes, reprints etc. in mixed quality and Coat of Arms
mostly in good qality incl. a good copy 32 p. Copenhagen printing.
Further various material and duplicates. Very high cat. value. 500

• 456 **/*/� Interesting remainder lot incl. a good duplicate stock on stock cards.
Mainly older material incl. many good singles and sets. Also a small
collection. Please inspect! 400
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• P µ 461 1-8 � AUNUS. Complete used set of 8 with a beautiful 10 mk. F=27.000. 1.000

• µ 462 1-15 * KARELIA. Complete unused set of 15 in good centering. 100

• P µ 463 1-7 * NORTH INGERMANLAND. Complete * set plus an additional mis-
perforated 5 mk overprinted ”MALLI”. 100

• P µ 464 1-7 � NORTH INGERMANLAND. Complete used set of 7 in good quality.
F=7.000. 150

• P µ 465 8-14+ NORTH INGERMANLAND. Complete ** set plus an additional * 10 
14v **/* mk with inverted centerwith a fold but very nice appearance (signed B.

Droese). 150

466 **/*/� AUNUS, KARELIA, NORTH INGERMANLAND & EAST KARELIA.
Interesting specialized collection in two albums. Aunus with overprint
varieties. North Ingermanland with mint and used issues in shades,
imperf. pairs, several interesting covers, 50 penni with a shifted center
etc. East Karelia with mint and used overprint varieties, mint blocks of
four, some covers etc. F=36.000 according to the vendor. 300

• µ 457 Lot better stamps and varieties on stock pages. E.g. Coat of Arms 32 p.
Copenhagen printing and 1 mark superb *. Further some 5 m. 1885
and one 10 m. �, imperfs, Aunus 5 m. sign. & cert. etc. Please inspect. 500

458 Carton from an estate with a mostly unused collection ca. 1890-1990 in
a Leuchtturm album, various collections and stock remainders in seve-
ral albums, some circulation booklets, year folders, stamp booklets etc. 200

459 Duplicate lot in a stockbook and on stock pages with mostly used issues
from roulettes to ca. 1920 in mixed condition. Also some later issues.
Please inspect. Bid

460 � Officially sealed kiloware. 20 kilos from 1978 or earlier. 300

Occupations & Independent States

Ex 463 Ex 464 Ex 465

Ex 461
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P µ 467 � A wonderful pre philatelic cover to Merchant Luplau in
Copenhagen with full contents dated ”Grund pr. Øefjord den 6te
Februar 1835”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 400

• P 468 DK39+ Beautiful little incoming 1897 cover from Denmark with a superb 
42 � crown canc. ”HUSAVIK” on front endorsed ”via Leith Scotland c/o S.S.

Vesta. Various transit marks on back, small part of back flap missing.
RARE. 250

Iceland

P µ 469 P Original crown watermark type II paper, 13 x 7 cm. Used for printing
of the aur issues from 1881-1902. Ex. Schnell. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Bid

Skilling Issue

P µ 470 1 � Well centered 2 sk. canc. with rare ”MIKLAHOLT 9.3” with some
imperfections. F=19.000. Cert. Møller. 100

469 470
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P µ 476 5 � 3 sk. in very good centering with a beautiful ”REYKJAVIK 8.11”,
properly used. Cert. Dr. Debo. F=20.000. Rare in this quality.
SUPERB COPY. 500

P µ 477 6 * Very beautiful pair of 4 sk. perf. 12 1/2 in superb centering. F=40.000.
EXHIBITION ITEM. 750

P µ 473 3v1 � 8 sk with inverted watermark postally used in Isafjördur. Unpriced
in Facit as used. Ex. Crafoord. Cert. Beskow. VERY RARE. 400

P µ 474 4 * Fresh and beautiful pair of 16 sk. perf. 14. The left stamp in excellent
centering. Very unusual in multiples. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
EXHIBITION ITEM. 500

P µ 475 4v1 * INVERTED WATERMARK on 16 skilling yellow perf. 14.Off cente-
red which is usual for this stamp. Flawless perforation. F=15.000.
Cert. Møller. FINE & VERY RARE. 250

476 477

472

˙˙

471
P µ 471 1v2 A wonderful top margin pair of 2 sk. imperf. without gum as always.

Especially interesting as both stamps has two parts of wmk crown.
F=11.000++. SUPERB. 300

P µ 472 2 � Very beautiful 4 sk. in good centering canc. ”AKUREYRI 17.4”. Small
thin. F=8.000. Cert. Møller. 150

475474473
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P µ 481 8v3 � Fantastic strip of 3 of the very rare ”golden yellow” shade in superb
centering with scarce canc. ”BAER 12.9”. Largest known multiple.
Cert. Møller. EXHIBITION RARITY. 600

P 482 8e � 5 aur blue stationery with additional franking 3 aur 5th printing perf.
14 sent from ”REYKJAVIK 2.12.96” via Copenhagen to ”KOLDING
JB.P.E. 19.12.”. F=5.000. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 483 8e � 5 aur blue stationery card with additional 3 aur 5th printing perf. 14
canc. ”REYKJAVIK 5.2.97” sent to ”KJØBENHAVN 17.2.97”. Cert.
Beskow. VERY FINE. 150

482 483

484 485 486
P µ 484 9 * A very lightly hinged copy of 5 aur blue perf. 14. F=4.000. Cert. Lasse

Nielsen. VERY FINE. 150

P 485 9 � 5 aur blue in good centering canc. ”AKUREYRI”. VERY FINE. 100

• P 486 11d ** A wonderful 6 aur grey, unclean colour. F=6.000. SUPERB. 150

P 478 6v1 � 4 sk. in absolutely perfect centering post canc. Reykjavik. F=6.500++.
Cert. Grønlund. Unusual in this quality. 100

P µ 479 7 � Well centered 16 sk. perf. 12 1/2 with a beautiful ”ISAFJÖRDUR 9.10”
canc. Rare in this quality. Cert. Dr. Debo. SUPERB COPY. 200

P µ 480 7 � Beautiful copy of 16 sk. canc. with partial ”DALASYSLA 5.1” which is
scarcely seen on the skilling issue. Cert. S. Thorsteinsson. 100

Aurar Issue perf. 14 x 13 1/2

478 479 480
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• P 487 11d ** Very fresh block of 4 6 aur grey, unclean colour. F=24.000. 400

P µ 488 12b * 10 aur in the very scarce rose carmine V printing. F=6.500. Certs Møller &
Grønlund. 100

P 489 12b � 10 aur 5th printing  in pair pos. 85-86, pos. 86 with huge cliché flaw:
”UR” OMITTED. This variety probably occurs only in a small part
of the printing. Cert. Møller. 
VERY RARE & INTERESTING, ONLY A FEW KNOWN. Bid

P µ 490 13c � Single 16 aur 3rd printing perf. 14 with antiqua c.d.s. ”ISAFJÖRDUR
24.4.” sent via Copenhagen to Hobro, Denmark. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 500

P µ 491 13c � 16 aur 3rd printing perf. 14 on cover from ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR 11.8.” to
”KJØBENHAVN 21.8.99”. F=7.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 400

488 489

490 491
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499

P µ 492 13d � Pair of the 16 aur 4th printing perf. 14 on reg. cover from ”REYKJA-
VIK 11.2.96” to Copenhagen. Framed ”R”. Arr. mark 22.2.96”. Cert.
Møller. RARE & SUPERB. 500

P 493 13d � Single 16 aur 4th printing brown perf. 14 on envelope with scarce
upright grotesque c.d.s. ”DYRAFJÖRDUR 31.7.” to ”KJØBENHAVN
K 21.8.99”. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. 200

P 494 14a � 20 aur pale violet with a beautiful ”ESKIFJÖRDUR 26.11”. 100

P 495 14b ** Beautiful block of 4 of 20 aur violet. F=4.500. SUPERB. 100

492 493

494 495

496

P µ 496 14b � A correct and postally used 20 aur 2nd printing with antiqua c.d.s.
”ISAFJÖRDUR 29.11.”. F=8.000. Cert. Møller. 
VERY RARE & SUPERB. 300

P 497 15c * Very fresh 20 aur greenish blue in superb centering. F=4.500. Bid

P 498 15c � Exceptional 20 aur greenish blue in superb centering with scarce canc.
”VOPNAFJÖRDUR 6.2”. EXCELLENT COPY. 100

P µ 499 16 � A scarce and very beautiful copy 40 aur green with c.d.s. ”REYKJAVIK
4.7.”. F=3.500.  SUPERB. 100

497 498

˙˙
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P 500 18 � Beautiful strip of six of the 50 aur canc. Isafjördur. Largest known used
multiple. RARE. 200

502 503

P 501 19 � Single 100 aur brown/lilac on reg. cover from ”REYKJAVIK
12.2.1900” via Edinburg, London and Munich to ”WOLFRATSHAU-
SEN 26 FEB 00”. F=18.000. VERY RARE. 500

Aurar Issue perf. 12 3/4

P 502 20 ** An extremely beautiful 3 aur perf. 12 3/4. F=4.500. EXCELLENT. 150

P 503 20 � 3 aur small ”3” orange perf. 12 3/4 in a used block of four with antiqua
c.d.s. ”AKUREYRI 23.2.”. Scarce Bid

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you on our website. www.postiljonen.comµ
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P 505 20+24 � A wonderful ship letter from ”REYKJAVIK 25.2.99” via ”LEITH
SHIP LETTER MR 3 99” and ”CALAIS A PARIS 4 MARS 99” to
”NIMES GARD 6 MARS 99”. Franked with pair & strip of three 3
aur small ”3” and single 5 aur perf. 12 3/4. SUPERB. 500

P 506 22 � 4 aur red/grey in strip of four on ship letter from ”REYKJAVIK
8.1.1900” to Copenhagen. Framed ”SHIP LETTER TROON”. Transit
and arr. canc. on the reverse. One 4 aur stamp is missing. 150

P 507 23 � 5 aur blue grey line perf. in very good centering with a perfect canc.
”REYKJAVIK 5.1”. Rare in this quality. F=10.000. SUPERB. 200

P 508 24 � Used block of eight 5 aur green perf. 12 3/4 canc. ”REYKJAVIK 6.8.99. A
scarce unit. Bid

P 509 24 � 5 aur green perf. 12 3/4 in a single stamp and a strip of three on a beau-
tiful cover front from ”REYKJAVIK 6.2.1900”  to North Dakota, USA.
Scarce framed ”SHIP LETTER TROON” and notation ”Via Scotland”. 200

P 504 20 � 8 aur lilac stationery additionally franked with 3 aur orange small ”3”
perf. 12 3/4 sent from ”REYKJAVIK 12.2.99” via ”EDINBURG FE
19.99” to ”ZITTAU 21.2.99”. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

504 506

507 508

509
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P 511 24 � 5 aur blue stationery card additionally franked with 5 aur green perf.
12 3/4 sent from ”REYKJAVIK 23.3.98” to Munich. F=4.800. VERY
FINE. 150

P 512 25 � 6 aur grey on ship postcard, 5 aur stationery card sent via ”LEITH JU
16 01” to ”FREDERICIA 19.6.01”. Single line ”PAQUEBOT” from
Leith. Sign. Møller. RARE & SUPERB. 300

P µ 513 26 � 10 aur red perf. 12 3/4 on postcard to VIENNA, scarce destination.
Canc. ”REYKJAVIK 22.3.1901”. Cert. Debo. VERY FINE. 200

P 510 24 � A very beautiful small envelope from ”REYKJAVIK 17.5.1902” via
”EDINBURGH MY 26 02” to Copenhagen, noted ”via England”.
SUPERB. 300

510

511

512

513

P 514 26 � Crown canc. ”KOLFREYJUSTADUR” in black on a beautiful post-
card with 10 aur red perf. 12 3/4 sent ”pr. Ceres” via ”EDINBURGH
OC 30 02” to ”KJØBENHAVN K 2.11.02”. Endorsed ”via Leith”.
Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. 250

P µ 515 28a � Single 20 aur dull ultramarine perf. 12 3/4 on cover from ”REYKJA-
VIK 6.7.99” to ”BARNSLEY JY 13 99”. F=10.000. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT. 500

514 515
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P 520 31 ** Corner margin block of four 50 aur blue/red perf. 12 3/4. F=55.000.
VERY FINE & RARE. 750

P 521 31 � Beautiful copy of 50 aur perf 12 3/4 with a partial ”AKRANES” Crown
canc. F=6.000. 100

519 521

P µ 516 28b � 20 aur 2nd printing perf. 12 3/4 on envelope from ”ISAFJÖRDUR
7.9.” via ”GLASGOW SP 13 01” to ”KJØBENHAVN 15.9.01”.
F=6.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 500

P µ 517 28b � Single 20 aur dull blue perf. 12 3/4 on a beautiful cover from ”REYK-
JAVIK 26.10.1901” sent via ”EDINBURGH NO 1 01” to ”BIR-
MINGHAM  NO 2 01”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 400

P 518 28b � Small envelope with single 20 aur blue 2nd printing perf. 12 3/4 sent
from ”REYKJAVIK 7.12.1901” via ”EDINBURGH DE 14 01” to
Birmingham. F=6.000. Sign. Møller. 150

P µ 519 31 ** 50 aur blue/red perf. 12 3/4 in a perfect copy. F=16.000. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB. 250

516 517

518
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P µ 522 21N... 1904 BERN REPRINTS with wmk. III in a cpl. set of 18 values, pos. 
Tj.14N ** 70 in the sheets. F=30.000. Cert. Grønlund. 600

Prir Issue
P 523 32 � Beautiful and very superbly centered 3 prir small letters perf. 14 x 13 1/2

with partial Reykjavik canc. F=20.000. VERY FINE. 400

Ex 522 523

P µ 525 33 � An extremely beautiful pair of this very rare stamp, 3 prir large let-
tering in perf. 14 x 13 1/2. Mounted on a piece with a hinge canc.
”REYKJAVIK 3.11. 97”. F=70.000 as singles. Cert. Grønlund. 
EXHIBITION ITEM. 2.000

P µ 526 33 � Beautiful 3 prir in the rare setting with large letters in perf 14 x 13 ½.
Minor perf. faults in lower margin, nicely canc. F=35.000. Cert.
Grönlund. 500

P 527 35 � 3 prir in large letters perf. 12 3/4 with a full ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR”
Antiqua canc. Sign. R.E. Engel. F=6.000. SCARCE. 100

P µ 524 32 � Small ”prir” on 5 aur green perf. 14 in a well centered and lightly
canc. copy. F=20.000. Cert. Eldrup mentions a small thin originating
from the watermark. VERY FINE. 300

524 526 527
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P 531 51v1+ Beautiful used pair of 5 aur with inverted black Í Gildi overprints, 
51v5 � the right stamp also having the missing I variety. Sign. Grönlund.

Unpriced in Facit. VERY RARE. 500

P 529 37 � Beautiful Prir in small letters perf 12 3/4 on piece canc. ”REYKJAVIK
11.11 97” F=7.000. 100

Í Gildi Issue
P µ 530 48 **/* Black Í GILDI on 3 aur small ”3” perf. 12 in block of four with two

lower stamps **. F=14.000 as singles. Cert. Grønlund. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 250

529 530

P µ 528 34+35 � Large part of a registered cover with 5 copies 3 prir. The left is with
small letters and all others with large letters. Canc. ”STYKKISHOL-
MUR 10.1” as well as ”REYKJAVIK 15.1.98” upon arrival. Left stamp
with a rounded corner. F=29.000++ for single stamps. Ex. Schnell.
Cert. KPK. 600

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 17 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov. Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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• P µ 532 52 ** A fantastic corner block of 12 of 6 aur grey with black Í GILDI over-
print incl. superb copies. Facit 144.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen, when
it was a block of 16. VERY RARE & BEAUTIFUL. 2.000

• P 534 52v1 * 6 aur with inverted black overprint, setting II overprint pos. 13, 7th prin-
ting of 6 aur sheet position 38 or 88. Plated by E. Glatt. 100

P 535 53 � Postcard with 10 aur red perf. 12 3/4 with black Í GILDI canc. with
antiqua canc. ”AKUREYRI 3.7.” sent to ”SVENDBORG 28.07.03”.
Endorsed ”pr. S/S Ceres”. F=4.000. VERY FINE. 200

P 536 59v5 � 5 aur with red Í Gildi perf. 12 3/4 used pair on piece, one with the 02’ -
‘03 variety. Unpriced in Facit as used. Signed. Grönlund. SCARCE. 100

P µ 533 52 � 6 aur with black Í Gildi overprint in a used block of four canc. ”REYK-
JAVIK 27.1 1903”. Cert. Bühler. F=40.000++. A VERY RARE ITEM. 1.000

534 535 536



• P µ 541 63-75 ** Christian IX in an exceptional set of blocks of 4, mostly well cente-
red. Minor spots on the two low values, 3 & 4 aur. F=22.000+. 300

€uro
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P 540 71 � Single franking 40 aur Christian IX lilac on a double rate coverwith anti-
qua c.d.s. ”DJUPIVOGUR 20.1.” via Reykjavik and ”EDINBURGH
27.2.06” to Copenhagen. F=3.500. VERY FINE. 100

540

Ex 541

542

546

547

• P 537 63+65 � Numeral canc. ”132” Vatneyri (Patreksfjördur) on a 1905 postcard to
Denmark franked with 3 and 5 aur. Transit canc. in Reykjavik and
Kjöbenhavn and arrival canc. in ”MALLING 22.12.05”. Only a few
covers are known with this canc. 300

P 538 69v2 � 20 aur PJONUSTA in stead of FRIMERKI variety as the middle stamp in
a strip of three on a registered cover canc. ”REYKJAVIK” sent to
Seydisfjördur and canc. there upon arrival. 200

P 539 70+84 � Parcel letter for an insured parcel with mixed kings franking 25 aur
Christian IX and 20 aur two kings sent from ”PATREKSFJÖRDUR
9.8.1908” via ”ISAFJÖRDUR 10.8.” and ”REYKJAVIK 14.8.” to ”KJØ-
BENHAVN B 24.8.08”. SUPERB. Bid

537 538 539

Christian IX



• P µ 542 79 � Beautiful postcard franked 5 aur green canc. ”PATREKSFJÖRDUR
18.5.1911” and numeral canc. ”110” Hesteyri on arrival. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 150

• P 543 81 � Extremely beautiful unfranked official cover endorsed ”E.B.” canc.
”PATREKSFJÖRDUR 19.1 1916” with ”T” due handstamp as well as
”10” in blue crayon on front, on the reverse a 10 aur stamp tied by nume-
ral canc. ”133” (Vattarnes)which is very rare on cover. RARE ITEM. 300

P 544 81+82 � Beautiful 1916 COD cover sent from Reykjavik to Blönduos franked
with a strip of three of 15 aur and a 10 aur Two Kings. Postman’s
receipt notations on front. Unusual item. 150

545 88+v ** 1 kr. Two Kings in block of 16, pos. 37 with variety: blue line in top mar-
gin. F=7.600. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 546 90 ** Block of four 5 kr. Two Kings in very fine centering. F=18.000. Cert.
Kaiser. 400

• P 547 94 � Numeral canc. ”65” Hals on two copies 5 aur watermark crosses on a
beautiful domestic postcard. 250

Silhouette Issues
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543 544

Two Kings

548
P 548 108-13 � Unusual registered cover to England franked with a complete set of

Jon Sigurdsson canc. ”REYKJAVIK 17.9.1912”, Aberdeen and
Birmingham registered cancs on back. 150

P µ 549 120 � Used strip of three 5 kr. Frederik VII brown canc ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR”.
F=5.700 as singles. Cert. Svendsen. A RARE UNIT. 200

549

• P 550 121+170 1927 money letter franked with e.g. 2 kr on 25 aur Sigurdssonwhich is 
� very rare on cover, canc. ”REYKJAVIK 5.IV 27” and ”BAER 18.IV 27”

arrival canc. on back. The cover has one rounded corner and one wax
seal missing of minor importance. VERY RARE FRANKING. 400
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P 556 144+157 Customs invoicewith e.g. 5 kr & 10 kr. Christian X in strip of three used
� fiscally with ”Tollur” canc. 400

556

P 554 154-56 � Customs invoice with fiscally used Christian X  40 aur, 1 kr. and 2 kr. canc.
with ”Tollur” and ”REYKJAVIK 8.V.34”. Small imperfections as usual. 250

555 156 � INVOICE with fiscally used stamps e.g. 2 kr. Christian X new engraving,
in total franked with kr. 3,75 canc. with framed ”Tollur” and bridge
type ”REYKJAVIK 10.II.37”. Blue cachet in oval ”TOLLPÓSTSTOFAN
/ REYKJAVIK”. 150

P 551 122 � Three copies 10 kr on 50 aur Fr. VIII postally used on a rare piece of
parcel letter canc. ”FASKRUDSFJÖRDUR 24.4 1928”. F=11.400++. 200

Christian X
P 552 � Reg. cover to Austria franked with Christian X 50 aur grey/lilac and 20

aur brown type I sent from ”REYKJAVIK 14.XII.24”. F=3.500. SUPERB. 100

• P 553 133+139+ Beautiful 1931 COD parcel card franked with three different values of 
1428 � Christian X (first issue) incl. a pair of the 1 kr of which one has the

”bulge on 1” variety all canc. ”AKUREYRI”. SCARCE. 250

552 553 554

551
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557 Ex 558 560

P 557 159+169 Parcel card with EIN KRONA/40 aur blue and 10 aur Landscape sent
� from ”REYKJAVIK 20.X.26” to Breiddalsvik. 100

P µ 558 165-67 * Cpl. set Balbo 1933, fresh and with very light hinge traces. F=17.000.
Cert. Grønlund. SUPERB. 300

Later Issues

P µ 559 168 � Printed matter sent as ship letter, commercial letter from Reykjavik
via Faroes to Sweden. Two perfect cancs c.d.s. ”THORSHAVN
20.9.29” and framed ”Paquebot” (Hosking No. 287) applied in tran-
sit. Cert. Møller. RARE & EXCELLENT. 500

P 560 169 � Ship letter to the Faroes with pair 10 aur landscape with framed Faroe
pmk. ”Paquebot”. On the reverse arr. mark ”THORSHAVN 21.6.1929”
(Sunday type). SUPERB. Bid

• P 561 169 � Numeral canc. ”102” Sandnes on local cover franked with 10 aur
Views. Only 4 covers recorded. RARE 400

• P 562 170 � 20 aur Views on cover with numeral canc. ”11” Thjorsartun. 200

561 562
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• P 564 170 � Very rare numeral canc. ”232” Myrarhusaskoli on cover. Stamp with
faults. The only recorded postally used cover with this canc. 500

• P 563 170 � Extremely beautiful and rare cover with numeral canc. ”143”
Grundarfjördur to Denmark. Only three covers known (of which one
is a ”Gamla Bio” cover). 750

P µ 565 168-72 ** Landscapes 1925 cpl (5) in good centering. F=6.500+. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB. 100

P 566 174v1 ** 5 aur Parliament with variety:white sunrays and waves. F=2.000. Cert.
Grønlund. EXCELLENT. Bid

Ex 565 566
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P 570 189-93 � Complete airmail set on a first day cover canc. REYKJAVIK 1.6 1930”
sent to England, by flight from Copenhagen to Hamburg. F=4.000+. Bid

P 571 199 � Two copies 75 aur Gullfoss blue-green on insured cover from ”REYK-
JAVIK 1939” to Oslo. Scarce. Bid

• P 572 204+208 Very interesting 1944 APO cover sent to a Sgt. in the US Counter 
� Intelligence Corps in Iceland. Re-sent by registered civilian mail from

Akureyri to Siglufjördur where the addressee had been reposted.
RARE ITEM. Bid

• P 567 177 **/* A fantastic corner block of 15 aur Parliament. The corner of the the
sheet has been folded before the printing causing this probably uni-
que variety. Slightly toned hinge marks on the two top stamps.
Picture showing the block folded and unfolded. 100

• P 568 178v ** Parliament 20 aur red in a pair with double print. F=11.000+. 
VERY RARE. 250

P µ 569 184E+ Lot with two 1 Kr. green Parliament items. One essay in slightly larger 
PT (*) format than the issued stamp with margins (in nearly finished design)

as well as one imperf. proof in a very dark green colour. Both without
gum as usual. Bid

568 Ex 569

570 571 572
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P 573 212-15 � 1935 Jochumsson set cpl. on a beautiful FDC. SCARCE. 100

• P 574 213 � Numeral canc. ”279” Tjörn on domestic cover franked with four copies
of 5 aur Jochumsson. Roughly opened at right. SCARCE COVER. 400

P 575 217 � 25/3 aur Jochumsson provisional with both a single as well as a block
of four on an especially beautiful registered and censored FDC canc.
”REYKJAVIK 6.3.1941”, Liverpool transit and Chicago arrival cancs on
back. SCARCE COVER. 100

573 574 575

576 577
P 576 Bl.2 * Leifur Eiriksson minisheet 1938 with a dramatic shift of the yellow print

in the coat of arms by several millimeters upwards and to the left.
VERY RARE. 300

• P 577 228 � Numeral canc. ”275” Stora Gilja on domestic cover franked with 20 aur
Geysir. 100

• P 578 236+246 Very beautiful registered cover with numeral canc. ”146” Bödvarsholt.
� ”REYKJAVIK 9.12.48” transit and ”AKUREYRI 11.12.48” arrival

canc. on back. Only four covers known from this period. 500

579 580
P 579 243v1 ** 7 aur green Herring printed on the gum side variety in a beautiful never

hinged example. SCARCE. Bid

P 580 245v1 � 10 aur Herring of the very rare blurred yellow green variety in a beautiful
used copy. Only 8 copies known according to Facit. F=8.000. 200
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P 585 326+370 5/35 aur Hekla overprint and 90 aur eider, both with scarcely seen pre-
** printing paperfold varietiesmint never hinged. Bid

P µ 586 501 ** 15 kr World Chess Championships in a complete sheet of 50 with per-
foration error creating 10 stamps at left that are 3-4 mm shorter than the
normal stamps. RARE AS A FULL SHEET. 200

P 587 510 ** 10 kr Stamp Jubilee with the blue grey print dramatically misplaced (the
main colour). Unlisted in Facit. VERY RARE. 100

Ex 581

P µ 581 246 ** 10 aur grey Herring in a complete sheet of 100 with ten empty perfora-
ted stamp size appendages at top. Bid

• P 582 246+284+ Interesting cover with numeral canc. ”262” (Varmahlid) adequately 
286 � franked for delivery either in Reykjavik or alternatively Copenhagen. A

couple of insignificant bends well away from stamps. 150

P 583 256-59 � 1940 New York World’s Fair complete overprinted set on a beautiful
FDC canc. ”REYKJAVIK 11.5.1940” with signatures of the two states-
men Thor Thors and Vilhjalmur Thor. SCARCE. 150

P 584 267 � Undercover air mail cover with 1 kr. Sturluson sent from ”REYKJAVIK
27.II.42 to LISBOA 8.4.42”. British censor label and violet ”O.A.T.”.
RARE. 150

582

583 584

585 Ex 586 587
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594

P 588 510v ** 10 kr Stamp Jubilee with the man and the dog displaced into the 2 sk
stamp. Unpriced in Facit. Bid

P µ 589 512+514 1973 Stamp Jubilee, lot with 2 varieties. One 20 kr stamp with the ship 
** shifted downwards (unlisted in Facit), the other a block of 10 of the 80 kr

with 5 empty stamp size fully perforated appendages at top. Bid

P 590 1053 ** 45 Kr. Vigur in a complete misperforated sheet of 10. Believed to be the
only existing complete sheet of this variety. Bend in the upper margin
and folded between stamps in one place mentioned for accuracy only.
RARE ITEM. 300

Official Issues

588 Ex 589 590

592 593

P µ 591 Tj.1 � Beautiful 4 sk. perf 14 x 13 1/2 with a perfect canc. ”REYKJAVIK 27.7”,
centered down and to the right as is usual with this very rare stamp.
The stamp has only the margin letters watermark. One broken cor-
ner perf. tip. F=80.000. Cert. Beskow. Certainly one of the finest copies
known. 1.500

P 592 Tj.13 ** An exceptional 10 aur perf. 12 3/4. F=2.600. EXCELLENT. Bid

P 593 Tj.15b � 3 aur Í Gildi yellow orange perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with light canc. F=12.000.
Sign. Grönlund. BEAUTIFUL COPY. 150

P 594 Tj.17 � 10 aur Í Gildi perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with a light canc. and an extra coloured
line in the margin. F=6.500+. Bid
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P 599 Tj.47 � 20 aur Christian X in a beautiful pair with dramatically shifted cen-
ters, canc. numeral ”44”. RARE. Bid

P µ 595 Tj.21a 3 aur yellow, 1st printing perf. 12 3/4 in block of four with three ** 
**/* stamps. F=21.500 as singles. Cert. Thorsteinsson. VERY FINE & RARE. 200

• P 596 Tj.42+43 Very rare official printed matter rate cover franked with 3 and 4 aur 
� Christian X which are scarcely seen on cover. Stamps tied by scarcer

bridge canc. ”BÆR 21.1.23”. BEAUTIFUL ITEM. 300

P 597 Tj.44+46 Cover with pair 5 aur orange/brown and single 15 aur green-
� blue/grey canc. ”SAUDARKROKUR” to Skefilsstödum. F=3.500. 100

• P 598 Tj.45+48 Registered cover franked with 10 aur Christian X and three copies of 
� 20 aur re-engraved Christian X canc. ”KROKSFJARDARNES”. SCARCE. 150

595 596

597 598

Financing the auction purchase

By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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• P 600 Tj.49 � Beautiful registered cover with a single 50 aur Christian X franking
with a beautiful canc. ”BORDEYRI 10.11.33”. SCARCE. 200

• P 601 Tj.48+50 Official parcel card franked with 1 kr. Christian X which is rarely 
� seen on cover as well as a block of four of the 20 aur re-engraved

canc. ”PATREKSFJÖRDUR 16.11.1938”. 
A SCARCE AND BEAUTIFUL ITEM. 300

• P 602 Tj.44+ A beautiful parcel card franked with three pairs of Christian X issues
48+51 � incl. the 2 kr. which is extremely rare on cover canc. ”PATREKSFJÖR-

DUR 12.7.1937”. The card has one slightly rounded corner of little
importance. A VERY RARE ITEM. 400

• P 603 Tj.55 Beautiful cover franked with 20 aur on 10 aur with bridge type ”BÆR
10.VI.29” canc. which is scarce on cover. 150

P 604 Tj.60 � 5 aur Parliament green blue with a distinct vertical pre-printing paperfold
very rarely seen on this issue. Bid

600 601

603 604
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P 605 H5 ** 2 kr. booklet with three strips of five of F. Nos 242, 245 and 248.
Closed by a black thread. The stamps are perfect, blue green cover is
slightly aged. F=18.000. 500

Postal Stationery

Booklets

606

607 608

P µ 606 EB3 � 10 aur red stationery card from Reykjavik 15.5.1895 sent via Granton
and Edinburg to Tribsees, Germany. Barred numeral ”131” and
octangular ”SHIP LETTER GRANTON”. Arr. mark ”TRIBSEES
24.5.95”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 500

P 607 EB3 � Beautiful 10 aur postal card to Germany with both ”LEITH SHIP LET-
TER JY 10 91” and ”LONDON SHIP LETTER JY 11 91” transit canc. on
front. 200

P µ 608 � 10 aur red stationery card with Í GILDI sent from ”REYKJAVIK
26.9.1903” with ”LEITH SHIP LETTER OC 3 03” to ”STUTTGART
5.X.”. A small bend in top left corner. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 200

P 609 EB34 � 5/8 aur Two Kings, unused card in good condition. F=5.600. 150

P µ 610 DBK2 � 8 aur stationery, double card with used inquiry and unused reply.
Violet crown canc. ”ARNARFJÖRDUR” sent via ”DYRAFJÖRDUR
11.6.” and ”REYKJAVIK 14.6.1901” to ”SLAGELSE 29.6.01”. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 400

609

610



Pµ614 �/� GULLFOSS 1931-37. A comprehensive specialized
exhibition collection demonstrating different per-
forations incl. slot machine, printings etc. Many
better postmarks, varieties and covers. The entire
collection can be inspected on our website. 2.000
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Ex 614

Collections

P µ 611 OVAL ISSUES, perf. 12. Collection in a folder with e.g. a few crown
canc. and some superb copies, varieties, pairs, strips etc. Must be
inspected. 500

µ 612 �/� LANDSCAPES 1925. Small specialized collection on seven exhibition
pages incl. descriptions of the individual printings etc. Some better
canc. and covers. View the entire collection on our website. 150

µ 613 **/*/�/� ALTING 1930. Small collection on 12 exhibition pages with many
interesting varieties, proofs, covers etc. The entire collection can be
inspected on our website. 750

Ex 611

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place at 

Elite Plaza Hotel, Gustaf Adolfs Torg 49! 
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615 * Collection 1872-1949 on album pages. Incl. 2, 4 and 16 sk. good aurar
and Kings issues,  The Parliament complete as well as on cover, 1 & 5
kr Hopflug etc. Further a well filled official section. PLEASE INSPECT. 500

616 **/*/� Beautiful MNH and mint hinged, almost complete
collection Iceland 1873-2000 in 2 deluxe Leuchtturm
albums. Collection contains very much better mate-
rial like (Michel nos): 1-5*, 6-11*, 12-15*, 19B*, 35-
47*, 48-62*, 69-75**, 83-98*, 99-103*, 114-118*, 119*,
121*, 125-140*, 142-146*, 156-167*, officials 44-59*
etc. Classic part in somewhat mixed quality, but
very high cat. value! 2.000

• 617 **/* Very fresh collection 1873 - 1975 in a Lighthouse album incl. good copies
of various skilling stamps , also 8 sk. official, good aur values and
many of the later good sets. The early stamps in unusually good cen-
tering. With exceptions for the early issues, mostly **. Please inspect! 300

618 � Collection 1876-1994 mostly used in an album with pages to 2004.
F=18.000 according to the vendor. Please inspect. 100

Ex 619

P 619 **/*/� Specialized collection 1873-1970 incl. official stamps in two stock-
books with some skilling stamps in mixed condition, a huge number
of oval stamps separated in printings e.g. with better early printings,
”double ”3”, 5 aur perf. 14 in used block of four. Three ”prir” stamps
(one with cert. Grønlund) and a few better Í GILDI stamps. Kings
issues with better pmks., varieties etc. (e.g. ”Pjonusta” var.). A col-
lection that must be inspected. 1.500

620 **/*/� Clean collection 1876-2008 in two as new Leuchtturm albums incl.
some better 5 kr. kings, 1930 Parliament postage and airmail sets com-
plete, complete etc. ** from 1935 onwards. 400

621 �/� MODERN POSTAL DOCUMENTATION. Collection in four thick
binders mainly with covers from 1960-1990 but also earlier material
with many diff. postal rates, pmks etc. Many scarce frankings. A lot
that must be inspected. Bid

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 17 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov. Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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Ex 622

P µ 622 � Interesting selection of used mostly better skilling and aur issues on
stock cards incl. many better postally used skillings, scarce inverted
wmks, I Gildi varieties etc. Mostly in very good quality with many
stamps signed and 3 certs included. Facit cat. value ca. 175.000.
Pictures of the entire lot on our website. 1.000

• 623 **/*/� Very interesting stock on stock cards, mainly older material. Mostly
marked and sorted *, ** and � incl. many good classic and expensive
semi modern stamps and sets. Further a small stockbook with
interesting �material incl. superb canc., foreign, numeral and other
good canc. Also a file with e.g. a collection X-mas seals, probably cpl
1904-54, various proof sheets Parliament 1930 etc. Please inspect! 1.500

• 624 A very interesting duplicate stock in one album with mainly better
singles, specialities and varities. E.g. Facit Nos 11 in ** single & pair, 40
* with small thin, 51 **, 51v^5 *, 52 **, 62v1 in ** block of 4, 165-66 * etc.
Please inspect! 1.000

• 625 Remainder lot including several collections and duplicates. Various
interesting, mainly old and semi modern material. Also an interesting
selection old postal stationery, used and unused. Please inspect! 500

• 626 ** Exceptional duplicate stock on stock cards of cpl sets and valuable
singles. With few exceptions **, e.g. 5 kr. Christian IX & Double
Kings, both in blocks of 4 with two stamps *, Parliament 1930 incl.
officials, many Zeppelin 1931 incl. blocks of 4, Gullfoss, Dynjandi &
Hekla, ”1940”  many Hekla & Parliament 25 kr. and other good sets.
Very high cat. value. 500

• 627 � CANCELLATIONS. Thick Visir album of cancellations on old and
modern stamps. The main part is numeral canc. and often the same
number on different stamps. Mostly common ones, but also scarce
and a vast number of superb ones. Please inspect! 300

• 628 Small stockbook with cancellations of all types, mainly on older issues
incl. some crown cancs etc. PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
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• P µ 632 � OFFICIAL COVERS 1920’s-30’s, a very unusual lot of 18 items incl.
many better frankings and unusual usages incl. one beautiful parcel
card with a pair of 1 kr Chr. X, a beautiful money letter, registered
covers, printed matter etc. Mixed condition but many very fine and
beautiful items. Please see pictures on our website. 750

P µ 631 � Lot with 23 better covers ca 1920-35, e.g. with a very beautiful insured
cover with 2 kr. Christian X, registered covers and ship mail etc. A lot
that must be inspected. 700

µ629 ** Very clean and comprehensive ** stock ca. 1930-
2000 in sheets and part sheets in 9 Safe albums with
a great number of good sets in quantity as well as
high total face value. Also an extensive section of
minisheets and booklets in 3 boxes. F=1.250.000+. A
complete list of contents is available on our website.
PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

630 ** Lot with 7 complete ** sheets of 20 of the 1911 CARITAS charity seal
often in different shades within the same sheet. 250

Ex 631

Ex 632
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Ex 633

Ex 634 Ex 635

• P µ 633 � Album with ca. 60 interesting covers and used postal stationeries
from and to Iceland from 1838 to ca. 1903 e.g. three letters dated 1838-
39 in Copenhagen (privately carried and delivered at
Grenjadarstadur), a rare privately carried 1849 parcel letter, a rare
1893 consignor’s letter to Copenhagen franked on arrival endorsed
”Pr. S/S Laura” (only 2 recorded), three postcards from 1899-1900
franked with 5 aur green oval issue perf. 12 3/4 sent abroad incl. one
to Italy and one to Switzerland with Edinburgh transit canc. etc.
Mixed condition. Please see pictures on our website. 1.000

P 634 � A huge lot of interesting covers and cards incl. many ship letters,
censored covers and a number of covers/cards with christmas seals.
Many with good frankings. A LOT THAT MUST BE INSPECTED. 500

• P µ 635 � Lot with 10 Zeppelin covers and cards with various combinations of
frankings of the 1931 overprints. Please see pictures of the entire lot on
our website. 400

• µ 636 � Small group of old covers in mixed condition incl. two with numeral
canc. ”133” (Vattarnes) of which one has a small tear and the other with
some stamps missing. Please see pictures on our website. Bid

µ 637 � Lot of ca. 50 covers from ca. 1910-1940’s incl. some better such as ones
franked with silhouette issues, ship letters etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 250

• 638 � Album with a number of interesting covers incl. one with numeral
canc. ”275”, some shipmail, 1944 Sigurdsson frankings incl. one unu-
sual with postage due, flight covers etc. Bid

639 � Extensive stock of better FDC’s 1928-58 in two albums. Most better
covers present (some in many copies) e.g. 29.6.1929, 1.6.1930,
15.5.1937, 1.4.1938 x 3, 10.5.1939 x 2, 30.6.1939, 6.1.1940, 6.3.1941,
1.5.1943, 17.6.1944 x 8, 26.3.1945 x 3, 1.4.1952 x 6 (incl. 2 with blocks of
4 which is rare) etc. Very high catalogue value. 750

640 � Complete collection of FDC’s 1944-1994 incl. all the better ones e.g. the
one from 25.03.1945. 100

641 � BRIDGE TYPE PMKS on covers ca. 1950 - 1985 in a thick binder with a gre-
at variation of pmks and frankings, several better ones. An interesting lot. Bid
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• P 642 1 � Very clear strike of the rare numeral ”372” on 4 sk. Lyngøer. RR. Full
margins, but small at top. 200

P 643 1 � 4 skilling blue with a perfect blue c.d.s. ”AALESUND 8.2.1856”.
SUPERB. 100

P 644 1 � Very late used 4 skilling blue with c.d.s. ”BERGEN 21.9.1859”. 
VERY FINE. Bid

Norway
4 Skilling 1855

642 643 644

645 646 647 648

P µ 645 1vm1 � Reversed wmk. on 4 skilling blue pos. A20 with c.d.s.
”KONGSVINGER 2.8.1856” and blue ink lines. F=20.000. Cert.
Moldenhauer. VERY FINE. 500

P µ 646 1v6 � ”Cracked plate” 4 skilling blue pos. D16 with 11 bars grid. F=16.000.
Cert. Moldenhauer. FINE COPY. 250

P µ 647 1v9 � ”Double foot” variety 4 skilling, blue pos. D40. F=20.000. Opinion
Dempwolf. FINE COPY. 300

P µ 648 1 � French due canc. ”12” on 4 skilling blue pos. C29 with wide margins.
Cert. Moldenhauer. SUPERB & RARE. 200

Oscar

P 649 2 � Upright numeral ”207” Molde on 2 skilling orange Oscar I. 
VERY FINE. Bid
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P 650 2-5 � Cpl. set Oscar I 2-8 skilling each with barred grid canc. 8 skilling with
scarce 10 bars grid. F=10.000. 4 skilling with a small thin, otherwise
SUPERB. 200

P 651 4 � Written numeral ”261” Silgjord on 4 skilling blue Oscar I. 
RARE & VERY FINE. 100

P 652 4 � Manuscript canc. ”Tanen 13.3.1864” on 4 skilling Oscar I blue. Lightly
bend corner perfs of minor importance. Bid

P 653 4 � Framed ship pmk. ”FJALIR 20.9.1861” on 4 skilling blue Oscar I. 
VERY FINE. Bid

P 654 5 � Upright canc. ”VADSØ 21.7.1860” on 8 skilling brown red Oscar I.
SUPERB. Bid

Coat of Arms 1863

P 655 7 � A beautiful 3 skill. coat of arms lilac grey in strong colour with upright
canc. ”BERGEN”. F=4.500. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100

• P 656 9 � A wonderful 8 sk. ”HENNINGSVAER 13.3 1865”. SUPERB. Bid

Coat of Arms 1867
• P 657 13 � A wonderful 3 sk. 3 with excellent canc. ”TALVIG 2.5 1872”. SUPERB. 100

Posthorn Øre
P 658 31c � A very beautiful copy 35 øre ”lake green” Posthorn with perfect cen-

tering and canc. ”CHRISTIANIA 11.XI.93”. F=1.900++. 
EXCELLENT. Bid

• P 659 41 � Very beautiful 12 öre olive green ”EGERSUND 4 VII 84”. SUPERB. 150

651 652 653 654

655 656 657 658 659
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P µ 664 65 � Beautiful little cover franked with 5 copies 1 øre canc. ”KRISTIANIA
4.1.98” sent to Karlstad but re-directed to Stockholm where an additio-
nal 4 öre stamp has been applied before returning it to Karlstad again.
Various transit and arrival canc. on back. 100

Later Issues
P µ 665 215-16 ** 20 & 25 øre with black ”V” opts. with wmk. posthorn. F=12.000. Cert.

Moldenhauer. SUPERB. 250

• P 666 277 � Beautiful 50 øre ”V” with wmk. The V well covered by the canc.
F=5.000. 100

660 661 662 663

665 666

• P 660 41 � Well centered 12 øre olive green ”TRONDHEIM 8 III 84”. 100

P 661 41 � Danish single line ship canc. ”FRA NORGE” used in Frederikshavn.
Rare on 12 øre dull green Posthorn. F=3.300++. SUPERB., 100

P µ 662 51AbII � 3 øre Posthorn brown orangewith perfect c.d.s. ”KRISTIANIA 10.IV.9-”.
F=2.000. Cert. Moldenhauer. SUPERB. Bid

• P 663 53IIb ** Beautiful 10 øre plate II lilac red in perfect centering. F=9.000+. 
EXCELLENT. 200

664

• P µ 667 335-40B** LONDON overprints 1943 cpl (6). F=12.000. Sign. Berntsen. 300

P µ 668 335- 1943 London overprints in a complete used set of 6. Cert. 
340B � Moldenhauer. 300

Ex 668Ex 667
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Ex 677

Collections
• 669 ** Collection 1907 - 75 in a Lighthouse album. Almost complete and

mostly ** with exception for the early issues. 300

670 � Very clean used collection nearly complete 1855-1970 in an old album.
Also a thick stockbook with used duplicates in quantities ca. 1850’s-
1980’s. 200

671 **/*/� Clean collection 1870’s-2008 in two as new Leuchtturm albums with
used stamps up to ca. 1910 and unused thereafter, largely complete **
from ca. 1940. 250

• 672 Collection 1855-1990 almost complete in one album. Most skillings not
in good quality, but later it is better with many medium and better
singles and sets. Mostly � up to ca 1960, after *. Please inspect. 200

• 673 Thick Scott albums with two collections, one unused and one mainly �
mixed with some unused. At the end also some Sweden of minor value. 200

674 */� Well filled collection 1855-1948. Early part mainly used and later
unused. Incl. some better stamps. Also some unused Returned-letter
stamps. PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

675 **/� Clean basic collection from ca. 1900 to 1986 in an album. Mostly used
to ca. 1950 and nearly complete ** thereafter. F=18.000 according to the
vendor. Please inspect. 100

• 676 PRIVATE LOCAL POST. Interesting collection from the period around
1880. Please inspect. Bid

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

• P 677 An extensive duplicate stock in a thick album.E.g.
early unused, in somewhat mixed condition, also
some multiples. Also much � incl. many beautiful
and superb canc. as well as specialities like foreign,
pen, number, ”T” canc. etc. Very high cat. value.
Please inspect. 1.500

• 678 Nice little remainder lot incl. ** on stock cards, e.g. Polar Bear 1925 &
Ibsen in blocks of 4, North Cape 1930 many sets, mostly with some
gum toning, 50 øre ”V” with wmk, some copies University & Legion
etc. Further some good old stamps incl 12 øre olive green � etc.
Please inspect. 500

• 679 � CANCELLATIONS. Thick Visir album with old and modern stamps
arranged alphabetically for the cancellations. A large number of
superb and excellent canc. Please inspect. 300
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P µ 681 � Small lot with selected items, better canc., varieties etc. The whole lot
can be inspected on our website. 200

• 682 ** Dealer stock 1960 - ca 2000 complete sets in small envelopes marked
with year and Yvert Nos. Many minisheets and booklets. High face
value on later years. 200

• 683 BOOKLETS. Interesting duplicate lot, mostly somewhat older ones.
E.g. Facit Nos H. 11, 17, 20, 22, 25, 26, 29, 30, 32 sometimes several
copies. Also some slot machine booklets incl. Facit Nos HA 1 inver-
ted, 2 (2), 3 (2) etc. High cat. value. 500

• 684 A carton with remainders, collection, duplicates, stockbooks incl. some
nice No. 1’s. Also a presentation booklet from the Post with e.g. North
Cape 1930. Please inspect. 400

685 Carton from an estate with remainder collections and stock remain-
ders in 5 albums and stockbooks. Also some circulation booklets and a
few very recent year folders. Bid

• 686 � Box full of covers, mostly semi modern with great
variety incl. many sent to USA. Inspection necessary! 300

Ex 681

• 680 **/*/� Interesting duplicate lot on stock cards in a small box. Mostly mar-
ked and sorted *, ** and �. Mainly older material also with many
superb canc. Please inspect! 500

Lillestrøm, Norge 21-23 november

Postiljonen
and Facit will
of course be

there!



Sweden
Saturday 27 September

13.00 hrs

Prephilately

P 687 � A very beautiful cover 1648 with an address in 8 lines as well as a
crown coil. Seal on back, probably from Stålhandske. EXCELLENT. 100

P 688 � Exceptional courier letter 11.4 1703 with beautiful address in 5 lines
and a crown coil. SUPERB. 100

Covers Sent abroad
P 689 � 10 öre postal stationery card sent to Dutch Burma from ”GÖTEBORG

24.4 99”. ”SEA POST OFFICE” transit canc. as well as a ”RANGOON
18.MY. 99” arrival canc. on front. The card has some corner wear.
Scarce destination. Bid

Covers Sent to Sweden

P µ 690 � Interesting group of eight covers to Sweden 1842-74 with various postage
due markings. Six of the covers are from Germany incl. one with a boxed
canc. ”STOCKHOLM 24.7 1842” in red ink, also two covers from Belgium
incl. a very scarce 1870 wrapper. Please see pictures on our website. 400

687 688 689

Ex 690

Ex 691 692

P µ 691 � Four covers from Spain 1857-62 with various postage due markings,
three being sent via Hamburg and one via France, all have various
transit canc. on back. Please see pictures on our website. 200

P µ 692 � Beautiful 1859 cover from Torino to Stockholm with due hand stamp
”108”, transit canc. ”YSTAD 4.11.1859” on front. Multiple transit canc.
on back. Small part of back flap missing. SCARCE. 200
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P 696 � 1894 cover from Niger Coast to Stockholm canc. ”OLD CALABAR
OC26 94”, ”PAID LIVERPOOL BR. PACKET 27 NO 94” transit hand
stamp in red on front. RARE ITEM. 400

Skilling Banco

P 693 � Very beautiful cover from ”LONDON DE 31 59” sent to Stockholm
with postage due handstamp ”108” as well as a rare early usage of boxed
canc. ”K.S.P.A. D 2/1 1860” on back. 200

P µ 694 � Three covers sent via Helsingborg with different due hand stamps ”18
öre”, ”36 öre” & ”42 öre”, of which two are sent from Flensburg in 1861
and the third one franked with two copies of 4 sk (defective) sent from
Rønne in 1862 . 100

P µ 695 � Two very interesting early covers to Sweden, one from Hull in 1864 via
Hamburg franked with one penny red with various postage due mar-
kings and the other one dated Hull and sent in 1868 franked with Danish
stamps canc. with Danish numeral ”187”. 200

P 697 Announcement about the letter rate and first usage of the stamps in
Sweden. Dated the 9th of March 1855. C.O. Palmstjerna. SCARCE. 200

693 Ex 694 Ex 695
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P µ 699 1av2 � 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with the rare variety left ”3” death’s head
(dödskalle), canc. ”HEDEMORA”, some faults and slightly repaired,
however a very interesting stamp and an international rarity. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 2.000

P µ 698 1a � Very beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green with a few shorter perfs in the
upper margin. Very fresh in good centering and beautiful canc.
”STOCKHOLM 6.1 1857”. Cert. Franz Obermüller. VERY FINE. 500

P µ 700 1av3 � ”TOE” Sk. Bco variety in light bluish green shade. A beautiful copy
of this rare variety with some faults and repairs. Full canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 2.3 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. RARE. 1.000

P µ 701 2a � A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco blue with a fantastic and scarce arc canc.
”NORRTELJE 29.3 1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4,3,5. 500
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Pµ707 2e � An absolutely perfect 4 Sk. Bco blue with a boxed
”NYLAND 22.11 1856” canc. Also a printing variety:
a blue coloured spot at the left of the left value figure.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5,5,5. 1.250

P µ 703 2c � An exceptional copy 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce bright blue shade canc.
”WEXIÖ 9.10 1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 500

P µ 704 2c � A wonderful piece with 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce bright blue shade
with an excellent canc. ”NEDERKALIX 28.9 1856”. Sign. Sjöman &
cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4-5,5,5. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 600

• P µ 705 2c � Beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce bright blue shade.
Interesting variety at left side above ”K”. Cert. Nils Svensson. 
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100

P µ 706 2d � Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the rare dull blue shade with an excellent
canc. ”HVETLANDA 26.10 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,3,5.
SUPERB. 500

• P µ 702 2a � Very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue canc. the first year ”UPSALA
15.10 1855”. Variety coloured dot at left of the left 4. Cert. Nils
Svensson. SUPERB. 100

702

703 704

705

706
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Pµ708 2e � A wonderful copy of 4 Sk. Bco blue canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 20.2 1857”. Very rare with the highest grade
of quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXCELLENT 5,5,5. 800

• P 709 2e � Exceptional cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue ”STOCKHOLM 11.6 1857” on a
perfectly centered stamp. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 710 2f (*) Very fresh 4 Sk. Bco blue with a plate variety down in the right frame.
Without gum as usual. F=13.000. Certs Obermüller Wilén & Sjöman.
FINE COPY. 250

P µ 711 2f � An absolutely perfect ”STOCKHOLM 22.12 1856” on 4 Sk. Bco blue
dense background, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. 4,4,5. SUPERB. 400

709 710 711

714 715

P µ 712 2f � Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue with excellent canc. ”STOCKHOLM 31.7
1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 150

P µ 713 2f � Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue canc. ”MARIESTAD 2.9 1857”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 150

P µ 714 2f � Very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue, delivery 9, canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 24.4 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 200

P µ 715 2g � Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce bright blue shade canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 15.9 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 250

712 713
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P µ 716 2h1 � An extremely fresh 4 Sk. Bco light blue with clear canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 10.9 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 300

P µ 717 2h2 � Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco light blue with excellent canc. ”STOCKHOLM
20.2 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,3,5. SUPERB. 400

P µ 718 2h � Beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco light blue in a scarce extremely light
colour canc. ”GEFLE 11.8 1857”. Cert. Sjöman. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 719 2j2 � An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce grey ultramarine shade canc.
”KÖPING 1.12 1857” and in good centering. Small pre-printing
folds (”dragspel”). Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,4. SUPERB. 600

P µ 720 2j2 � Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco grey ultramarine canc. ”NYKÖPING 12.10 1857”.
F=4.000+. Cert. Sjöman. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 150

P µ 721 2j2 � An extremely beautiful cover with a well centered copy 4 Sk. Bco in
the rare grey ultramarine shade ”STOCKHOLM 10.10 1857”. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Sjöman. 4,4,4. SUPERB. 750

716 717

718

719

720
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P µ 723 2l � Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce greenish blue shade with an excel-
lent canc. ”STOCKHOLM 15.12 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,3,5.
SUPERB. 300

Pµ722 2k2 � An exceptional cover with 4 Sk. Bco in the very rare
light dull blue shade ”ÖREBRO 26.2 1858”. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Nils Svensson. 4,4,4,4.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 2.500

723

P µ 724 2l � Very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce greenish blue shade,
excellent canc. ”STOCKHOLM 8.6 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 250

P µ 725 2m � Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue, clear print canc. ”SÖDERHAMN 16.2 1858”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4,3,5 150

P µ 726 2n1 � Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce dark blue shade canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 11.5 1858”. Cert. Franz Obermüller. SUPERB. 300

725 726
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P 727 2 � Beautiful boxed canc. Äs on a well centered stamp 4 Sk. Bco. Scarce,
Facit Postal = 1.800. 100

P µ 728 2E1P Very rare proof for the first reprint 1868 of 4 Sk. Bco. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 750

P µ 729 3a1 � Very fresh 6 Sk. Bco grey with boxed Södertelje canc. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE. 300

727 729

Lot # 730 µ
3a2 �

A fantastic copy of the rare black grey shade of 6 Sk. Bco in very strong
colour. Canc. ”GÖTHEBORG 25.2 1857” with a lightly bent corner perf.
From pos No. 1, which Mats Ingers explains how it is part of the reason
for the extremely strong colour, one of the strongest known of this sha-
de. Please read his certificate! Certs Obermüller Wilén & Ingers.

Provenance: 
Liechtenstein. Harmers New York 1966.

VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 5.000
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Lot # 731 µ
3a2+4a �

A fantastic cover with two copies 6 Sk. Bco in the extre-
mely rare black grey shade together with 8 Sk. Bco in the
first shade. Sent to Finland and lightly canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 26.2 1856”. The two 6 Sk. Bco are even in a pair,
though lightly split. Facit for two single copies of this
shade SEK 150.000+++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén & Mats
Ingers for the shade. 

SUPERB 
GREAT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 30.000

Black-Grey Shade Cover
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735 736 737

P µ 732 3b � Perfectly centered 6 Sk. Bco light grey with small thins. Lightly canc.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 100

P µ 733 3c Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey canc. ”STOCKHOLM 1.12 1857”.
One creased corner perf. Interesting coloured spot at left of the coat of
arms. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 250

732 733

Lot # 734 µ
3e �

A fantastic strip of 3 of 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey on a piece. The
upper stamp with a plate flaw, described in SFT May 2002 page
174. The strip has been lifted from the piece, one short perf, and
a light fold in the margin of two stamps. Only 4 strips of 3 are
known. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

FINE EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance:
Nils Westberg
STOCKHOLMIA 55 Colour Annex page 5

€uro 10.000

P µ 735 3f � A wonderful 6 Sk. Bco grey brown in strong colour with interesting
double perf. Extremely clear ”STOCKHOLM 2.2 1858” canc. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 400

P µ 736 3f � Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey brown in strong colour with a beautiful canc.
”STOCKHOLM 30.6 1858”. VERY FINE COPY. 300

• P 737 3E2 * Beautiful reprint 1868 II of 6 Sk. Bco. SUPERB. 100

The STOCKHOLMIA 55 Strip of 3
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P µ 738 3E2P Very rare proof for the 2nd reprint 1868 of 6 Sk. Bco. Not mentioned
in the handbook. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 750

Pµ739 4a � FIRST DAY ”GEFLE 1.7 1855”. A very beautiful stri-
ke on 8 Sk. Bco orange, minor faults of little impor-
tance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
RARE & FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 2.500

741740

P µ 740 4a � Very fresh 8 Sk. Bco orange canc. ”HERNÖSAND 14.4 1856”. F=6.500.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 741 4a � Interesting 8 Sk. Bco orange with early canc. ”BIÄSTA 6.9 1855”.
F=6.500. Cert. Franz Obermüller. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 742 4f � Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange. Colourful and fresh with
a perfect canc. ”STOCKHOLM 1.5 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. Rare
in this quality. SUPERB COPY. 400

P µ 743 4f Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with full canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 6.7 1857”. Certs Franz Obermüller & Sjöman. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 744 4f � Very fresh 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange canc. ”STOCKHOLM 23.6
1857”. Interesting double perf. Cert. Nils Svensson. VERY FINE. 100

742 743 744
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Pµ748 5d � Beautiful pair of 24 Sk. Bco light orange red
”STOCKHOLM 8.2 1858”. F=60.000. Very interes-
ting as the lower stamp has a strong pre-printing
fold (”dragspel”). Cert. Franz Obermüller. 
FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 3.000

• P µ 749 1-5E4 * Very fresh complete reprint set Sk. Bco 1885 (5). The 24 Sk. Bco in
superb quality. F=14.000+. 250

747 Ex 749

P µ 746 5b � Beautiful cover to Germany with 24 Sk. Bco ”STOCKHOLM 29.2
1856”. Full contents, one short perf. F=85.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE. 2.500

P µ 747 5c � Very fresh and well centered 24 Sk. Bco orangish red canc. ”STOCK-
HOLM 15.5 1857”. One short perf. in the right margin. F=18.000. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Strandell. VERY FINE. 400

P µ 745 4g � An exceptional copy of 8 Sk. Bco in the scarce orange yellow shade
with blurred printing. F=9.500. Superb canc. ”LINKÖPING 4.4
1858”, one blunt perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 500

745
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Local Issues

Lot # 750 µ
6a1 (*)

Reconstructed pair of the first printing of 1 Sk. Bco on thin
paper. No pairs are known and this is probably unique. A small
ink dot on upper stamp and as always without gum. Facit for two
single stamps 90.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 10.000

Lot # 751 µ
6a2 (*)

Beautiful pair of 1 Sk. Bco thick paper as always without gum.
Some perfs split and a tear in one stamp. Only 2 unused pairs are
known. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

FINE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 10.000
138



P µ 754 6a1 � Beautiful cover with two copies 3 Sk. Bco black, each with a well
placed star canc. F=35.000. Cert. Grenstedt. VERY FINE & RARE. 750

Pµ753 6a1 � An exceptional local lady’s cover with two copies of
1 Sk. Bco thin paper. Certs Obermüller Wilén &
Sjöman. 4 (4,5) (4,5) 4. SUPERB.
Provenance:
Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 86 2.500

P µ 752 6a1 � A very beautiful 1 Sk. Bco on thin paper in good centering and with an
excellent star canc., one short perf. F=7.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE 3,4,4 200
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P µ 755 6a2 � Beautiful 1 Sk. Bco black. Well centered and with a clear star canc. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COPY. 150

P µ 756 6a2 � Very fresh 1 Sk. Bco grey black in exceptional centering and with a
beautiful canc. F=4.000+. Cert. Franz Obermuller. VERY FINE. 150

• P µ 757 6a3 � Black 3 öre with an extremely clear star canc. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB. Bid

P µ 758 6a3 Beautiful 3 öre grey black with ”STOCKHOLM 1 TUR 21.5”. Rare pmk
on this stamp. One short perf. of little importance. Cert. Sjöman.
SUPERB. 250

756 757 758755

759 760 761 Ex 762
P µ 759 6N1P Proof for the reprint of 1871 imperforate with very large margins. Cert.

Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 5,5,(-) 200

P µ 760 13a � A very beautiful 3 öre olive brown in strong colour canc. ”WISBY 7.2
1862”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 761 13a � Very fresh 3 öre olive brown in exceptional centering and canc. with
clear ”CALMAR 8.5 1865”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100

Coat of Arms
P µ 762 P Essays by P. A. Nyman, 5 different; 5, 9 & 12 öre blue and 5 & 30 öre

red. Scarce. 150

763 764
P µ 763 7a1 � Beautiful 5 öre in the scarce dark green shade with superb canc.

”GAMLEBY 31.8 1858”. Two bent corner perfs. Interesting with plate
flaw at right of the right figure ”5”. Plate 2, pos. 32. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. FINE COPY. 200

P µ 764 7a2 � Very beautiful 5 öre in the rare dark green shade with an excellent canc.
”SÖLVESBORG 4.3 1870”. Especially interesting with a diagonal pre-
printing fold (”dragspel”). Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4.4.5. SUPERB. 300
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P µ 767 7e1 * An exceptional block of 4 of 5 öre bluish green perf. with the tool of
1855. One lightly bent corner perf. As normally with rough perfora-
tion. Exceptional centering and one of the most beautiful of the few
blocks existing with this perforation. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.
Provenance: 
Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 86 3.000

P µ 765 7a2 � An exceptional cover to Norway with two singles and one pair of 5
öre in the most rare shade, dark green with superb canc. ”GEFLE 10.1
1869”. One missing perf of no importance. Facit for single stamps
alone 14.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén,  
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 5.000

P µ 766 7c1 � Very beautiful 5 öre in the scarce first yellow green shade with a per-
fect canc. ”ÅHUS 1.9 1862”. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,5. SUPERB COPY. 750
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P µ 770 8a � Very beautiful 9 öre in the scarce red violet first shade with a perfect
canc. ”SÖDERHAMN 1.3 1859”. Sign. Sjöman and Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. 4,4,5. SUPERB COPY. 750

P µ 768 7f2 � Very well centered 5 öre light yellow green with a beautiful canc.
”ÖDESHÖG 25.8 1872”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4-5,4,4-5. SUPERB -
EXCELLENT COPY. 300

P µ 769 7b2+ Extremely beautiful cover to England with 5 + 2 x 20 öre Lion Type, 
16b2 � one creased corner perf. Excellent canc. ”LIDKÖPING 13.5 1867”. Cert.

Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4(3x4) (4,5,5) 4 150

P µ 771 8d � Unique cover to Germany with 9 öre blue violet in strip of 3
”STOCKHOLM 3.5 1869” with minor imperfections. Only recorded
with this combination. Certs Obermüller Wilén & Sjöman. 
FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 1.250

768 769
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P 773 9a1 � Well centered 12 öre in the scarce greenish dark blue shade with a
beautiful canc. ”STOCKHOLM 20.7 1858”. SUPERB COPY. 200

P µ 774 9a2 � Beautiful 12 öre greenish blue with a perfect boxed canc. ”WADSTE-
NA 15.8 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4-5,4,5. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT COPY. 150

P µ 775 9b1 � Perfectly centered 12 öre dark blue with a boxed canc. ”PHILIPSTAD
20.11 (1)85X”. A couple of slightly short perfs at right. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 3,5,4. VERY FINE COPY. 100

P 776 9b2 � Very beautiful and well centered 12 öre dark blue with an excellent
canc. ”ALFVESTA 18.4 1866”. One corner perf. slightly bent. SUPERB
COPY. 100

P µ 777 9c3 � Extremely beautiful perfectly centered 12 öre blue with a perfect canc.
”FALUN 15.9 1867”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 5,5,5. EXCELLENT COPY. 200

P 778 9f1 12 öre in the scarce dark ulmarish blue shade with a beautiful canc.
”WISBY 13.4 1861”. One slightly short perf. at left. VERY FINE COPY. 100

P µ 779 9j2 � 12 öre blackish ultramarine canc. ”SAL(A) 2X.8 18(61)”. One lightly bent
corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. RARE SHADE. 100

• P 780 10 * Very fresh 24 öre with light hinge mark. SUPERB. 100

773 774 775 776 777

778 779

P 772 8+10+ Unique cover to Cape of Good Hope 1859 with 9 & 24 öre together 
11 � with 30 öre in single & strip of 3 canc. ”STOCKHOLM 25.2 1859”,

making up the 153 öre rate. In spite of several defects and a tear in
the cover, a fantastic postal history item. Also the earliest cover with
stamps from South Africa. Signed Calves. 2.000

780
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784

P µ 782 9m2+ Very beautiful cover to Belgiumwith 12 + 24 öre with railway canc. 
10d2 � ”PKXP NR & UPP 23.5 1872”. One short perf. on 12 öre. Scarce desti-

nation  and late usage, just about a week before the issue of the
Circle Type. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 1.250

P µ 781 10b1 � Well centered 24 öre brown yellow with a perfect boxed canc.
”NYKÖPING 11.11 1858”. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,5. SUPERB COPY. 500

P µ 783 10c � Very beautiful little cover to Norway franked with a single 24 öre
light orange yellow with a boxed canc. ”NEDER KALIX 22.8 1858”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,5,4. SUPERB COVER. 500

P µ 784 10h2 � A fresh and very beautiful 24 öre reddish orange with perfect canc.
”WADSTENA 28.9.1867”. One slightly bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COPY. 4,3,5. 150

P µ 785 10h2+ Interesting cover to USA from the Hedman correspondence with 24 
11e2 � + 30 öre, each with a superb canc. ”UGGELBO 31.5 1871”. Small tear

and fold in 30 öre. With printed religious contents. F=22.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 500

781

783 785
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P µ 786 10h2+ 41 öre rate cover to Italy via Northern Germany franked with 24 öre 
15b2 � Coat of Arms and 17 öre Lion canc. ”STOCKHOLM 29.6 1869”.

Various transit markings on back. Horizontal archive fold well away
from the stamps. Scarce franking combination. 3.000

• P 787 11 * Very beautiful 30 öre. F=6.000. SUPERB. 100

P µ 788 11d2 � Very beautiful 30 öre dark brown ”WADSTENA 11.6 1871”. Opinion
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 150

P µ 789 11e2 � Very beautiful 30 öre brown in excellent centering and with a perfect canc.
”MOHOLM 19.6 1871”. Cert. E. Harbrecht. 5,5,5. EXCELLENT COPY. 300

P µ 790 11e2 � A wonderful 30 öre brown with excellent canc. ”MOTALA 22.10 1870”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,5. SUPERB. 150

P µ 791 11g � Very well centered 30 öre rose brown with a beautiful canc. ”MELLE-
RUD 18.4 1872”. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
4,5,5. SUPERB COPY. 300

P µ 792 9c3+ Very beautiful cover to USA with 12+30+30 öre ”UGGELBO 21.5 
11e2 � 1870”. A few small perf. faults. Only 2 known. F=35.000. Cert.

Obermüller Wilén. FINE & RARE. 750

787 788 789 790 791
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797
• P µ 794 12c * Beautiful 50 öre bright dark carmine. F=7.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

VERY FINE. 150

P µ 795 12a � 50 öre in the violet tinged dark carmine shade with an excellent canc.
”GAMLEBY 10.7 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COPY. 300

P µ 796 12g1 � Very beautiful and well centered 50 öre violet tinged rose with a beau-
tiful canc. ”ÖSTERSUND 23.10 1865”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,5.
SUPERB COPY. 500

P µ 797 11d1+ Interesting cover to Switzerland with 30 + 50 öre ”STOCKHOLM 19.7 
12f1 � 1864”. 1 öre over franked. Minor imperfections and small repair in top

of envelope only. Only cover known with this combination. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 500

794 795 796

Lot # 793 µ
11d2+14Bc �

A wonderful red brown envelope to Smyrne with a pair of 30 öre
together with 3 öre Lion. Superb canc. ”PKXP N:r 3 25.12 1869”.
Besides a cover to Beirut, the only cover recorded from this period.
Pictured in the book by Billgren, Bjäringer & Stone, possibly over
franked. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 5.000

Cover to Smyrne, Turkey
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Lion Type

• P µ 798 14Ba * Beautiful 3 öre Lion type II in the rare first shade, weakly olive-
tinged grey brown. F=12.000. Cert. Obermuller Wilén. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 799 15b1 � Very beautiful 17 öre bluish lilac well centered. Canc. ”STOCKHOLM
24.6 1867”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 4-5 100

P µ 800 14Bc2+ Very fresh and beautiful 20 öre rate cover to Norway franked with 3 
15b1 � öre type II brown and 17 öre reddish bluish lilac canc. ”ÅMAL 7.10

1867”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB ITEM. 800

798 799

Pµ801 15b2+ Beautiful cover to the United States franked with 17 
16c � öre and two copies of 20 öre Lion via Hamburg with

superb canc. ”STOCKHOLM NORR 5.4 1869”.
Possibly not the correct rate. Some bent perfs on the
20 öre of little importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
RARE COVER. 5.000
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P µ 804 16e � An exceptional 20 öre red canc. ”KARLSHAMN 15.6 1871”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 5,5,5. EXCELLENT. 200

P 802 15c ** Beautiful and very fresh corner block of 4 of 17 öre grey. Facit as
single stamps 48.000++. VERY FINE. 1.000

P µ 803 15c � A very beautiful 17 öre grey with a perfect canc. ”YSTAD 1.7.1869”.
Fresh and colorful. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COPY. 1.000
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• P µ 810 20b Exceptional copy 6 öre ultramarine violet in very strong colour.
F=4.800. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 150

• P 811 20b * Very fresh 6 öre ultramarine violet, F=4.800. SUPERB. 100

P µ 812 20b ** 6 öre ultramarine violet in a beautiful and fresh never hinged block of
four. Some writing on the back not showing through. F=48.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. RARE MULTIPLE. 1.000

P 813 20b � An exceptional printed matter cover with a perfectly centered 6 öre
ultramarine violet ”STOCKHOLM 4.2 1873”. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 814 20d � 6 öre bluish lilac with a perfect canc. ”LEKERYD 8.2 1874”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 4,3,5. SUPERB COPY. 200

• P 815 20k ** Beautiful 6 öre redish lilac. F=4.800. SUPERB. 100

807 808 809

810 811 814 815

P µ 805 18a � Very beautiful and well centered 4 öre grey with an excellent canc.
”KUNGSBACKA 7.11 1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,5. 
SUPERB COPY. 400

P 806 19 * Beautiful and well centered 5 öre, slightly toned gum. F=4.800.
SUPERB. 100

P 807 19c � Beautiful 5 öre emerald green in excellent centering with a beautiful
canc. ”SUNNE 27.4 1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,5,4. 
SUPERB COPY. Bid

P 808 19e � Exceptional 5 öre dark bluish green, one of the better shades of this
stamp canc. ”MALMÖ 1.6 1874”. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 809 19f � Well centered 5 öre dark green in fresh colour with a perfect canc.
”MALMÖ 25.11 1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,5. SUPERB COPY. 100

805 806

Circle Type perf. 14

813
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P µ 816 22a � Well centered 20 öre orangish red with a perfect canc. ”KARLSBORG
4.4 1873”. One slightly shorter perf. tip at top. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
3,4,5. VERY FINE COPY. 150

P 817 23c � Beautiful 20/20 öre dull red on pale orange canc. ”WERNAMO 11.8
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,4. SUPERB COPY. 100

P µ 818 24b � Extremely beautiful 24 öre orange in very strong colour with a per-
fect canc. ”KUNGSBACKA 27.9 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
4,4,5. SUPERB COPY. 500

P µ 819 24e � 24 öre orange yellow with a beautiful canc. ”BACKE 25.5 1873”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 4,3,5. SUPERB COPY. 100

P µ 820 24g � Beautiful 24 öre dull yellowish orange in perfect centering with a
superb canc. ”LOCKNEVI 4.4 1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4-5,5,4-5.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT COPY. 200

P 821 24 � 24 öre yellow with a beautiful canc. ”WISBY 27.5 1875”. 
SUPERB COPY. Bid

P µ 822 21k+24d Exceptional cover to USA with 12 & 24 öre, 12 öre with small hole. 
� Excellent canc. ”UDDEVALLA 11.8 1873”. F=22.000. Cert.

Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 500

816 817 819 820 821
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P 823 25 * Beautiful very well centered 30 öre brown lightly hinged. One lightly
bent corner perf. F=11.000. SUPERB. 200

P µ 824 25b � 30 öre reddish brown with a perfect canc. ”SKARA 22.1 1873”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COPY. 150

P µ 825 25d � Beautiful 30 öre orangish brown with a perfect canc. ”NORBERG 2.6
1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4,5. SUPERB COPY. 100

• P 826 25g * Very fresh 30 öre orangish brown. F=8.000+. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 200

P µ 827 26a � Well centered 50 öre rose with a beautiful canc. ”MALUNG 21.11
1872”. Tiny mark from a fallen out grain of sand visible from the back.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 4,4-5,5. SUPERB COPY. 300

P µ 828 27d � Extremely beautiful and well centered 1 Rd orange brown and blue
with a perfect canc. ”KUNGSBACKA 1.7 1878”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. 4-5,4-5,5. SUPERB - EXCELLENT COPY. 750

Circle Type perf. 13

P 829 28e+30g Small booklet sent as printed matter of the second weight classwith 3 and 
� 5 öre canc. ”NÄSBYHOLM 15.8 1883”, the 5 öre is exceptionally well

centered. 100

823 824 825 826 827
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P µ 830 29v1 **/* A fantastic block of 4 of 4 öre dark grey imperforate. The two lower
stamps **. Rare multiple. F=25.000 for normal single stamps. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 800

P 831 29+31 � Very beautiful postcard to Italywith 4 & 6 öre, railway canc. ”PLXP NR
2 NED 29.11 1881”. SUPERB & SCARCE. Bid

P 832 29+32 � Domestic printed matter rate of the 4th weight class from ”GÖTE-
BORG 29.4 1884” to Stockholm franked with 4 and 12 öre. The stamps
with some imperfections. RARE. 100

P 833 31f � Beautiful and well centered 6 öre in the scarce carminish lilac shade
with a beautiful canc. ”KARLSTAD 18.7 1882”. SUPERB COPY. 100

• P 834 31-32 � Registered 12 öre envelope with additional 6 & 12 öre ”GILLBERGA
12.7 1884”. SUPERB. Bid

P 835 31-33+39 Exceptional 10 öre reg. envelope to USA with 6, 12 & 20 öre together
with Oscar II 10 öre ”MALMÖ 9.8 1885”. RARE & VERY FINE. 200

831 832 833

834 835
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P µ 836 32b � A fantastic 12 öre blue in perfect centering ”SVABENSVERK 1.12
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5,5,5 150

• P µ 837 32bv4 � An exceptional variety 12 öre with double offset. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & EXTREMELY RARE. 100

P µ 838 33fv4 � Beautiful copy of 20 öre orange red partly imperforate canc. ”LEUFS-
TA BRUK 11.5 1886”. 4 copies known according to Facit. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 1.000

• P 839 34j ** A wonderful corner block of 10 of 24 öre orange. F=14.000 as cheapest
singles. Hinged high up in margin only. SUPERB. 250

• P µ 840 35h * Exceptional copy 30 öre in the scarcer brown shade on soft paper.
Almost perfect centering with a short perf. tip. F=5.000+. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 100

836 837 840
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Pµ841 37 � A fantastic copy 1 riksdaler with an excellent canc.
”BORÅS 11.8 1878”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB. 4.4.5 2.000

842 843

P µ 842 37 � Beautiful 1 Rd with a perfect canc. ”STOCKHOLM PAKET STADEN
28.3 1878”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. Scarce in this quality. 
SUPERB COPY. 200

P 843 37 � Beautiful 1 Rd. with a superb canc. ”STOCKHOLM PAKET STADEN
4.1 1879”. 100

P µ 844 38g ** An exceptional block of 4 of 1 krona yellowish brown and blue,
never hinged. F=60.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 1.500
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P 845 42+42 � Beautiful 10 öre envelope with additional 2 + 4 + 4 öre (one with small
fault). Excellent canc. ”HAMMERDAL 10.8 1892”. Bid

P 846 43+45+ Beautiful registered envelope to USA with 4 x 5 öre and 50 öre together
48 � with 10 öre Oscar II ”GÖTEBORG FILIAL 1.9 1890”. Sealed at left with

a US seal label. Slight split in the envelope at left of the 50 öre, not tou-
ch ing the stamp. RARE & VERY FINE. 150

Oscar II

845

Circle Type with Posthorn

P µ 847 39v1 * Very beautiful 10 öre imperforate. Very fresh and a small hardly visible
hinge mark. F=8.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 250

P 848 * PLATE PROOF. 5 öre green type K, perforated with blue posthorn on
the back. Part of gum missing on top right corner, and slightly misco-
loured at the same spot. SCARCE. 300

• P 849 52P Proof in orange of 5 öre in imperf. pair. Left stamp with a small thin
spot. Scarce. 200

P 850 Page with 10 öre Proofs in the final red colour on different papers e.g.
”SPECIMEN” paper. SCARCE SELECTION. Bid

P 851 52-60v1 Complete set imperfs. 5, 15, 30 öre in pairs and 10, 20 öre in blocks of 
**/* 4, others in singles. High value. 500

852 52+54v1 5 and 10 öre imperf. blocks. 5 öre in a corner margin block of 24 and 10 
** öre in a block of 20. 200

846

847 848 849

Ex 850 Ex 851
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P 856 60P (*) Colour Proof. 1 Kr type N, brown & blue in a pair with slightly mispla-
ced head. SCARCE. 100

P 857 60P (*) Colour Proof. 1 Kr type N, reddish orange & blue in a pair with inver-
ted head. SCARCE. Bid

€uro
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P 858 60P (*) Colour Proof. 1 Kr type N, red brown & blue grey in a pair with inver-
ted head. SCARCE. 200

858 Ex 860

P 855 60P (*) Colour Proof. 1 Kr type N, dull blue & dull orange in a corner margin
block of four. SCARCE. 200

P 853 59 ** Very beautiful 50 öre. F=4.000. EXCELLENT. 100

P 854 (*) Colour Proof. Blue in a pair with only the print for the head. SCARCE. 100

853 854

856 857
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P 861 61+63 � 1 and 4 öre bicoloured numeral type on a postcard canc. ”HALMSTAD
1.3 1908” sent to Tasmania. Scarce destination. Bid

P 862 64 � A wonderful reg. envelope to Argentina with 15 copies  (4 on back) of
4 öre bicoloured numeral type. Each with a superb ”STOCKHOLM
20.5 1893”. Rare. 100

P µ 859 60P Lot with colour proofs, type P. 8 singles and 8 pairs, a total of 14 diffe-
rent colours nicely mounted on album pages. SCARCE SELECTION. 750

P 860 60P Lot with colour proofs, type N. Four singles in different colours and 2
pairs. SCARCE SELECTION. 200

Later Issues

Ex 859

862

P 863 65 ** Post Office 1903 in a very beautiful copy. F=7.500. EXCELLENT. 150

864 Gustav V in Medallion. Wiener plate proofs. Eight different (20, 30 öre
and 5 Kr in pairs). Also one 10 öre perforated proof on Austrian paper. 100

P 865 78vm3 ** Medallion 5 kr. in corner block of 4 with inverted wmk crown. Upper
left stamp with wmk letters touching the perfs and one stamp with
small parts of threewatermarks! Bid

863 864

865



P 870 151A ** Gustaf V en face 20 öre in a beautiful strip of 5. F=5.000+. SUPERB. 100

P 871 151Cbz ** Gustav V en face 20 öre with wmk KPV in a well centered block of 4
with coloured line in the middle. F=6.800++. SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

P 869 149A ** Gustaf V en face 10 öre in a beautiful strip of 5. F=4.000+. SUPERB. 100

871

P µ 866 92+94 ** Beautiful margin copies of the 55 öre and 80 öre, the 55 öre in superb
centering and the 80 öre in very fine centering. Certs Frans
Obermüller 1.500

P 867 103vv ** Exceptional variety of 27/65 öre with all in all 6 figures visible. 
VERY RARE. Bid

P 868 125vm ** Beautiful and fresh 10 öre + 4.90 kr. on 5 kr. Landstorm II with inverted
watermark crowns. F=4.000. SUPERB COPY. Bid

867 868
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872

P 872 154 ** Gustaf Vasa 110 öre in a beautiful strip of 5. F=7.500+. SUPERB. 200

• P µ 873 175Acx � Gustaf V 15 öre wmk lines, lightly canc. in Halmstad 1923. F=8.500.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE - VERY FINE. 200

873

P 876 4d � Very beautiful and well centered 6 öre bluish violet canc. ”KARLSTAD
18.9 1875”. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 877 Tj.10c * A fantastic copy of 1 kr. dull blue and deep yellow brown in perfect
centering. Very rare in this quality. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 1.000

Postage Due Issues
P 878 L.4 * A wonderful 6 öre in perfect centering and only minimal hinge mark.

EXCELLENT. Bid

P 874 187a ** Gustav V 35 öre carmine violet in a very beautiful strip of 5. F=6.000+.
SUPERB. 150

P 875 � Slightly water damaged wreckmail postcard with a type 3 (Sth D)
cachet stating that it has been delayed because of a train derailing in
Rörvik on 6/9 1954 where the mail car ended up in a body of water.
SCARCE. Bid

Official Issues

876 877 878
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883

P µ 879 L.4b+ Domestic cover endorsed ”Lådbref” franked with 12 öre canc. ”PKXP 
21o � NR 34 13.10 1876”, on the reverse three copies 6 öre Postage Dues of

the second shade canc. WEXIÖ 14.10 1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 200

P µ 880 L.12+13+ Very decorative 1882 parcel letter from France via Helsingør charged 
20 � with 10,08 kr in postage dues canc. ”HELSINGBORG 18.11 1882”.

SCARCE. 250

P µ 881 L.13+14 Cover from Paris to Stockholm franked with 15 c. charged with 16 
� öre in perf. 13 Postage Dues canc. ”STOCKHOLM ANK 21.7.1889”

and then re-directed to France and the postage paid with 4 copies of
5 öre Circle type with Posthorn canc. ”STOCKHOLM 22.7.89”. Some
stamps with faults. RARE ITEM. 300

879 880

882

P µ 882 L15d � A wonderful 12 öre red with perfect centering and canc. ”ULLERSÄ-
TER 20.6 1891”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5,5,5 200

P 883 L.17a * Exceptional 24 öre grey lilac with an almost invisible hinge mark and
in nearly perfect centering. F=2.800. SUPERB. 100
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Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 10 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.



P µ 884 L.11+18+ Beautiful parcel letter from Paris to Helsingborg charged with 19,94 kr 
20 � in postage due incl. a block of 19 of the 1 kr perf. 13 canc. ”HELSING-

BORG 6.4 1882”. Various transit canc. on both sides. SCARCE ITEM. 300

Booklets

P 885 H4 Oscar II 10 öre. Extremely fresh and in perfect condition. Control let-
ter ”M” on back. F=17.000. 500

P 886 H5A1R 20 x 5 öre Medallion with normal mounting. Some writing on the
front, otherwise good condition. F=20.000. 750

887 H14-R Beautiful 20x20 öre Gustaf V Full face, normal mounting. F=13.000. 150

888 H25I-R 50th Anniversary of the Postal Savings Bank, type I. F=7.000. SUPERB. 150

889 H25I-O Postal Savings Bank 1934 5 öre type I, inverted mounting. F=7.000. Bid

890 H40C Berzelius 10 öre, 2 booklets. One with cyls II at right + 4 control figu-
res. The other with matching one control figure. ”Äkta par”.
F=3.000++. Bid

891 H40C Berzelius 10 öre, 4 booklets with cyls. 1, 2 & II and full control number.
F=6.900++. Bid

892 H40CB Berzelius 10 öre perf. 4+3 sides. Booklet with inverted mounting with
half cyls II at right and 3 control figures. F=17.000++. 400
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P 893 H44C Royal Palace 5 kr. perf. 4 sides (2 panes) and 4+3 sides (2 panes) nor-
mal mounting. Good condition. RARE BOOKLET. 2.000

894 H53 Bellman 1940, two booklets with cyls ”1” left and right from the same
printing ”äkta par”. Very unusual as more or less the whole ”1” is at
right and at left is just a small line from the foot of ”1”. F=8.000++. 300

895 H64B 20 x 5 öre Scheele without text in perfect condition. F=5.500. 150

896 H77 Lund Cathedral 1946 with cyls ”1”. The whole figure complete at right
due to the centering. Very unusual. Bid

897 H77 Lund Cathedral 1946 cyls ”1” at right and left. Very small part visible
at left. ”Äkta par”. Bid

898 H80 Alfred Nobel 1946 20 öre. 100 booklets in original package. Slightly torn
on one edge. F=40.000. 400

899 H117D 20 x 30 öre with thick dividing line on front in perfect condition. F=7.000. 250

900 H143A Picture Stone, cover with ink filled posthorn. F=11.000. 200

901 H143B1 Picture Stone 20 x 10 Kr. With large crown and folded spine. F=7.000.
VERY FINE. 100

902 H143B2 Picture Stone 20 x 10 Kr. With large crown and line rouletted spine.
F=7.000. VERY FINE. 100

903 H317 90 öre Folk Costumes 1979, miscut booklet so designer’s name is visible
in top margin of upper row. Bid

P 904 SH6 ** IMPERFORATE self adhesive booklet pane of 10 of the Summer in
Bohuslän issue. RARE. 200
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Booklet Collections & Lots
905 Booklet collection 1940-76 (F. Nos. H52-293) incl. many varieties and markings,

on stock pages. F=115.000. 1.000

• 906 Slot machine booklets. Over complete collection HA 1 - 13 incl. many cyls & kn,
also combinations and pairs. E.g. HA 1 3 inverted  with  kn, cyls 1 left and right.
Please inspect. 200

907 Collection booklets from Medallion to 1991 in 3 albums. Incl. some BC-combina-
tions and 9 diff. discount booklets. High cat. value. Bid

908 Box with several hundred booklets in small boxes and 2 albums mostly ca. 1940’s-
70’s but also some older ones. PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

909 Original post packs of 100 booklets 1944-72. The older ones
in paper with seals and later in plastic, 38 different incl.
many good ones. F=403.400. Complete list available on our
website. NB! The packs may not be opened during vie-
wing! 3.000

• 910 Large stock booklets in 3 boxes with quantities incl 10 sets of Stockholmia 1955
in sheets of 9. Further an album with mainly older booklets incl. one Linné CB
booklet. Please inspect. 300

911 Carton from an estate with a stock of booklets from ca. 1940’s to 2013 arranged
in various stock boxes and folders with high face value. 400

912 Discount stamps, 214 small booklets of which 114 are for mail within Sweden. 1.500

• 913 Discount stamps in small format. 36 booklets. 200

Collections
14.00 hrs

P 914 Collection 1855 - 1969 in a Lighthouse album. Early part somewhat specialized
in somewhat mixed condition incl. a 24 Sk. Bco with a nice canc,, some short
perfs, some very nice * Circle Type perf. 14, a 1 kr. perf 13 and a ** 50 öre with
posthorn. Further a lot of coil stamps, UPU 1924 and further up more or less
complete incl. BC-pairs. Please inspect. 1.000

µ 915 Collection ** 1886-1934 in an album incl. many good Coil stamps, good quality. High
cat. value. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website. 1.000

916 Unused collection 1928-66 in blocks and strips of 4 or 5 incl. many better BC/CB
pairs. Mounted on a large number of album pages with some stamps being **. Bid

µ 917 Extensive collection 1855-1965 in two Lindner albums.
Early part mostly � and later */**. Good classic section incl.
all skilling banco values and other classics, mixed condi-
tion. Further  most of the later issues */** incl. Värnamo 55
& 80 öre both UPU sets, official, postage due etc. High cat.
value. 2.500

Ex 914
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Pµ 920 An exceptional collection, more or less complete 1855 - 2010
in 3 thick Lighthouse albums.
Up to 1945 � after mostly ** containing also some speciali-
ties, covers, FDCs etc. Starting with two wonderful prephi-
latelic covers with excellent canc. one with crown canc. and
the other with blue rectangular ”SLITE 26.3 1855”. Then a
quite beautiful, but repaired set of Skilling Banco, beauti-
ful local stamps incl. a cover, beautiful Värnamo 55 & 80
öre *, ”Landstorm cpl �”, UPU, Garbo minisheet. etc. Please
inspect! 2.000

Pµ 918 Mostly � collection 1855-1989 in two Lighthouse albums,
with ca. the last 20 years **. Starting with most Skilling
Banco with faults but a VERY FINE 6 Sk. Bco with cert.
Sjöman. Further early issues with some shades and nice
canc. ”Värnamo” 55 & 80 öre * with certs HOW, one superb,
”Landstorm”, UPU 1924 both sets etc. Later often also a */**
stamp behind the used one. Please inspect. 2.500

919 Collection 1855-1942 on album pages. Well filled incl. 3 Sk. reprint, 4, 6, 8 & 24
Sk. Bco, unused 20 öre Lion in a block of 4. Further many good Circle Type
stamps both used and unused. Also a good section semi modern stamps incl.
both sets UPU 1924 and 20/2 öre Airmail with inverted overprint. 
PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000

Ex 918

Ex 920
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Elite Plaza Hotel, Gustaf Adolfs Torg 49! 



P 924 Collection � 1855-77 incl. specialized sections Coat of Arms - Circle Type perf.
13 with most of the shades. Also some beautiful and superb canc. incl. an
excellent canc. on a rep. 24 Sk. Bco. Please inspect. 500

P 923 Used collection in 2 albums 1855-1981. Starts with a cpl. set of Sk. Bco (mostly
repaired or with small faults), after that mostly good condition and it seems
complete except the Värnamo stamps incl. many with beautiful cancs, especially
on Circle Type. Also complete sections of Officials and Postage Dues. High cat.
value. 750

• P 921 Extensive collection 1855 - 1990s in 4 SAFE albums, mostly � except modern
part. Starting with relatively nice 3, 8 and 24 Skilling banco, also good semi-
modern incl. superb copies 55 & 80 öre Värnamo with certs HOW, 55 öre **,
gum somewhat aged, ”Landstorm” cpl UPU 1924 etc. Please inspect. 1.000

µ 922 Collection 1855 - 1954 on album pages. Starting with the complete set skilling
banco reprints followed by a good section of early issues as well as the later
good sets complete like ”Landstorm”, both UPU 1924 etc.  High cat. value. 600

Ex 921

Ex 923

Ex 924
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µ 925 Classic Sweden mostly with beautiful cancellations incl.
many superb & excellent ones. Mainly Coat of Arms - Circle
Type, but also some Sk. Bco and many Oscar II as well as
some more modern with excellent canc. Please inspect! 2.000

926 Used collection 1855-2005 in 3 Leuchtturm albums incl. 4 different Sk. Bco (most
with small faults), Coat of Arms to 2005 largely complete except the most expen-
sive stamps, much with selected canc., incl. Officials and Postage Due stamps. 400

927 Collection 1855-1949 in a Lindner album incl. some better stamps. Please
inspect. 200

928 Collection 1855-1974 in two Safe albums collected double, both used and unused
incl. many better stamps e.g. both 1924 UPU sets used. Many stamps with beau-
tiful canc. High cat. value. Please inspect. 300

929 Unused collection 1855-1975 in a Leuchtturm album starting with a repaired
used 6 Sk. Bco, incl. some better stamps. Please inspect. 200

930 Unused collection ca. 1856-2005 in three Leuchtturm albums starting with an
unused 3 Sk. Bco reprint (small perf. faults), some local stamps, both 1924 UPU
sets nearly complete etc. The collection seems ** and largely complete from the
1930’s to 2005. Also sections of Officials and Postage Due. 500

931 Used basic collection 1858-1987 in a Facit album incl. some medium priced stamps.
Facit cat. value ca. 36.000 according to the vendor. Please inspect. 150

932 Used collection ca. 1870’s-1940 in a binder incl. Circle Type in shades etc. Bid

933 Unused collection ca. 1880-1980 in two Schaubek albums incl. some better stamps,
seems largely complete ** from ca. 1940-80. Bid

934 Unused collection in two Leuchtturm albums starting with early reprint sets of
Sk. Bco and Coat of Arms and onwards to 1982. PLEASE INSPECT. 500

935 Unused collection 1888-1982 in two Leuchtturm albums with e.g. both 1924 UPU
sets as well as some large Officials and Postage Due stamps. 200

936 Collection **/* 1903-42 (except Medallion) in one album, much **. Starting
with 5 kr. Postal Building and ”Landstorm” cpl. and from airmail onwards
specialized incl. watermarks, shades, papers etc. with a very good section coil
stamps incl. some good wmks. High cat. value. 500

937 Collection 1855-1997 in 7 albums mostly used to ca. 1920 incl. some Sk. Bco and
Local stamps in mixed condition, Coat of Arms through Circle type in shades,
Landstorm I-III complete mostly used, both 1924 UPU sets complete used. After
1920 mostly ** to 1997. Also a few old foreign covers etc. 500

938 Collection 1855 - 1966 in a Lindner album. Mostly � up to ca 1940 and later mostly
**. Starting with a Sperati forgery 3 Sk. Bco and a nice looking, but rep. 24 Sk.
Bco. Later on some medium and better stamps. 300

939 Collection 1855 - 1968 in a Lindner album. Starting with a nice looking 3 Sk. Bco
with small repairs and a slightly defective 24 Sk. Bco. Further many stamps
making a good base. 250

940 Basic collection 1855-1970. Mainly used but unused from 1940. Incl. some better
stamps e.g. 10 öre UPU 1924 with watermarks, and some early FDCs. Bid
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Pµ 941 COVERS to U S A. Collection of 22 covers  from Coat of Arms to Circle Type
+ 3 covers to Canada. Mostly with some defects, but many extremely rare fran-
kings, e.g. Coat of Arms unique 81 öre, 85 öre 3-colours, three different 54 öre
whereof two unique combinations, two of each 45 & 42 incl. one of each in
mixed franking and a reg. front with 78 öre, which is not quoted in Facit.
Further Circle type with a unique 39 öre combination as well as a unique 38
öre reg. combination. From Canada there is a 31 öre Circle Type only known
in two examples. Some certificates included. Please inspect. 5.000

• 942 Coat of Arms 12 öre. An exceptional study of platings in 3
albums incl. documentation and notations. Probably near-
ly 1.000 stamps and ca 15 covers incl. a lot of good shades
and many beautiful cancellations etc. Please inspect. 500

•Pµ 943 A fantastic Circle Type collection � 1872 - 91. Specialized in
shades with almost all of them represented. Many beauti-
ful cancellations and the collection contains a large num-
ber of absolutely wonderful copies. Please view on our
website or inspect! 1.500

•Pµ 944 Circle Type unused perf. 13 from 20 - 50 öre and with post-
horn. A fantastic collection specialized in shades, mostly *
and in unusually good centering with many superb as well
as excellent copies. Please inspect! 1.000

Specialized Collections

Ex 941

Ex 943

Ex 944
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P 945 CIRCLE TYPE. Used collection in a thick stockbook collected in shades with a
large number of beautiful canc., some varieties and a number of covers incl.
many interesting ones. Please inspect. 300

• 946 Circle Type 1872 - 91 � in 3 albums. Mostly sorted in shades. Many beautiful and
superb canc., also some foreign. Please inspect. 400

947 CIRCLE TYPE & OSCAR II with posthorn on back. Specialized � collection incl.
shades, multiples and varieties. Many different cancellations, mostly clear stri-
kes incl. many superb & excellent ones. Please inspect. 100

948 Oscar II. Collection on album pages, collected in shades. Some blocks of 4 and
also 5 öre imperf. and some stamps with inverted wmk. PLEASE INSPECT. 500

µ 949 Gustav V in Medallion. Colour Proofs on 8 album pages both on yellow and
white paper. More than 40 different incl. some multiples. PLEASE INSPECT. 300

950 Gustav V in Medallion collection, unused on album pages. Collected in shades
and some multiples. Incl. some plate number blocks and also 7 + 30 öre with off-
set, also some good surcharge varieties etc.. PLEASE INSPECT. 250

951 ”Landstorm”, Officials and Postage Dues, extensive **/*/� specialized collec-
tion incl. high values, shades, varieties, blocks of 4, some covers, valuable **
singles,  scarce cancellations etc. in an album. Please inspect! 600

Ex 945

Pµ 952 COIL STAMPS. Extensive collection both used and unused incl. an excellent
variety of shades, wmks, papers and canc. Many better stamps included.
Please see pictures of the entire collection on our website. 1.000

µ 953 OFFICIAL & POSTAGE DUE. Very interesting specialized collection incl. many
� on more than 40 pages. Many shades, multiples, beautiful canc. etc. Please
inspect. 400

954 Specialized collection Saturday mail ”LÖRDAGSUTDELNING” in one album.
Collected by Knut Norborg. Many interesting frankings. PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

Ex 952
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Pµ 966 Specialist’s remainder lot, mostly Coat of Arms of which most with superb canc.
Also a complete set of Paris forgeries. Some Lion type incl. two 33 öre essays and
some beautiful Circle type. Please see pictures on our website. 200

Specialized Selections & Lots
• µ 955 SKILLING BANCO. Interesting lot, mostly with defects or repairs, E.g. 5 copi-

es each of 3 & 24 Sk. Bco, incl. one Sperati each.  Also  6 & 8 Sk. Bco incl. a few
sound ones. Please inspect. 500

µ 956 4 Sk. Bco, 8 copies in good quality. All with the positions determined (different). 200

• µ 957 4 Skilling Banco. Selection of 60 copies incl. some superb canc. Also some
good shades, however with defects. Otherwise most copies are sound. 500

µ 958 4 Sk. Bco, 32 � copies in good quality, some superb canc. and some shades. Also
a few certs. 500

µ 959 4 Sk. Bco. 44 copies with defects, often small. Ideal for study. Bid

• µ 960 LOCAL STAMPS 1856-63, black and brown. Nice little selection, mainly used
copies. Several certificates. All available on our website. 200

• µ 961 Reprint Sk. Bco & Local Issue 1868 - 85. Very interesting selection, with most-
ly different reprints incl. 3 Sk. Bco E2 1871, 6 & 24 Sk. Bco 1885 ** and 3 öre
black 1871 in block of 4. Mostly good quality. Please inspect. 400

962 Coat of Arms 12 öre. Lot of almost 250 copies incl some superb, shades and
almost 20 described varieties. Also two very beautiful covers and one with 12 +
30 öre to France. Please inspect. 100

• µ 963 Coat of Arms & Lion Type unused. An exceptional selec-
tion on Visir pages specialized in shades, also some mul-
tiples, proofs and reprints. Somewhat mixed, but mostly
good quality. Very high cat. value. 1.000

• 964 Coat of Arms & Lion Type �. Extensive stock in two Visir albums, mixed qua-
lity, but mostly marked with shades and sometimes varieties, also some pairs
and nice cancellations. Interesting lot for studies. Please inspect. 500

µ 965 Small selection of mostly 24 & 30 öre Coat of Arms and 20 öre Lion on piece
arranged on three stock sheets, incl. many pairs. Please see pictures on our web-
site. Bid

Ex 966
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P 967 Coat of Arms to Circle Type. Small selection of 26 stamps, mostly very well cen-
tered and with beautiful cancellations incl. many superb ones. Please inspect. 200

• µ 968 Exceptional selection Circle Type unused on Visir pages,
starting with perf. 14. Almost all values incl. many shades.
All marked for shades and mostly also for quality. Mostly
*, but also some ** and (*). Very high cat. value and many
very beautiful copies. Please inspect. 1.000

P 969 Circle Type with posthorn on back. Four album pages, collected in shades e.g.
5x5, 3x20 and 2x30 öre */** some in very good centering. PLEASE INSPECT. 300

970 * (*)CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 14. Selection of unused stamps in shades incl. many
expensive stamps. High cat. value but condition is somewhat mixed. 250

• 971 VARIETIES. Visir album with mainly Circle Type. Very interesting with pre-
printing fold, perf. varities, plate errors, often described, margin lines, offset &
part offset, multiples and blocks etc. At the end also a section coil stamps and
later. Please inspect! 200

Ex 967

Ex 969

•P 972 Circle Type perf. 13. An exceptional stock in a Visir album.
Mostly sorted in shades or canc. years,  incl. early cancella-
tions and a large number of superb cancellations. Please
inspect! 1.000

Ex 972
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Pµ 973 SWEDISH CANC. on Finnish and Russian stamps. Small stock card with eight
stamps, e.g. two Russian stamps canc. ”STOCKHOLM” & ”FEJAN”. An interes-
ting lot. 100

• 974 CANCELLATIONS. Visir album with old stamps sorted by canc. Mostly
Circle Type, large officials and Oscar II. Also many superb canc. Some foreign
canc. and other specialities. Please inspect. 500

• 975 CANCELLATIONS. Three albums with mainly older stamps. Mostly with beau-
tiful cancellations. Many superb & excellent ones. Please inspect. 200

976 Cancellations mostly on Circle Type and Oscar but also some on later issues on
stock pages and in a small stockbook. Bid

• 977 Small lot with 4 copies 1 rd. Circle Type perf. 13 and three copies 5 kr. Castle 1931
*/**. Also some Thule sets. 100

978 Bicoloured Numeral Type 3 öre, 25 old bundles of 100. F=35.000. Ideal for study. Bid

979 Stock card with 12/65 öre medallion in a single stamp and a block of four with
misplaced opt. and a color proof 20 öre blue in imperf. strip of five. Bid

P 980 Large Officials and Postage Dues. Selection of 40, mostly very well centered and
with beautiful cancellations incl. many superb and excellent ones. Also some
uncounted small Officials and Coil stamps with superb or excellent cancella-
tions. Please inspect. 200

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
981 FULL SHEETS. Medallion and small Coat of Arms including provisionals in a

thick folder often with 10 or more of each sheet. Previously sold as lot 738 in auc-
tion 195. High cat. value. 500

982 Small lot with better coil rolls of 100, all but one complete. F. Nos 258, 331, 334,
339 (ca. 75 stamps) & 343. Total Facit cat. value ca. 83.000. 500

983 Clean unused stock 1862-1955 incl. Officials and Postage Dues arranged in two
stockbooks. F=225.000 when later issues are counted at 30% of ** value. 1.500

• 984 Dealer stock ** 1938 - ca 2000 in two boxes. Complete sets in envelopes marked
with year and Yvert Nos. Incl. many booklets, discount stamps and booklets.
High face value on later years. 400

985 Large carton from an estate with an unused stock ca. 1880’s-2000’s in various
stockbooks incl. many values of Postage Dues perf. 13 in quantities mostly ** etc.
High catalogue value. PLEASE INSPECT. 500

Ex 973

Ex 980
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986 Duplicate stock in 2 albums. Main value 1855-1930 incl. more than 20 copies of
4 Sk. Bco, many superb cancellations on e.g. Circle Type. Better Landstormen
and UPU 1924 values etc. High value. PLEASE INSPECT. 500

987 Stock of used issues in quantities from Coat of Arms to ca. 1940 in glassines in 3
boxes and a large stockbook incl. Officials and Postage Due stamps. Bid

988 Remainder lot from an estate with used duplicates in quantity from 1855 and
onwards in 3 stockbooks and an album, mixed condition. PLEASE INSPECT. 200

989 Lot with 35 old bundles of 100 of the following F. Nos; 9 (x1), 32 (x17), 42 (x3), 43
(x4), 46 (x4), 47 (x6). Bid

990 Remainder lot of mostly duplicated used Coil stamps but incl. some better used
e.g. superb copies of F. Nos 15 and 124 as well as a complete set of F. Nos 211-25.
Also a bundle of used modern booklets. Please inspect. Bid

991 Remainder lot from an estate, mainly rolls and booklets incl. slot machine
booklets, of which some better ones. Also various other material and a few well
kept catalogues from the 1930s and 1940s. Please inspect. 200

992 Large carton with 14 albums. Basic used collection starting 1858, however no
expensive stamps. Main value on unused stamps, booklets and yearsets up to
2012. PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

• 993 Large carton full of ** semi modern and modern stamps and booklets in albums,
stockbooks, small cartons etc. High cat. and face value. 400

994 YEAR SETS from the Post 1972 - 1985. In original state, a few with a broken seal.
Mostly around 20-30 of each year. Face value ca 28.500 SEK. 1.000

995 YEAR SETS from the Post 1967 - 1972. Box with many sets incl. one 1967 and 30
1968. A few opened, but mostly in original state. Face value ca 2.500 SEK and
very high cat. value. 500

• 996 YEAR SETS. Lot up to 1979 incl. one of each 1969 & 1970, mostly with unbroken
seals. Face ca SEK 2.600. 100

997 FACE VALUE; 30 sets of rolls of 1 kr & 1,30 Norden 1977, 400 booklets Christmas
1980 and 300 minisheets Rokoko 1979 in original packets. Total face value (for
franking) 14.400 SEK. 500

Covers & Postal History

Ex 998

Pµ 998 A very interesting group of 14 covers sent to Sweden 1843-70 from many diffe-
rent countries incl. Russia and Portugal. Most with postage due markings incl.
many with due hand stamps up to 90 öre. Please see pictures of the entire lot
(both sides) on our website. 500

µ 999 Group of 3 beautiful Coat of Arms covers sent from Stockholm in 1869, 12 + 24
öre to Switzerland, 3 öre Lion + 24 öre to Germany and 12 + 30 öre to France.
Please see pictures on our website. 150

µ 1000 Coat of Arms & Lying Lion, lot with eight mostly higher rate covers in mixed
condition. Bid

µ 1001 CIRCLE TYPE. Interesting lot of 7 COD covers or letters in different sizes and
formats. Bid
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1002 OSCAR II. Selection of ca. 30 destination covers in an album incl. many better
such as Siam, Ceylon, Egypt, India, Singapore, Tunisia, China etc. Bid

1003 Circle Type & Oscar. Interesting lot with ca. 100 covers incl. many COD forms,
some parcel letters, registered etc. Please inspect. 200

• 1004 Exceptional remainder lot of mainly better older material.
E.g. a very interesting study of 12 öre Coat of Arms in pla-
tings, varieties, shades and cancellations as well as a fresh
complete set plus reprints and Paris forgeries. A good
selection Oscar II unused incl imperf. blocks, large
Officials unused incl. several imperf. and a well centered
50 öre red, also a section � incl superb canc. plus some
Postage Due, many copies */** 5 kr. Post Office 1903 and 5
kr. ”Landstorm”, an extensive selection  UPU 1924 etc. Very
high cat. value. Inspection necessary. 1.500

• 1005 Very interesting duplicate stock sorted *, ** and � on stock cards in boxes.
Many medium and better singles and sets, mostly marked, also watermarks
from the 1920s, many superb canc. etc. Please inspect. 500

• 1006 Remainder lot in two large cartons, collections and dupli-
cate lots in albums, unsorted stamps etc. Please inspect! 750

• 1007 Fantastic cover lot in two large cartons incl. classic issues,
but main weight on semi modern, much sent to USA. Much
good airmail, old parcel cards, C.O.D., postal stationery,
prephilately etc. as well as many unusual and odd items
like railway freight bills, collection ”svarslösen” on covers,
Inspection necessary! 2.500

1008 Medallion issue. Group of 5 destination covers 1911-19 i.e. to Cuba, Japan,
Iceland, Egypt and Austria. Bid

µ 1009 Interesting group of 5 covers sent by airmail to Australia via the Middle East in
1940-41 which is very scarce. Mostly with different Middle Eastern censor mar-
kings, such as Baghdad etc. Mixed condition. Please inspect. Bid
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Mixed Scandinavian Lots

Lot # 1010 µ
**/*/�

A thick stockbook with a lot of better material mainly Denmark
and Greenland, but also Norway, Finland and some Iceland. E.g.
with more than 150 copies 4 RBS, two copies 2 RBS Ferslew (one
flawless and one with a small tear both with certs) and two copi-
es Thiele. Four copies 16 skilling rouletted and a huge number of
other skilling issues e.g. eight copies 48 skilling. 34 copies Postal
building (a few are *) and some 27 øre provisionals with wmk.
crown. Many better airmail, officials etc. Norway with ten copies
No. 1, Oscar I with three copies 2 skilling and ten copies 3 skil-
ling and some later skilling stamps. Finland with 1 mk. rouletted
and a 1930 Zeppelin. Some DWI incl. a 8/10 cents cover.
Greenland with several better Pakke-Porto and three sets
American issue (one with opts). Faroes 1940 cpl used. A few
Icelandic stamps are included. 

A FANTASTIC LOT THAT MUST BE INSPECTED

€uro 7.000
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• 1011 Very large intact accumulation from an estate in 14
cartons. Including a large ** stock of Iceland in she-
ets ca. 1940’s to 1990’s, much in quantities of ca. 300-
500 each incl. many medium and better values e.g.
Facit Nos 262 (50), 274-79 (300), 288-92 (400), 297-305
(50+), 307-08 (450), 309-10 (500), 311 (20), 312 (80, 313
(30), 314 (250), 319-20 (700), 324 (150), 325 (300), 342
(900), 343 (150), 344 (550), 369-72 (600), 434 (500), 435
(500), 445 (650), 609 (300). Also better ** Europa Cept
with e.g. 500 sets each of 1982 (F=45.000 alone), 1983
(F=112.500 alone) and 1986 (F=70.000 alone) etc.Also
some ** minisheets in packets of 100 each, year fol-
ders in quantities, FDC’s, good stock of Christmas
sheets incl. many better ones in quantities etc. Also
new issue subscriptions from most Scandinavian
countries from 1980’s-2000’s incl. year folders, **
stamps, booklets, FDC’s etc. with considerable face
value. Various Scandinavian collections in albums
mostly ** etc. Enormous total cat. value. Please
allow adequate time for careful viewing of this lot. 5.000

• 1012 Album with good collections of Denmark & Iceland up to the 1960s.
Denmark incl, tête-bêche, 5 kr. Postal Building * & �, Airmail etc.
Iceland with some good skilling stamps and many good sets. High cat.
value! 400

• 1013 � Collections up to ca 1980 in a Scott album from Norway incl. skilling
stamps with a beautiful No.1 etc., Iceland incl. skilling as well as
better semi-modern stamps and sets. Finally Finland starting 1875.
Mostly used, but many exceptions especially in Iceland. Please
inspect. 300

1014 **/*/� Selection of mostly used stamps ca. 1850’s-1940’s on 3 stock pages
from Denmark, Sweden and Norway. Bid

1015 �/� A remainder lot with some bundles of hundred and a large number of
small size commercial covers. Please inspect. Bid

• 1016 � Large carton full of covers mostly semi modern and many sent to
USA. Great variety and probably many surprises. Main weight on
Denmark incl. areas, but also good items from Iceland and other
Scandinavian countries. Inspection necessary! 500

1017 Large carton from an estate containing various albums and stockbooks
with remainder collections and stock remainders of mainly Denmark
but also Iceland (incl. 4 copies 10 kr Sigurdsson), Greenland and the
Faroe Island. Please inspect. 400

• 1018 Remainder lot in two large cartons. Full of collections and duplicate
lots in albums incl. good Finland with Russian Type 1891 cpl �, also
Sweden with canc. etc. Some albums from outside of Scandinavia,
with e.g. Holland & Middle America. Please inspect. 750

1019 Two large cartons, mainly with collections of the Scandinavain
countries as well as some duplicate material. A total of 22 albums
incl. some foreign. Bid
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P µ 1020 984-87etc Airmail 1950-53 cpl. (7) in very fresh margin blocks of four. Mi=1.900. 
** SUPERB. 250

Collections

P 1021 */� Collection 1850-1981 in 2 stockbooks. Well filled classic section incl.
many better used stamps. After 1910 mainly unused incl. 10 kr Franz
Joseph and many other better singles and sets. Also a small section
Lombardy & Venetia. Further some duplicates. High value. 
PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000

Non-Scandinavian Countries
14.30 hrs

Austria

Ex 1020

Ex 1021

Ex 1022

P 1022 **/*/� Extensive very clean collection 1850-1985 in four well filled
Leuchtturm albums with the main part mint of which many expen-
sive stamps are **. Also very well filled sections of Postage Dues,
Newspaper stamps, Telegraph stamps, Field Post, Austrian
Territories etc. Michel cat. value ca. 35.000 according to the vendor. 2.000
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1023 Very extensive collection 1850-1984 in 2 albums. Early part mostly �
and later */** incl. a nice classic part and many good sets like Mi. Nos
161-177*, 418-424*, 433-441*, 442-446*, 512-517*, 518-523*, 524-529*,
545-550*, 551-554*, 555-56A* (Wipa), 557-562*, 591-596*, 617-622*, 623-
626**, 693-696* (signed), 929-932*, 952-954*, 960-963*, 984-987* etc.
High cat. value. 1.000

• P 1024 Collection up to 1967 in two albums. The oldest part without stamp,
but included  is a stockbook full of used stamps with many beauti-
ful and superb cancellations, many different, also almost 100 copies
from the first issue. From 1945 incl. some good unused sets also with
a cpl. set of the Hitler overprints from 1945 incl. both types of the
high values, all ** and signed, type I also cert. Kovar.  Please inspect. 300

1025 **/*/� Extensive collection 1850-1982 in two Schaubek albums. Starting
with a nice classic part, mainly � followed by many medium and
better singles and sets, e. g. Michel Nos 175-76, 418-424 *, 433-446 *,
512-523, 591-596, 693-696 * (Hitler overprints), 937-940 **, 952-954,
984-987 * etc. Also Austrian territories. Please inspect. 800

1026 Extensive collection 1850-1945 in 2 Lindner albums. Incl. a nice classic
part  and many good singles and sets, e.g. Mi. Nos 433-441*, 442-446**,
518-523*, 555A** (Wipa, normal paper), 557-562*, 617-622*, 623-626**
etc. Also some nice German Reich and Austrian territories. 400

1027 **/*/�/� Extensive specialized collection in 4 stockbooks with types, prin-
tings, shades, varieties, many beautiful cancellations and an interes-
ting section �. Containing e.g. 1850: 1kr (5), 2kr (5), 1858: 2k yellow
(3), 3k black, 3k green (2), newspaper stamps, arms and Franz Josef
specialized incl. many better. Also territories, occupations etc. Very
high cat. value! 1.000

1028 **/*/� Collection 1850-2008 in two stockbooks, partly collected both � and
*/**. Incl. many good sets, e.g. Michel Nos 418-24*, 433-41* (435 mis-
sing), 512-17 *, 518-23 * (Rotary), 544  **, 563-66 *, 612*, 623-26 *, 632-37
*, 929-32 * & �, 937-40 **, 952-54 * & � etc. Also Austrian territories.
High cat. value. 400

1029 ** A very beautiful comprehensive collection 1883-2001 in three
Schaubek albums. Very fine quality. Please inspect. 250

1030 � Collection 1850-2001 in three Schaubek albums. Rather complete and
in very good quality. Please inspect. 150

Ex 1024
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P µ 1031 2 � 20 c. 1849. 8 superb copies with different numeral canc.: 4, 6, 24, 25,
33, 73, 90 and 120. 150

P 1032 341 Die proof in black of Cardinal Mercier 10 + 40 fr. RARE. Bid

1033 */� Very clean high quality collection 1849-1938 nearly complete in a home
made album. The collection is used to about 1890 and after that *
(minisheets are used). High cat. value. 1.500

1034 */� Collection 1849-1938 in a stockbook, mixed unused and used incl.
many key stamps and sets e.g. Parcel Post. High cat. value. 1.250

Collections
1035 Extensive collection 1849-1963 in two beautiful

albums. Containing many expensive singles and
sets, early part mostly used and later */**, e.g. Yvert
Nos 108-125**, 258-266**, 325-332** and many good
later ** sets and minisheets. High cat. value. 1.000

1036 Exceptional mint and used collection incl.many good singles, sets
and sheetlets in an album. E.g. Estonia 1918: 15 k. perf., 1923 air-
mails, 1930 overprints and sheetlets, Latvia incl. many better sets of
the 1920s & 1930s, 1930 overprint set used, 1931-33 airmails perf and
imperf, Lithuania incl. 1935 40c airmail overprint mint, 1938
Jamboree set, sheetlets etc. Please inspect. 500

µ 1037 � Very nice partly specialized collection 1849 - 1901 on album pages.
Incl. good early issues and 1869-78 to the rare 5fr light brown used
very fine. Also railway and postage due. Please inspect. 500

1038 **/*/� Extensive collection 1849-1945 in a Lighthouse album. Up to ca 1920
mostly used and after that */** incl. many good singles and sets, e.g.
Yvert Nos 1-2, 8, 12, 37, 53-67, 92-99, 100-107, 147, 187 ** in complete
sheet of 25, 258-266 *, 272A-272K * (crown overprint), 290 **, 290A *,
342-350 * (Mercier, except 347), 352 *, 353-355 **, 356-362 *, 377-383 *,
394-400 *, minisheet 2(*) 3-6 * etc. 800

µ 1039 **/*/� Collection 1849 -1949 in Davo album incl. No. 1-2, 1865/66 to 1fr, 1883
cpl. set, 1905 to 2fr, 1914 Red Cross, 1915-20 incl. 5 franken, 1933 scarce
Orval set, other good sets of the 1930s, sheetlets incl. 1930 Antwerp
(folded) etc. Very high cat. value. 500

µ 1040 � CIRCLE CANCELLATIONS. Collection of ca. 730 official, postage due
and airmail stamps with single circle cancels in an album. Please
inspect. 500

Belgium

Ex 1031 1032
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P µ 1041 110+115-6 Four die proofs 1930 on thin paper, 10 + 5 c in green, the others in ori-
+118P ginal colours. Scarce. 150

P µ 1042 115-16+ Four die proofs 1930 on silk, 3,50 fr in two different colours. 
118P Scarce. 150

µ 1043 Die proofs, 5 different: 1930 the high value 10 fr. in black and another
with just the frame without denomination, further the Mask issue 1947
two large die proofs of 1,20 fr. in different colours and a small die proof of
one of the centre pieces only. Scarce items. Please view on our website. 150

Brazil
P µ 1044 2 � 60 reis in early impression, light crease. Very beautiful with red superb

canc. ”V. DIAMANTINA”, Cert. Sismondo. 100

µ 1045 38-47etc Dom Pedro 1866 & 1877 interesting lot incl. two complete sets 1877 + 2 
* (*) x 1.000 r and 3 beautiful used copies 700 r. Also most values 1866. Few

small faults. High cat. value. 200

1046 C1-7 ** CONDOR private issue 1927 cpl (7) in complete sheets of 50. Very
fresh and fine. Also the 2nd issue 1930 in blocks of 25 (half sheets), a
few stamps with minor faults. Michel as * 3.125++. 500

µ 1047 Zp.1-8 � ZEPPELIN, 8 covers and cards, each with one of all the 8 different
special Zeppelin stamps 1930. E.g. Sieger Nos 59D-F, 59G (to Sevilla)
and 59H. Very good quality. Mi=1.080 just for the single stamps. 400

China

Ex 1041 1044

Belgian Congo

Ex 1042

Pµ1048 � An extensieve collection in a thick Minkus album
1878-1949 with Formosa 1946-1989 and some other
minor areas. Mostly used and very well filled.
Somewhat specialized incl. six values from the first
issue. PLEASE INSPECT! 1.000

Ex 1048
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P µ 1053 Bl 8 � 1962 Mei Lanfang minisheet used with a special canc. Some folds in
the top corners as usual and some toning on back. Mi=11.000. 2.000

Pµ1049 * Collection 1878-1949 in thick Scott album incl. vari-
ous areas, occupations, provisional issues etc. Incl.
nice copies Nos 1 & 3 (*) as well as many other bet-
ter values and sets. Please inspect. 750

µ 1050 */(*) Old remainder collection in album ca. 1940-48 specialized in perfs,
shades, different paper types etc. Bid

• µ 1051 � Dragon 1898-1906 ”massware” in envelopes of 100 each, 2.500 stam-
ps in total. Mostly 1 cent, but a few envelopes 2 c. Not touched for 70-
80 years. NB! The envelopes may not be opened during viewing! 300

µ 1052 * SHANGHAI. Small collection unused 1865-96 on nine pages. Very
fresh and fine. Please inspect. 300

People’s Republic

Ex 1049
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P 1056 ** Very clean ** nearly complete collection 1970-2000  in 5 Leuchtturm
albums incl. nearly all better sets and minisheets. Total Michel cat.
value ca. 14.500. 3.500

P 1054 Bl. 13 � Painting 1978 in minisheet canc. on the First Day 26.8 1978. Mi=250. Bid

P µ 1055 ** Selection of better sets and minisheets 1958-71, all ** unless noted
otherwise i.e. Mi. Nos. Bl 5, 484, 648-55B (Mei Lanfang imperf., 20 F
with a light fold, 30 F with a fold), 736-38B, 744-59, Bl 9, 824-26A, Bl
10, 977-81 * (very lightly hinged), 985-89, 1010-18 * (very lightly
hinged), 1070-73, 1074-82. Mi=28.300. Good quality. 5.000

Ex 1055

Ex 1056
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1057 ** Collection of ** minisheets and booklets 1978-91. Minisheets Mi.
Nos BL11-57 complete (excl. BL53), incl. two copies of some later
ones. Booklets SB1-18 complete (excl. SB8 & SB10) incl. two copies
of some such as SB1. Also a perf. set of Mei Lanfang (Mi. Nos 648-55)
where two values have some slightly short perfs. Total Mi=16.000+. 3.500

µ 1058 ** Collection 1961-64 nicely put up in an album with many better issues.
Mi=18.000, however many high value sets have toning lines on the
back so please inspect. View the entire lot on our website. 2.000

1059 ** Small box  with ** sets 1977 - 1999 on cards, mostly 3-6 of each. Please
inspect. Bid

µ 1060 ** Selection of ** complete sets 1972-75 in a small stockbook incl. many
medium priced ones e.g. Mi. Nos 1122-25, 1162-67, 1228-31 etc. Good
quality. Mi=1.025. Please see pictures on our website. 300

1061 **/� Collection 1949-69 in a Schaubek album with many better used
stamps from the Cultural Revolution. 1949-54 unused without gum
as issued, 1955-69 mostly used with most issues from the 1960’s
being postally used. The used part is in slightly mixed condition but
the obviously damaged stamps have not been counted. Total Michel
cat. value ca. 6.500. 1.500

µ 1062 **/*/� Small mixed lot on 4 album pages incl. a beautiful 1930 Sven Hedin set
used with margins (Mi. Nos 146-49). Bid

1063 **/�/� Clean collection of modern FDC’s 1988-2009 in 10 albums. Further 2
stockbooks with some mostly late 1980’s and onwards mint and used
sets. Also a few early 1980’s booklets and a 1987 year book. PLEASE
INSPECT. Bid

Mixed Periods
• 1064 Small remainder lot incl PRC Mi. Nos Bl. 1-4 & 383-85 unused and very

fresh. 100

1065 **/*/� Interesting lot with old material as well as a lot of PRC incl. earlier �
and many medium sets and minisheets ** especially from the 1970s.
Also some forged or reprinted minisheets with denominations cros-
sed. Also a more or less complete ** collection PRC 1990-97 incl.
minisheets on Lighthouse album pages. Please inspect! 250

1066 Folder with remainders incl. a few early stamps and some PRC, e.g. an
album with ** issues from 1993. Bid
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P 1068 115 ** A very fresh block of 4 of 30 c. 1925. Normal centering, slightly uneven
perf. at upper right side. Y=1.260+. 150

P 1069 522-24P Épreuve de Luxe. Petain 1942 4, 4,50 & 5 fr. in a collective proof. Y=550. 100

P µ 1070 571Aa ** National security 1943 in imperf. strip of fourwith centre piece WIT-
HOUT COLOUR. Cert. Calves. ONLY FIVE COPIES KNOWN. 1.000

P 1067 14 � ”COIN DE FEUILLE” 20 c. blue Napoléon on cover
from ”GRENOBLE 21 NOV. 58” to Roanne. Small
rhombe canc. ”1452”, one back flap missing, a fan-
tastic piece. Sign. Calves and Brun. 
EXCELLENT COPY. 2.500

1068 1069

France
Numbers according to Yvert et Tellier
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• P 1074 A.15 ** Airmail 50 fr. 1936 in perfect condition. 250

• P 1075 A.15 ** Airmail 50 fr. 1936 in a well centered corner copy. Y=1.500+. SUPERB. 300

• 1076 BF3 PEXIP Minisheets. A fantastic sheet folder contai-
**/� ning 8 ** and 3 � minisheets in perfect condition.

The canc. with the exhibition pmk. Further some
other sheets and minisheets, mostly from philatelic
exhibitions. Please inspect! 1.000

• P µ 1077 A.30-33 ** Airmail 1954 cpl. 4 in blocks of 4. Y=1.600. SUPERB. 250

P 1071 645E Essay sheet for the Cock & Marianne issue 1944 in two colours. A total
of 9 copies of each, 25 c. and 5 fr. Rare. Bid

P 1072 1076P Bicoloured proof EUROPA CEPT 1956 signed by the artist. Scarce. Bid

P 1073 1361-62P Épreuve de Luxe Telcommunication 1962. Y=550. 100

1071 1072 1073

1074 1075

Ex 1077
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P 1078 Very extensive collection 1849-1977 in a very thick
KA-BE album. Starting with a somewhat speciali-
zed early section, mostly �. E.g. many 1 fr. incl one
vermillion not signed, 1 fr. 1853 with high sign
Scheller etc. From 1914 mostly */** incl. Orphelin
cpl., minisheet 1 & 2 ** with exhibition canc., Le
Havre 1929 **, airmail 50 fr. green ** etc. Please
inspect. 8.000

1079 Extensive collection 1849-1996 in 3 Davo albums.
Good early part, mostly �, somewhat mixed condi-
tion and later */** incl. many good singles and sets,
e.g. Yvert Nos 33, 156*, 162-169*, 216, 232(*), 252(*),
253-255**, 256*, 269*, 307-308**, 321* (2x), 321, 398(*),
867-872*, 891-896**, 930-935**, 945-950**, 960-965**,
airmail 1-2*, 7**, 15 (thin spot), 29*, 32*, minisheet
3** (Pexip), 3*, nice postage dues, precancels 26(*),
30(*), 32(*), etc. Very high cat. value! 1.000

1080 **/*/� Extensive collection 1849 - 1964 in two SAFE albums incl. Yvert Nos
154, 182, 242A used, 257A, 269**, Caisse d’amortissement, famous
persons sets etc. From 1900 nearly complete. 1.000

• 1081 Collection 1850 - ca 1950 in a beautiful Brimont album. The early
part mostly � and mixed quality, also a bit specialized and further
two stock pages with more stamps. Later part mostly unused incl.
many good ** singles and sets. Please inspect. 500

• 1082 ** Blocks of 4. Exceptional collection 1932 - 75 in three
thick albums. Almost complete incl. most of the
good sets from the 1930s and up incl. also the good
sets from the 1950s, but not airmail. Good quality
and very high cat. value. 1.000

Collections & Lots

Ex 1078
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P µ 1086 � Group of 4 covers sent abroad 1858-69 incl. one sent to Mexico. One sent
from Alexandria, Egypt. Please see pictures on our website. 100

µ 1087 � Lot with 25 prephilatelic covers, of which several have interesting
canc. and some are sent to foreign destinations. Please inspect. Bid

µ 1088 � Folder with 40 prephilatelic covers and documents. See the entire lot
on our website. Bid

French Colonies
Numbers according to Yvert et Tellier

P µ 1089 T 9-15 ** FRENCH ANDORRA. Postage Due Numerals 1931-32 cpl. (7) never
hinged. Y=1.300. VERY FRESH & FINE. 200

• 1083 ** Very extensive ** stock 1933 - 85 in 3 very thick
stock albums. Quantities mostly in blocks e.g. Yvert
Nos 301 (block of 4), 302 corner, 310 (34), 313 (45),
318-19 (28), 328 (37) etc. Also good sets from the
1950s often in blocks of 4, Airmail Nos 30-33, 37 (10)
etc. Good quality and very high catalogue value. 1.000

• 1084 ** An exceptional duplicate lot better sets on stock cards. Mainly Yvert
Nos 300 (4), 307-08 (10), 322-27 (20), 327 (9), 354-55 (3), Airmail 1-2, 6
in corner block of 4, 7 (5), 26-27 (4), 30-33 (5) etc. Many in blocks of 4.
All ** and in good quality. Very high cat. value. 500

• 1085 Large carton full of albums with collections and duplicates. Also some
sheet folders with much ** art stamp issues. 500

Ex 1086

Ex 1089
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P 1090 27P FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA. Large die proof in black for the
Paris 1937 issue 20 c. value without country name. Scarce. Bid

P 1091 32P FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA. Die proof in black for the Paris
1937 issue 1,50 value without country name. Signed by the artist
Decaris. Scarce. Bid

P µ 1092 � FEZZAN. Beautiful card franked with French occupation overprints
on Italy and Libya sent to Brazzaville, Congo. Cert. Bolaffi. RARE ITEM. 400

1093 125P ** GABON. Proof 1932 in brown without value figure. Scarce. Bid

P 1094 142P IVORY COAST. René Caillié 1939 in violet die proof without value
figure and country name. Signed by the artist. Scarce, Bid

P 1095 � TAHITI. Beautiful 1895 cover franked with three copies 15 fr. canc.
”PAPEETE 7 JUIN 95” sent to Victoria via New Zealand, ”AUCK-
LAND 22.JE 95” transit mark on back. 250

1096 T.35P TUNISIA. Postage due 5 fr. 1901 in imperf. proof in corner block of 6.
Rare. Bid

1094 1095

10911090
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Collections

P µ 1097 * A huge collection in 14 beautiful new Palo albums with very well
filled sections starting with Alaouites, Alexandretta, Algeria,
Anjouan incl. Yvert Nos 1-16*, Annam & Tonkin, Benin with 20-45*,
scarce Cameroun sets, huge sections Fr. post in China incl. e.g.
Canton, Hoi Hoa, many better Mongtseu, Packhoi, Tschongking and
Yunnan Fou. French offices in Egypt, Turkey etc. Also a fine * section
of Fr. colonial issues and one volume with used stamps of the same
areas. A volume with various French areas e.g. Congo, Equatorial
Africa, Guinea and India. Fr. Polynesia, Gabon and Indochina.
Sections with scarce Sudan, Marocco and Guiana. Inini and better
Ivory Coast and Madagascar stamps. Better sets from New Hebrides,
Oboc and a fine section Reunion, St. Pierre and Senegal. Better stam-
ps from Somali Coast, Syria and Tahiti. Also one volume of Fr.
Antarctic. 3.000

1098 A very extensive collection in 16 stockbooks with
classics as well as modern stamps after indepen-
dence. Incl. many good singles and sets, e.g. Yvert
Nos, Afrique Equatoriale 167-180**, 181-190*,
Guadeloupe 127-132*, Guinee 1-13*, 15(*), 33-47*,
postage dues 1-7*, 8-15*, Guyane 137-142* etc. High
cat. value! 1.500

German States
Baden

1099 � Accumulation on eight stock cards incl. e.g. four copies Mi. No. 1a
and seven copies 1b, three copies Mi. 21a and three copies No. 16. A
cover with two copies No. 1b. Many are signed according to condi-
tion. MIXED QUALITY. Very high cat. value, please inspect. Bid

Ex 1097
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Bavaria

P µ 1101 DK2IVa Scarce DK numeral canc. ”2” on 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown. 
� F=3.500. Opinion Møller. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 1102 DK2IVc Upright impression of rare numeral ”2” Hamburg on 4 RBS Thiele III 
� grey brown. F=3.500. Sign. Møller. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 

VERY FINE - SUPERB. 300

P µ 1103 DK4av9 � Private perforation 13 on 4 skilling 1st printing with a perfect strike of
numeral ”2”. Cert. Grønlund. EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ 1104 DK7a � Cover to HAVANA, incoming forwarder letter from ”HORSENS
14.7.1859” with full private letter in German dated ””Overgaard den 12
JULI 1859” to a forwarder addressee in Hamburg. Franked with 4 skil-
ling wavy lined 1st printing. Bid

P 1105 DK7 � Notation not according to regulation ”frco” on reused cover from
”KDOPA HAMBURG 27.9.” with 4 skilling brown sent to Trittau. 2
skilling receiver charged noted with red crayon. Slightly cut into at
bottom. RARE. Bid

P 1100 P.1 ** First postage due stamp in a beautiful margin copy. Mi=260+. SUPERB
& SCARCE. Bid

Hamburg

1101 1102 1103

1104 1105
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P µ 1107 � � � A wonderful small collection on 12 pages containing many beautiful
single stamps, pairs, strips and covers e.g. Mi. No. 7 on a beautiful
cover. Also superb canc., row Nos. etc. Mostly in SUPERB condition.
Please inspect 1.500

Lübeck

P 1108 � A beautiful 1814 cover with the first pmk. of the Stadt Postamt ”ST P
LUB:” (HB No. 1) on folded cover dated ”Stockholm 28 Juny 1814”
sent via Lübeck and Hamburg to Oldenburg. On the reverse noted
”befördert durch J.H. Knauer&Pries” and a very interesting single line
canc. ”H.P.” probably an abbreviation for ”Hansestädtischer Post” and
used by the Hamburger Stadtpost. Bid

P µ 1106 DK9 � Very rare Danish type lapidar c.d.s. ”HAMBURG 27.2.” (1864) with
letters ”KDOPA” removed on a printed market report dated
Newcastle-on-Tyne to Nakskov. Franked with Danish 4 skilling
brown rouletted with numeral ”2”. The letters in the postmark were
removed on 23rd February and the use of Danish stamps were per-
mitted until 28th February only, making this combination possible
for eight days. Ex. Dr. Scott. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
ONLY A FEW SUCH COVERS ARE RECORDED. 1.000

Hannover

Ex 1107
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P 1113 (*) � � Accumulation on 36 stock cards incl. Mi. Nos 1 (opinion Flemming),
2 and 3 used (one with cert. BPA), No. 3F (*), No. 5a and 7, even some
in quantities. A number of prephilatelic covers. Many forgeries are
included, but most genuine material is signed Flemming according
to quality. Also two stationeries and cutouts. Very interesting refe-
rence material in MIXED CONDITION. Please inspect. Bid

P µ 1109 � VERY RARE Danish type 1 ½ ring c.d.s. ”LÜBECK 19.2.1847” (latest
recorded use) on a very beautiful cover sent via Helsingborg to
Norrköping and with transit canc. ”OBETALT FR. DANNEMARK
H:BORG 22 FE 47”. Fees noted on front and reverse. Only around
five covers are recorded with this postmark. Cert. Møller. 
EXCELLENT. 400

P µ 1110 DK2IVc VERY RARE NUMERAL ”3” on cover (one back flap is missing) 
� with 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown sent from ”KDOPA LÜBECK

27.6.1855” to Hamburg. Cert. Møller. ONLY A FEW COVERS ARE
KNOWN WITH FIRE RBS FROM LÜBECK. 500

P 1111 DK10 � Danish 16 skilling rose lilac roulette with DK numeral ”3” Lübeck. Pos.
100 in the sheet with part of ornamental wmk. Sign. Møller. FINE
COPY. 100

P µ 1112 1 (*) 1859 ½ sch. dark violet grey. Mi=700. Sign. Bühler. Opinion Flemming.
VERY FINE. Bid

1109 1110

1111 1112

Ex 1113
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P µ 1117 � � SWEDISH POSTMARKS on Prussian stamps and pieces, 12 items
in total incl. three German Reich and NDP. A fine lot that must be
inspected. Please view the entire lot on our website. 100

Prussia

P 1114 2a � MUTE DANISH FOUR RING CANC. on 1850 1 sgr. black on rose,
probably used before October 1852. VERY RARE. 200

P µ 1115 3 � A perfect strike of DANISH numeral canc. ”198” Copenhagen -
Stettin Steamship route. Extremely rare. Opinion Møller. SUPERB. 200

P µ 1116 � DANISH POSTMARKS on Prussian stamps. Small stock card with six
items: three diff. stamps with numeral ”1” and three with scarce nume-
ral ”198” Copenhagen-Stettin steamship. Some with small imperfections.
Please view the entire lot on our website. 200

1114 1115 Ex 1116

P µ 1118 18a � Very beautiful cover with a single 3 sgr ochre used in Schleswig-
Holstein, which was permitted from 2.2 1867. Cut roulette at left
with a superb canc. ”WANDSBECK 11.12 1867”. Cert. Möller. 
RARE EXHIBITION ITEM. 2.000

Ex 1117
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P 1121 � Beautiful cover from ”BRAMSTEDT 7.3 1854” to Wandsbeck and then
redirected to Bergedorf with red arr. pmk on back. Scarce and interes-
ting. 200

P µ 1122 � Very rare ”192” duplex canc. used as transit pmk on a superb stamp-
less cover from Fredericia to Husum 1862. 200

Schleswig-Holstein Danish Period

P 1119 � Rural cover dated inside ”Bokelhoop d 10.Aug.1851” (Hanerau) via
”ITZEHOE 12.8.” to Lübeck. Scarce framed pmk. ”L.P. No.2” and due
notation ”3”. EXCELLENT. 100

P 1120 � Official letter 1852 with ”town name in ink ”Neumünster 2/12” to
Friedrichstadt. Probably unique. SUPERB. 200

1119 1120

1121 1122
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Pµ1123 1IIv1+ NUMERAL CANC. ”170” Holstein Railway on 2 
v4 � RBS Thiele large retouch plate I No. 93 type 9. Certs

Møller and Lasse Nielsen. ONLY TWO 2 RBS
KNOWN with this numeral. 2.000



P 1132 DK2IIIA Rare piece from Nortorf Railwaywith 4 RBS Thiele II with numeral 
� ”162” and rare written origin Nortorf 6/8”. Possibly unique. Cert.

Møller. SUPERB. 400

1130 1131

P µ 1124 DK2I � A very rare numeral ”101” Gravenstein on 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 24.
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 1125 DK2I � Late used 4 RBS Ferslew plate II with centrally placed numeral ”113”
Altona. Ex. Knud Mohr. Cert. Møller. A VERY RARE CANC. ON FER-
SLEW. 200

1126 2I � Very late used 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 81 on cover from ”BURG
6.2.1855” with numeral ”10” sent to Flensburg. RARE. 100

1124 1125

1127 1128

1129

P µ 1127 DK2Iv2 � Cracked plate variety plate I No.11 4 RBS Ferslew on a beautiful
small size cover from ”ECKERNFÖRDE 7.8.51” to Copenhagen.
Mute canc. Cert. Møller. Rare use IN SCHLESWIG. SUPERB. 200

P 1128 2II � Pair 4 RBS Thiele I plate I Nos 84-85 on double rate cover from ”SØN-
DERBORG 18.5.185(3) to The Ministry for the Duchy of Schleswig.
Numeral canc. ”71”. VERY FINE. 100

P 1129 2IIIA � A perfect numeral ”89” Marstal on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II.
F=1.200. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 1130 2IIIAv4 � ”Kranhold Retouch” on 4 RBS Thiele II plate II No. 5 with numeral
”113” Altona. F=3.600. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 1131 2IIIA � Black blue numeral canc. ”139” Bramstedt. Sign. Wahl. Cert. Møller.
RARE. 100
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P µ 1136 2IIIA � Reg. rural cover from Caden via Kaltenkirchen to Bordesholm. Very
rare numeral canc. ”157” and framed rural route mark ”L.P. No.4”.
Registration fee 8 skilling has been cash paid. The stamp has been
cut slightly into at top left, but no flawless cover with DK1 and this
numeral are recorded. Sign. Jakubek and Møller. Cert. JKE. 
A GREAT RARITY. 1.000

P µ 1134 2IIIA � UNIQUE PREPHILATELIC postmark ”ALTONA 23.11.1853” (old
type used as emergency pmk.) on cover with 4 RBS Thiele II plate II
No. 32 sent to Brunsbüttlerhafen. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 700

P 1135 2IIIA � A beautiful cover with 4 RBS Thiele II with numeral ”127” and 1 ½-
ring c.d.s. ”OLDENBURG 7.6.1854” to Kiel with missing figure ”1” in
year. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100

P 1133 2IIIAv2 � ”Cracked plate” plate I No. 11 on small front with wide margin 4 RBS
Thiele II black brown with scarce numeral ”151” and c.d.s. ”BÜCHEN
2.10.1854”. F=5.000+. 100

1133 1135
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P µ 1140 2IIIA � Cover dated ”Hamburg 14.1.1854” forwarded to Altona to save pos-
tage canc. with double ring date stamp ”BANHNOF ALTONAER
15.1.” sent to Randers. DAKA 1999=DKK 18.000 for a cover with date
stamp. Cert. Møller. ONLY A FEW KNOWN. 500

1142

11431139

1140

Pµ1137 2IIIA ”L.P. SCHÖNWALDE” & NUMERAL ”160” on a 
� very beautiful cover sent to Kiel dated inside

”Schönwalde d. 22.Juni 1854”. One of the most rare
numerals on cover. Ex. Christian Andersen. Cert.
Møller. A VERY RARE COVER. 1.500

P 1138 2IIIA � Numeral ”161” on cover with 4 RBS Thiele II from ”BAHNHOF ALTO-
NAER 16.2.”  to Brunsbüttlerhafen. A scarce numeral on cover. Sign.
Møller. VERY FINE. 150

P 1139 2IIIA � Numeral ”163” on a beautiful cover with 4 RBS Thiele II from ”KIE-
LER BAHNHOF 10.5.(1854) to Neumünster. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100

1138
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P µ 1141 2IIIA � Insurrection canc. ”19” Kieler Bahnhof on cover with 4 RBS Thiele II
and with rare framed date stamp ”KIEL 14.12.” (1853) sent to
Heiligenhafen. A wonderful fresh cover with full contents. Cert.
Møller. ONLY THREE COVERS RECORDED with this combination
of franking and postmarks. 1.000

P µ 1142 2IIIA � VERY EARLY COVER with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate I sent
seven days after introduction of 4 RBS in Holstein. Rare framed date
stamp ”KIEL 7.7.”. A fresh and very beautiful cover with preprinted
contents. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE & SUPERB. 500

P 1143 2IIIB � Cover with scarce numeral ”101” with 4 RBS Thiele II reddish brown
and with antiqua c.d.s. ”GRAVENSTEEN 22.4.1854” to Kiel. Transit
canc. on the reverse ”FLENSBURG 22.4.1854”. Sign. Carl H. Lange and
Debo. VERY FINE. 150
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P µ 1144 2IVa � Scarce numeral canc. ”140” and 1 ½-ring c.d.s. ”BRUNSBÜTTEL
4.3.1855” on a very beautiful cover with 4 RBS Thiele III yellow
brown plate IV No. 50 sent to Tönning. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 250

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place at 

Elite Plaza Hotel, Gustaf Adolfs Torg 49! 



P µ 1151 2IVf � 4 RBS Thiele III nut brown on a rare cover with numeral ”145” and 1
½-ring c.d.s. ”SCHWARTAU 25.8.1854” to Bargteheide. Cert. Møller.
VERY RARE & SUPERB. 500

P µ 1145 2IVc � Scarce numeral ”144” Reinbeck on 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown plate IV
No. 53 with wide margins and clear impression of the pmk. F=2.200+.
Cert. Møller. 150

P 1146 2IVc � A beautiful cover with 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown sent from ”KEL-
LINGHUSEN 15.1.1855” to Grömitz. Numeral ”120”. SUPERB. 150

P µ 1147 2IVc � A wonderful small size envelope with 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown
plate III with scarce numeral ”137” and 1 ½-ring c.d.s. ”BARMS-
TEDT 17.2.1855”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 250

P µ 1148 2IVc � A very early franked foreign cover with three copies 4 RBS Thiele III
greybrown on somewhat aged envelope with flawless stamps sent
from ”APENRADE 19.10.1854” via ”HAMBURG” to Rostock in
Mecklenburg-Schwerin. Numeral ”6”. Opinion Møller. A FINE AND
RARE COVER. 200

P µ 1149 2IVc � Insurrection canc.No. 19 on cover with 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown sent
from ”KIEL 29/11 1854” to Heiligenhafen with scarce frame canc. Certs
Witt and Lasse Nielsen. RARE & FINE ITEM. 100

P µ 1150 2IVe � Twice canc. 4 RBS nutbrown with DK numeral ”1” & mute Schleswig
Railway canc. Cert. JKE and opinion Møller. RARE. 100

1145 1146 1147

1148 1149 1150
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P µ 1152 2IVf � Cover with 4 RBS Thiele III nut brown plate IV No.10 sent from ”HEI-
LIGENHAFEN 16.6.1855” with numeral ”118”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 250

1153 � Small remainder lot with two covers with 4 RBS, a beautiful rural cover
with ”L.P. No.2” pmk. and three unfranked covers from Hamburg. 100

P µ 1154 3 � A very rare local cover with 2 sk. blue sent in ”SCHLESWIG
16.1.1864” with numeral ”66”. Only a few local covers are recorded
with this stamp. Small cut into the frame line at left of little impor-
tance. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 1.000

P µ 1155 4d � TWO BLUE GREEN PMKS, antiqua c.d.s. ”MELDORF 31.7.1857”
and numeral ”123” on a fantastic cover with 4 sk. 1854 2nd printing
sent to Hennstedt. Cert. Møller. RARE & EXCELLENT. 250

P 1156 4e � Rare mute five ring steam ship canc. on 4 skilling 5th printing. Mi: +300
Euro. RARE IN THIS QUALITY, SUPERB. Bid

1152 1155
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1156 Ex 1158

P µ 1157 4e � A wonderful small size rural cover from Blankenese with scarce
numeral canc. ”154” and framed ”L.P. No. 5” sent to Rendsburg.
Double ring transit mark ”ALTONA 16.7.57”. Cert. Møller. 
EXCELLENT. 250

P µ 1158 6 � Two beautiful copies 16 skilling grey violet with scarce numerals ”54”
Rendsburg and ”129” Pinneberg. Both sign. Møller. VERY FINE. 100



P 1161 6 � Partially franked letter from ”OLDESLOE 9.3.” with single 16 skilling
grey lilac sent to Kingdom of Hannover. The postage was 17 skilling
and 1 skilling has been paid cash, noted with ink ”1” at bottom left.
Stamp is lightly touched at left. Blue Hannoveran ”AUS DÄNE-
MARK” on the reverse three diff. Hamburg transit canc. (Danish,
Prussian and Hannoverian). VERY RARE. 200

P 1162 7e � Scarce cover from ”MÖLLN 16.5.1862” to Bergedorf with 4 sk. 4th
printing. Arr. canc. on the reverse ”BERGEDORF 16.5. IV T”. Sign.
Kruschel. EXCELLENT. 150

P 1160 6 � A UNIQUE partially franked cover from ”BAHNHOF ITZEHOE
24.3.1863” to Stettin (DK rayon 1 to German rayon 3) at 17 skilling
rate. The receiver was charged with the fee for the missing 1 skilling
(only recorded such cover). Numeral ”119” and red ”Aus
Dänemark”. Blue due notation ”1/4” Silbergroschen. Small dent in
the margin at top of little importance. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 400

1161 1162

P µ 1159 5+6 � A very beautiful small size envelope with 8+16 skilling 1857 issue
sent from ”KIELER BAHNHOF 9.8.1859” via ”HAMBURG 9.8.”
Danish and Prussian PO’s to Berlin, with Prussian framed ”Aus
Dänemark”. The cover is inevitably overpaid by 2 skilling as no 2
skilling stamps were available in Kiel until 1.1.1861. Numeral canc.
”170”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 500

200
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P µ 1163 7g � A very rare border rate cover from ”LAUENBURG 15.1.1862” via
”HAGENOW-ROSTOCK 15.1. (double ring d.s. on the reverse) to
Gadebusch in Mecklenburg-Schwerin. Numeral ”148” and blue date
stamp. A beautiful small size cover with full contents. Cert. Møller.
Certainly the only known border rate cover of this kind from
Lauenburg. 250

P µ 1164 7g � Horizontal strip of seven 4 skilling 4th printing plate IV Nos 41-47
dated ”Flensburg le 2 Septembre 62” sent via ”HAMBURG 2.9.” to
Bordeaux, France. Numeral canc. ”192” & ”SLESV.EB.P.SP.BUR.”.
Red ”TOUR-T FORBACH 5 SEP 62”. Right stamp slightly close. 
A VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 500

1163
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1168

P 1166 9 � 4 sk. brown rouletted on envelope from ”ASSENS 25.5.” with numeral
”7” sent to Lazarettet i Norborg with arr. canc. ”FELTPOST No.3 26.5.”.
SCARCE. 150

Schleswig-Holstein Issues
P 1167 � A wonderful small size rural letterwith contents dated ”Kaltenkirchen

d. 27.Novb.1850” sent to Segeberg with an outstanding strike of fra-
med ”L.P. No.4”. Noted ”fr.” and red ”1” Sgr. cash paid fee. 
EXCELLENT. 100

P 1168 1a+2b (*) Unused copies of 1 sch. blue and 2 sch. dark rose red. Both in fine and
fresh condition. Mi=670. Bid

P 1165 8 � A perfect strike of numeral ”23” Haderslev on 8 skilling green (wavy
lined). Sign. Møller. SUPERB. Bid

1164

1165

1166 1167
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Lot # 1170 µ
170 1c �

A very beautiful copy 1 schilling dark blue with a perfect clear
impression of scarce barred canc. ”30” Plön. Very fine - wide mar-
gins. A wonderful copy in flawless condition. Mi=10.000. Cert.
Møller. 

SUPERB

€uro 3.500

Lot # 1169 µ
1a �

1 schilling blue with a weak insurrection canc. ”40” Holstein Railway and a
faint trace of ink cross. A fine and flawless copy of a rare stamp. Mi=7.000. Cert.
Møller. 

FINE COPY

€uro 1.500
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Lot # 1171 µ
2b �

A fantastic cover with single franking 2 sch. in the scarce
dark rose red shade with wide margins all around. Basic rate
letter from second rate period, distance more than 5 Miles.
Distinct and upright postmarks barred ”insurrection canc.
19” and double ring c.d.s. ”KIELER BAHNHOF ZI 5.4.”
(1851) shortly after the sale ceased on 31st March. The entire
is extraordinarily fresh and well preserved and with full
contents from The Norwegian Consulate in Kiel to the Vice
Consulate in Heiligenhafen, informing that controls for cholera
of Norwegian ships and sailors were no longer necessary.
Certs W. Engel and Møller.

The cover is one of the finest existing 2 Schilling covers.
Outstanding freshness and quality.

€uro 12.000
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P 1173 4 � A superb strike of rare numeral canc. ”182” Arnis. Sign. Møller.
SUPERB. 100

P 1174 5I � 1 1/4 schilling narrow waves blue on a beautiful cover with blue d.a.
”LÜTJENBURG 4.6.1864” and perfect numeral ”122” sent to Eutin. Bid

P 1175 8 � Danish duplex type ship canc. ”188” & ”DAMPSK.P.EXP No.3” on a
pair 1/2 schilling rose. Strong off centering, rare. Sign. Carl H. Lange.
SUPERB. Bid

P 1176 11 � SHIP LETTER from Kiel with 2 schilling ultramarine sent via ”Korsør
Jernb.Postexped: 22.9.1865” to Odense with arr. canc. on the reverse.
Numeral ”176”. Mi. 800+. 100

P µ 1177 12 Duplex ship canc. ”191” & ”DPS K.P.EXP. No.4 10.8.”. Extemely rare
on Mi. No. 12. Sign. Bühler. Cert. Møller. 300

P µ 1172 3 � A fantastic rare cover with 4 sch. carmine from ”BREDSTEDT
12.4.1864” with scarce numeral ”9”, sent to Husum. Mi=1.100++.
Cert. Møller. 600

1175

1176 1177

1173 1174
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P 1179 18c � Very beautiful piece with 1 1/4 sch. grey with scarce canc. ”BURG S.
DITHM 29.11 67”. Sign. Möller. Bid

P 1180 19 � Danish duplex canc. ”37” & ”KORSØR” on a beautiful pair ½ schilling
green. Sign. Krause & W.Engel. EXCELLENT. 100

P 1181 21 � Rare ship letter dated ”Kiel 6 Novbr 1865” sent via ”KIØBENHAVN
KB 7.11.” to ”AALBORG 9.11.”. Rare canc. in transit by numeral
canc. ”1”. 300

P µ 1182 24 � Single 2 schilling ultramarine on rare ship letter dated ”Kiel, den 22.
Juni 1867” sent via Kiel - Korsør steam ship route and canc. with
duplex canc. ”191” & ”DPS K.P.EXP. No. 4 22.6.” sent to ”HORSENS
23.6.”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 300

P µ 1178 13 � Rare local cover dated ”Riesum 16 May 1867” with ½ sch. green sent
to Niebüll with scarce one ring c.d.s. ”DEETZBÜLL 17.5.67”. Cert.
Møller. RARE & EXCELLENT. 500

1179 1180

1181 1182
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P µ 1183 � A cpl. collection 1850 and 1864-67 (excl. Mi. 17) on one album page.
Incl. Mi. 1a* and 2b (*) and several better used stamps e.g. Nos 3 in a
flawless copy and 12 (beautiful but repaired). Most better stamps
with signatures Engel, Jakubek and Møller (some higher situated).
Very high cat. value. A stock card with some DK skilling and bicolo-
red øre issues etc. and a stock card with NDP and Eagle issues with
DK numeral canc. ”1” Copenhagen are enclosed. Please inspect. 300

P µ 1184 �/� DANISH STEAM SHIP POSTMARKS. Lot with pair Mi. 8, two copies
Mi. 21 with numeral ”37” Korsør and duplex canc. ”181” and two copi-
es Mi. 24 with numeral ”222” Steam ship (rare) and one with c.d.s.
”DAMPSK.PST.EXPED Nr.6”. 150

Saxony

P µ 1185 Very clean used collection of German States and German Reich
1849-1880 in an album with most States very well represented incl.
many better stamps. Some Reich stamps are unused. Also a section
of Austria’s first issue and early newspaper stamps. Very high cat.
value. Please see pictures of the entire collection on our website. 4.000

North German Federation
P µ 1186 4 � DANISH 3-ring numeral canc. ”187” = Steam ship No. 2 and 4 on 1 gr.

carmine. A very light trace of a bend. Cert. Flemming. RARE. Bid

Collections & Lots

Ex 1184

Ex 1185

1186

Ex 1183
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P 1187 17 � DANISH NUMERAL CANC. ”1” Copenhagen on ship letter from
Stettin to Copenhagen. Canc. on arrival and with arr. canc. on the
reverse ”KIØBENHAVN 17.10. KB”. A back flap is missing. RARE. 200

P µ 1188 �/� DANISH CANC. on NDP stamps. Small stock card with six items:
three different values with numeral ”1” Copenhagen of which one in
blue ink, one with duplex type ”188” and two with duplex canc. ”191”
& ”DPSK.EXP. No.4.”. An interesting lot in beautiful quality. 200

1189 A fantastic reference collection on stock cards, incl. Elsass-
Lothringen. Including many interesting covers, cards and stationeries.
Much of the material is expertised. A HUGE VARIATION OF POST-
MARKS. A fantastic lot that must be inspected. 1.000

Mixed German States
1190 */� Extensive collection of German States 1849-1920’s in two large albums

with most States well represented incl. many better stamps. Mixed
condition. Very high cat. value. Please inspect. 3.000

1191 **/*/ Well organized collection of German States 1849-1920 used and unu-
(*)/� sed on black stock pages in an album. Most states are well represented

incl. many better stamps. Very high cat. value but mixed condition.
Please inspect. 1.250

German Reich

P µ 1192 19 � DANISH 3-ring numeral canc. ”1” Copenhagen on 1 gr. carmine large
shield. Small thin. Opinion Krug. Bid

P 1193 19 � DANISH 3-ring numeral canc.”43” Nakskov on 1 gr. carmine large
shield. VERY RARE. Bid

P µ 1194 74 ** Pair 30 pf. Germania orange/black in perfect quality. Mi=600+ for
singles. Cert. Jäschke-Lantelme. EXCELLENT. 150

1187 Ex 1188

1192 1193 1194
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P 1195 D.90 � Bisected copy of 20 Tsd./30 pf. official stamp on commercial local cover
from ”LÜCKENWALDE 6.9.23”. Envelope slightly roughly opened.
RARE. 100

P µ 1196 138II � 20 mk. black olive type II in block of four etc. on a correctly franked
cover from ”GÖRLITZ 31.5.23” sent to Kolberg. Sign. Infla Berlin and
cert. B. Meyer. 250

1196

1197 1198

1195

P µ 1197 154Ia/ 1,60 M/5 pf. with HAN-A in the bottom margin on reg. cover from 
HAN-A ”FLUGPOST AUGSBURG 5 OKT 21” to Berlin. Unpriced in Michel. 
� Cert. B. Meyer. RARE. 150

P µ 1198 159b � Black olive copy of 10 pf. single on a printed matter (postcard) from
”TORGAU 8.9.21”. Cert. B. Meyer. VERY RARE SINGLE FRAN-
KING. EXCELLENT. 300

1199 � 1923 cover with e.g. two stationery cuts from ”LÖRRACH STETTEN
19.4.23”. Sign. Infla Berlin and Peschl. 100

P µ 1200 209Wb � Commercial cover with a strip of four, pair and two single stamps of 50
mk. in the scarce blackish grey-green/brownish purple shade from ”ESS-
LINGEN (Neckar) 23.8.23”. Mi=1.040 as single stamps. Sign. Tworek.
Cert. B. Meyer. SUPERB. 250
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P 1204 439 � Single 4 mk. dark brown ”Südamerikafahrt” on Zeppelin cover from
”FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 18.5.30” to Rio de Janeiro. Mi=500. SUPERB. 150

P 1205 439 � Cover sent from Germany to Brazil with Graf Zeppelin ”LUFTSCHIFF
GRAFZEPPELIN 19.5 1930” with 4 RM, arrival pmk ”RIO DE JANEI-
RO”. SUPERB COVER. 100

P µ 1206 456 � 8 pf. postcard with additional 1 mk. red POLAR-FAHRT 1931 sent
from ”FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 24.7.31” transported by Graf Zeppelin via
”PAR AVION ZEPPELIN 25 VIII 31 LENINGRAD” to Neustadt,
Bavaria. Sieger No. 119E. Opinion Joachim Simon. Bid

P µ 1201 378-84+ Airmail issue ”Adler” in cpl. set (8). Mi=1.200. Cert. Schlegel. 
A379 ** SUPERB. 300

P 1202 423 � CORNER MARGIN COPY 2 mk. Zeppelin ultramarine single on spe-
cial postcard from ”FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 7.OKT.28” 100

P µ 1203 438X � A correctly franked Zeppelin cover with a single 2 mk. ultramarine
”Südamerikafahrt” sent to Libau, Lettland. Mi=500. Opinion Schlegel.
SUPERB. 150

P µ 1207 458 � Single franking 4 mk. brown POLAR-FAHRT 1931 canc. ”FRIEDRI-
CHSHAFEN 24.7.31” transported by 127 GRAF ZEPPELIN via the
icebreaker ”Malyguin” by ship in Novaja Semlja to Neustadt,
Bavaria. Transit mark ”BRISE-GLACE MALYGUIN / ARCTIQUE 27
VII 31”, Sieger No. 119F. Correctly franked. Mi=1.100+. Cert. Joachim
Simon. SUPERB. 250

1201 1202 1203

1204 1205 1206
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P µ 1208 496-98 � Zeppelin cover with cpl. set ”Chicagofahrt” each stamp with sheet
margin with row No. As such VERY RARE. Cert. Schlegel. SUPERB. 1.000

P 1209 499-507 � Complete set (9) Nothilfe on cover ”FRIEDRICKSHAFEN 15.12 33”
sent with air mail to Sweden. SCARCE 100

P 1210 Bl.2 ** Nothilfe minisheet in very good condition and in original size, only a
minor age toning on the back of minor importance. Mi=7.000. SCARCE. 500
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P µ 1211 Bl.3 � 1935 OSTROPA minisheet on the reverse of express reg. cover from
”KÖNIGSBERG 27.6.35” to Taganrog, RUSSIA. Interesting vignettes on
the front. Slightly split perfs. Opinion Schlegel. 400

P µ 1212 908 � Single copy 12+8 pf. ”Volkssturm” rose carmine on a correctly franked
local cover from ”STUTTGART 17.3.45”, shortly before the capitula-
tion. Opinion Schlegel. EXCELLENT. Bid

P µ 1213 D.33c � Block of 15 5 mk. official stamp reddish brown on war paper. Three
top stamps with W OR, Mi=800 each. Cert. B.Meyer. 
A VERY RARE COVER. 500

P µ 1214 D.65 � 10 pf. orange official stamp with a centric canc. ”BERLIN 6.8.23”.
Mi=600. Cert. B. Meyer. VERY FINE. 150

Collections & Lots
1215 �/� Old Third Reich collection 1933-44 incl. 64 covers/cards and Mi. 496-

98 and minisheet No. 2 * with higher placed sign. Schlegel as block
(flawless single stamps). Minisheet No. 3 used. Mostly very fine to
superb used condition. HIGH CATALOGUE VALUE. 500

1216 */� Old collection of German areas on clean home made album pages. A
nice used section of German Reich 1872-1945 incl. a Mi. No. Bl. 2 with
an address in the margin (stamps flawless) some colonies and other
areas etc. Also a well filled unused Reich section ca. 1900-45, a mixed
unused and used section of Russian zones, well filled used sections of
Western Germany and Berlin. Further a section of German States and
German WWI and WWI occupations and areas. 300

1217 **/*/� A beautiful collection on old leaves 1875-1940 with 1875-1918 used
and 1919-40 */** (many are hinged in the margin only). Rather cpl.
incl. better sets and minisheets. Please inspect. 750

1218 **/* Nice collection 1933-45 in Sieger album, mostly with ** stamps, many
with sheet margins. 100

1211 1212 1214
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P µ 1220 �/�/� DANISH POSTMARKS ON GERMAN REICH. Two small stock cards
with a total of 13 items, e.g. seven with numeral ”1” and one with
numeral ”191”.One cover with stright line canc. ”Fra Tydskland / S” from
Stettin to Copenhagen. Please inspect the entire lot on our website. Bid

1221 **/*/� Stockbook with duplicates, incl. many plate No. blocks and row Nos.
Please inspect. 150

1222 **/*/� Extensive accumulation 1872-1945 used and unused in a thick stock-
book incl. many good values, often with many copies of each. Also a
seperate stockbook with ”Zusammendrucke” pairs and multiples.
Very high cat. value. Please inspect. 2.500

µ 1223 ** COMBINATION PAIRS & BLOCKS 1912 - 41. Exceptional duplica-
te stock in two very thick stockbooks, often in large quantities incl.
tête-bêche, gutters etc. Many good items, e.g. Germania S4 (5pf+10pf
vertical): 19 complete tete-beche middle pieces from the sheets with
sheet margin (10 pairs of ”Kehrdrucke” vertical), War- and peace
issues, tete-beches with HAN-number in quantities, Hindenburg
and semi-postals in quantities etc. Very fresh and in good quality,
with very high cat. value! 2.000

German Occupations

Ex 1220

1219 **/*/� Old collection in Ka-Be album incl. a fine 18 kr. Eagle (Mi. No. 11),
better Infla stamps with signatures, better high values, Zeppelin
stamps and a used OSTROPA minisheet etc. A collection that must
be inspected. 500

P 1224 Bl.1 ** FRENCH LEGION 1941 Polar bear minisheet. 100
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Ex 1230Ex 1229

P 1225 � French Legion. 1941 F+100 F. Polar Bear minisheet on cover addressed
to Versailles canc. ”FELDPOST 27.12.41”. SUPERB. 250

1226 */�/� Small remainder collection in a Lindner album incl. Böhmen &
Mähren, Generalgouvernement, occupations of Lithuania, Luxemburg
and Jersey. Bid

Allied Occupations &  Zones

P µ 1228 Bl.2II/II �FRENCH ZONE, Baden. Minisheet with variety: dot under ”40”with
red special canc. ”BREISGAU 15.9.49 - HENRI DUNANT…”.
Mi=2.800+. Cert. Schlegel. SUPERB. 400

P µ 1229 42-45A � FRENCH ZONE, Rheinland-Pfalz. Red cross issue cpl. (4) canc.
”KOBLENZ 15.9.49”. Mi=440. Opinion Schlegel. SUPERB. 100

P µ 1230 40A-43A FRENCH ZONE. Württemberg. Red cross issue cpl. (4) canc. ”EBING-
� EN (Württ) 8.4.49”. Mi=480. Opinion Schlegel. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ 1227 42-45A � FRENCH ZONE, Baden. Red cross issue in cpl. set (4) with red special
canc. ”FREIBURG 15.9.49 - HENRI DUNANT…”. Mi=400. Opinion
Schlegel. SUPERB. 100

Ex 1227
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P µ 1232 Bl.1xa(IV) SBZ, Thüringen. Antifa minisheet incl. 3 pf. dark brown ochre on 
� white cardboard (type x) with line perf. 11 and incl. variety: thick ”S”

in ”REICHSMARK”, additionally franked with 31 pf. Mi=2.000+.
Cert. Ströh. EXCELLENT. 400

P µ 1231 Bl.1 � FRENCH ZONE. Württemberg. Minisheet canc. ”EBINGEN (Württ)
15.9.49”. Mi=1.800. Cert. Schlegel. SUPERB. 400

P µ 1233 Bl.1ta(IV) SBZ, Thüringen. Antifa minisheet incl. 3 pf. dark brown ochre on 
� yellowish grey paper with fine net, paper type t and line perf. 11.

Type IV. Canc. ”GERA 4f 19.12.45”. Mi=5.000. Cert. Ströh. SUPERB. 1.000
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Ex 1239 Ex 1240

P µ 1237 17VII � 1 mk. green olive with black opt. ”BERLIN” with variety in the opt. thin
”N”. Excellent canc. ”BERLIN CHARLOTTENBURG 5.10.48”.
Mi=1.000. Cert. A.Schlegel. SUPERB. 200

P 1238 34etc � Registered airmail cover sent from ”BERLIN-FRIEDENAU 1” to
Sweden with 10 + 30 pf and 2 MK. The 2 MK value is very rare on
cover, one corner perf. is bent. Mi=3.500. Bid

P µ 1239 21-34 � Red opt. ”BERLIN” in cpl. set (14). Mi=900. Cert. Schlegel. SUPERB. 200

P 1240 21-34 � Cpl. set red ”BERLIN” opts (14). Mi=900. Sign. Schlegel. 
FINE - VERY FINE. 200

1235

P µ 1234 Bl.4ayI/II THÜRINGEN. ”Brückenbaublock” on reg. cover from ”KAHLA 
� 30.3.46” to Jena. First printing with type II with broken frame line.

Mi=3.500. Cert. Ströh. SUPERB. 750

P µ 1235 H123 � Booklet pane on reg. cover from ”HOLZMINDEN”. Mi=400. Opinion
Schlegel. Bid

1236 **/*/� Small collection various occupation zones in a Lindner album, parti-
ally collected double used and */**. Bid

Berlin

1237

1238
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P µ 1241 Bl.1II � First minisheet with FD canc. ”BERLIN 17.12.49.  10 pf. with variety:
broken ”C” and 30 pf. with variety: additional line.Mi=3.500+. Cert.
Schlegel. SUPERB. 1.000

Collections & Lots
1242 ** Collection 1949-87, complete except for some cheap stamps. Including

black opt. ”BERLIN” set cpl. */**, red opt. ”BERLIN” set cpl. *, Mi. Nos
68-70 ** and first minisheet **. 1950 and later with few exceptions **. 500

1243 **/*/� Collection 1948-79 in a Lindner album with some better early stamps
incl. Berlin-opts, and some used sets. From 1950 mostly **. 200

1244 ** Collection ca. 1950-90. Rather cpl. with some better early stamps, some
are signed Schlegel. 100

1245 **/*/� Two thick stockbooks with hundreds of duplicates, incl. Berlin opts
and other better stamps. 100

BRD
1246 ** Collection ca. 1952-89 in Leuchtturm album, rather cpl. from 1955 **

with a few exceptions. Many stamps with corner margins or row Nos. 100

1247 **/*/� Collection in a Lindner album with some better used early stamps.
From ca 1954-74 rather cpl. mostly used and **. 200

German Democratic Republic

P µ 1248 1554PH 1970 20 pf. archaeology in imperf. margin block of four. Unpriced in 
** Michel. Opinion Heiko König. 100

1249 ** Clean collection in five Lindner albums 1949-90 appearing cpl. with
minisheets e.g. 1953 Marx etc. 400

1250 � A rather cpl. collection 1949-77 in two thick albums, incl. some early
issues and better minisheets. 300

1251 � Collection 1949-1960 in Safe album incl. officials, better early sets and
minisheets. 200
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1259 1260
P 1259 2 � One Penny Black in scarce plate X, pos. AB with full margins. SG=£750.

FINE COPY. 150

P µ 1260 � Beautiful 1855 cover franked  with three copies of 1 Penny red sent
from the British fleet in the Baltic via Danzig to England with a ”PORT-
SMOUTH SP18 1855” arrival canc. on back. An informative article
accompanies the cover. RARE COVER. 750

Mixed German Collections & Lots
1252 Exceptional collection in 6 Visir albums starting

with the states and followed by various areas incl.
occupations, colonies etc. Also an extensive part
German Reich incl. Südamerikafahrt & Polarfahrt,
minisheets incl. IPOSTA with stamps **. Up to ca
1980 with good early ** Bund incl. Posthorn cpl and
Berlin incl. UPU 1949. Very high cat. value. 1.000

1253 **/*/� 18 albums in 2 large cartons with basic collections and duplicates.
German Reich, DDR, Danzig, Saar, Berlin etc. Also some modern
German face value. PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

1254 **/*/� Stockbook with some better German Reich. A few classics and some
covers are included. Bid

1255 **/*/� Collection 1945-1990 mint and used in 3 albums. Containing zones,
Berlin and Bundespost incl. good singles and sets like Berlin Mi. Nos
61-63*, 68-70*, 72-73*, 80-86*, Bundespost 111-22*, 139-140*, 153-154*,
161* etc. High cat. value. 500

1256 � STATIONERIES. Stockbook with unused stationeries from various
areas e.g. German Reich, DDR and some occupations. Bid

1257 **/* Very nice dealer stock in 4 albums and a small box 
�/� incl. good German Reich e.g, air mail 1924,

Chicagofahrt set used, Iposta and Ostropa minishe-
ets etc. Further BRD, DDR and Berlin in large
quantities starting in 1949 incl. many overprint sets,
UPU, minisheets etc. A perfect lot for building up a
stock of German material. Very high catalogue
value. A LOT THAT MUST BE INSPECTED. 2.000

Great Britain
Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons

µ 1258 � Lot with Mulready envelope caricatures by Southgate incl. designs
No. 2 and 4 (copies, Blarney Stone). Also a two pence Mulready enve-
lope with faults as well as a reprint of the Blarney Stone. Please see pic-
tures on our website. 200
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P 1268 � GIBRALTAR. Beautiful 1831 prephilatelic cover sent to the
Netherlands via Madrid and Paris with various interesting markings
on front and back. 100

µ 1269 **/* HONG KONG. Collection 1937-48 on four stock pages with some bet-
ter sets e.g. 1948 10 Dollar Silver wedding ** etc. Please see pictures on
our website. 300

µ 1270 **/*/ HONG KONG. Lot with mostly 1863-1931 issues on several stock 
(*)/� pages incl. many better stamps (incl. ** ones), slightly mixed condition.

High cat. value. Please see pictures on our website. 300

P 1271 � INDIA. Beautiful 1841 prephilatelic cover from Pondichery to
Bordeaux, France. Various transit markings on back. 100

P µ 1272 � INDIA. Lot with 8 covers 1841-1907, some franked with British stamps
incl. interesting ones e.g. one with an officially sealed label etc. Please
see pictures on our website. 200

Collections & Lots
1261 **/*/� Collection 1840-1960’s in an album on home made pages incl. many

expensive stamps. Mostly used to ca. 1950. Mixed condition. Please
inspect. 200

µ 1262 135+185 Lot with three expensive high values with small faults but good appea-
*/� rance. One very fresh * copy of 1884 1£ brown lilac watermark crowns

with Specimen overprint (small thin) and a used copy of the same stamp
(slightly trimmed perfs.) Also an 1867-83 10 sh. greenish grey (ironed
out fold etc.). Very high cat. value. Please see pictures on our website. 1.000

1263 ** ”Smilers”-sheets 2000-2002, stock of 10 different
ones, 110 pieces in total. Cat. value £10.500+. E.g.
LS3, LS4 (10x), LS5 (19x), LS7 (7x) etc. 1.500

British Commonwealth
Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons

1264 */� AUSTRALIA. Old approval booklet with used and unused stamps
1913-1950 incl. some medium priced Kangaroos. Please inspect. Bid

1265 � BANGLADESH. Hand-Overprint 1972, very interesting lot of 200-300
covers with great variation. Large part registered, many field post etc.
Please inspect! Bid

1266 � BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS & MONTSERRAT. Accumulation of
ca. 950 covers, the former being ca. 450 mostly 1950’s-60’s stampless
official covers  and the latter ca. 500 small size covers ca. 1970’s. Good
condition. Please inspect. Bid

1267 **/*/� CANADA. Very clean collection 1870 to ca. 1950 incl. better unused
stamps and sets e.g. SG Nos 173-87 * (7 c thin without gum), 188-95 *,
279-80 ** in horizontal pairs with imperf between, 284 *, * King George
V values through $1 etc. Please inspect. 300

1268 Ex 12721271
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P µ 1279 NEW SOUTH WALES. Interesting specialized collection in mixed con-
dition, but many rare, also early unused stamps, often (*). A lot of well
described printings, shades, diff. perforations, cancellations, many
varieties etc. Please inspect. 1.000

1280 ** NEW ZEALAND. Collection of ** recent pictorial sets and minisheets
in an album. Please inspect. Bid

P 1281 17 * SOUTH AFRICA. Beautiful lightly hinged copy of the £ 1. SG £ 600. 100

1282 */(*)/� SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Collection of official reprints, O.S. overprints,
specimen overprints etc. on pages in a binder.  Please inspect. 400

1278

Ex 1279

1281

P 1277 21+27 � MALTA. Ship letterwith 1d. rose and 4d. brown sent to Sicily with one line
cachets ”M.K. ADRIA” and ”Paquebot”. Arrival mark on the reverse. SUPERB. 300

P 1278 235 ** NEWFOUNDLAND. $4.50 Balbo flight in perfect centering. SG=£275.
EXCELLENT COPY. 100

P µ 1275 � IRELAND. Lot with 9 covers 1861-94 franked with issues of Britain
incl. some beautiful ones. Please see pictures on our website. 150

1276 **/*/� IRELAND. A very beautiful and clean somewhat specialized mostly
unused collection 1922-79 on home made album pages in two binders
incl. 17 different Seahorses etc. More or less complete ** from the
1940’s onwards. Also a stockbook with used more recent issues and
duplicates. Very good quality, high cat. value. 500

µ 1273 */� INDIA. Lot of early stamps on 4 stock pages incl. a nice used 1854 4
Annas (cut to shape). Also some states e.g. Hyderabad, Gwalior etc.
Mixed condition. Please inspect. Bid

1274 � INDIAN STATES - SIRMOOR. Very nicely mounted collection of 12
classic covers. Mostly sent domestic or to Great Britain. Many different
cancellations. Bid

Ex 1275
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Mixed Commonwealth

P 1283 � Extremely beautiful used collection ca. 1860’s to 1950’s, neatly
arranged on printed pages in eight albums. Many areas well repre-
sented with many medium and better values. High cat. value. 
A HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION WORTH A CAREFUL 
INSPECTION. 8.000

Ex 1283

P 1284 * BRITISH ASIA incl. Japanese occupations in China and Dutch
Indies. An exceptional unused collection in six new Palo albums,
very fresh and in good quality. Numerous middle and expensive
singles and sets incl. much Japanese occupations. Also good Hong
Kong incl. SG Nos 32, 36, 40, 50,113-14, 117-32, F10-11, offices in
China 1-28. Further Straits Settlements 1-4, 6, 8, 17-19, 138 & 141-51,
North Borneo J1-3, 15 (cert.), 20-32, 35-48, Malaya J1-15, 19, 41-44, 89,
115-16, 119-45, 156-60, 189, 189a & 203a, Sarawak almost complete to
1965, exceptional Federated Malaya incl. 1-13 (2 copies No. 13), 14s,
23-25, 25a & 26s, Malayan states well filled incl. many provisionals
and SG Nos Pahang 23-24, Perak 75-79, 80s & 69-80s, Selangor 62-65,
66s (2) & a cpl set 54-66s, Trengganu 48-58, Brunei almost complete to
1970’s incl. 11-22, extensive section Japanese occ. of Burma with mul-
tiples, specialities etc, incl. 2 each J18-19. 
A CLOSE INSPECTION RECOMMENDED. 5.000

1285 **/*/� Large thick stockbook filled with unused and used issues up to 1930’s
incl. many better stamps. Among interesting areas are e.g. Cayman
Islands, Papua, British Guyana, Canada, Australian States, India and
States as well as Great Britain. High cat. value. 2.500

Ex 1284
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1286 **/*/� Exceptional lot Great Britain and colonies in 40
stockbooks and some folders. Much classic material
incl. many higher values and better stamps. Very
high cat. value! 1.500

1287 Extensive collection in two thick albums up to ca. 1960’s with a lot of
early issues incl. many medium and better stamps, mostly in good
condition. E.g. nice sections of Malaysia, Sierra Leone, Brunei, Labuan,
Borneo, Cyprus, Ceylon, India and States etc. Please inspect. 1.000

1288 Extensive collection 1870 - 1970s in 9 albums, stockbooks etc incl. a
Great Britain collection */** with Wembley 1924/25 sets *, 1951 high
value set of 4, better phosphor sets **, further Omnibus issues 1937
and 1977, Channel Islands, Malta, Gibraltar, Falklands incl. £ values
and other better sets, good Virgin Islands incl. good shilling and £
values etc. Please inspect! 750

1289 **/*/� Great Britain & Commonwealth. Duplicate lot in
small envelopes in 10 small boxes incl. also classics
as well as many good sets. Please inspect. 1.500

1290 ** Remainder stockbook with mainly cheaper stamps and sets. PLEASE
INSPECT. Bid

Greece
1291 � Extensive mostly used collection 1861-1995 with a large specialized

section of Hermes heads with many better stamps in two
Leuchtturm albums, better sets from the 1890’s onwards mostly com-
plete. Also some back of the book sections and Greek areas. Very
high cat. value. 3.000

• µ 1292 Collection 1861 - 1980s in one album. Many good sets incl. the old
olympics, many good unused sets from the 1930s onwards, mostly
lightly hinged, but some **. Please inspect! 500

1293 **/*/� Collection Greece and territories 1912-1960 in a Lighthouse album.
Somewhat disorganized, but interesting collection incl. nice Aegean
and Ionian islands etc. Please inspect! 500

Hungary
1294 **/*/� Beautiful collection 1871-1973 in two Kabe albums. Almost comple-

te with some specialities and many good singles and sets, e.g. Mi.
Nos 35A, 70A*, 88A, 145-161*, 261-265**, 403-410*, 478-479
(Zeppelin), 484-487, 511-515**, 517-521* and ** ”Kleinbogen” Nos
691-694, 696-698A & B, 985-992 imperforate, 985-992 with tête-bêche,
1034-35, 1065, 1765-1768, minisheets Nos 1*, 2**, 3*, 4**, 5-6*, 10-13**,
20-22**, 30B**, 45B**, 99B**, telegraph 1-4, 6, etc. Very high cat. value. 1.000

1295 */� Collection 1871 to ca. 1930 on home made album pages. Also some old
Luxemburg etc. Bid

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you on our website. www.postiljonen.comµ
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Italian States
Modena

P 1296 1I Beautiful 5 c. with variety; cut off upper left square. Large margins.
SUPERB. Bid

Lot # 1297 µ
11 �

Provisional Government. Beautiful copy of the rare 80 centesimi with a
light and clear blue canc. and good to very good margins all around,
somewhat thin. A very rare stamp in used condition. Mi=20.000,
Sassone=35.000. Certs Emilio Diena 1933, Ferdinand Wallner 1954 &
Enzo Diena 1984.

€uro 2.000

Financing the auction purchase

By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Lot # 1298 µ
1+2 �

An exceptional cover with ½ baj. together with a 1 baj.
bisect with a beautiful and light postmark tying both of
them to the cover. This combination is mentioned in
Sassone and is possibly unique. Certs Sorani, Raybaudi,
Scheller & Avi. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 15.000

Papal States

One Bajocco Bisect
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P µ 1299 �/� CANCELLATIONS. An exceptional collection first issue with beauti-
ful and many scarce cancellations. Mainly on pieces and clearly rea-
dable. High cat. value for stamps and canc. Available on our website. 500

µ 1300 � Very interesting collection of covers. A specialized section of 2 b. from
first issue incl. shades, late usage, varieties etc. Further one cover with
1+7 b. as well as a section 3rd issue (perf.) incl. a cover with 10+40 c.,
signed by several experts. more than 30 covers, nicely described in
Italian. 600

Parma
P 1301 7 � An exceptional piece with 15 c. Scarce canc. ”BORGOTARO 27

GIUGNO 1855”. SUPERB. Bid

Sardinia
µ1302 Very interesting study collection of the 1854 & 1855

issues incl. a lot of reprints, varieties and stamps
with faked head in the oval. Also a nice 40 c. with a
Tunis canc. with cert. Please inspect. 1.500

Mixed Italian States

P µ 1303 �/�/� Small lot with covers from various Italian States incl. better ones as
well as a few better stamps. Also a 1951 cover from San Marino fran-
ked with a minisheet sent to the US. Very high cat. value but mixed
condition. Please see pictures on our website. 200

1304 Very interesting reference collection incl. shades,
cancellations, some very nice covers etc. From most
states also a lot of forgeries, often well described.
Sassone ca 125.000. Mixed, but much in good quality. 3.000

µ 1305 � Lot with 21 prephilatelic covers of which some with nice postmarks,
incl. one from Malta. Please inspect. Bid

Ex 1303

1301Ex 1299



Italian Kingdom
Collections & Lots

1306 � Extensive collection 1862-1943 in two Lindner
albums with many good singles and sets. Canc.
sometimes probably c.t.o. Also some varieties and a
good section ”back of the book” incl. airmails.
Sassone ca 100.000. Please inspect. 3.000

€uro
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P 1307 VARIETIES. A fantastic collection/accumulation of
varieties 1860-1940 in a large Marini album. Full of
interesting items incl. some certs. Mostly with
Sassone Nos or described in Italian. The pictured
strip has cert. Enzo Diena. Please inspect. 4.000

1308 VARIETIES. Very interesting lot from 1945 onwards in one stock-
book and a folder. Mostly described in Italian. Sassone ca 15.000.
Please inspect. 750

µ 1309 **/*/ Lot with early stamps on 3 stock cards incl. better ones. Also a rare ** 
(*)/� 1961 205 L. with an incorrect map, however with a small thin. High cat.

value but mixed quality. Please see pictures on our website. Bid

1310 **/* Beautiful unused collection Italian Post Offices in the Levant, North
Africa and China incl. many medium and better stamps in a Marini
album. Also a good mostly ** section of Italian occupations of
Montenegro and Yugoslavia during WWII. Sass. cat. value according
to the vendor is over 10.000. Please inspect. 1.000

Fiume
µ1311 Fantastic collection in a Marini album. Very exten-

sive and full of varities incl. overprints inverted,
misplaced, missing etc. Full of rare stamps and some
multiples. All in all around 40 certs, mostly by Ivan
Martinas, Fiume and more stamps signed. Sassone
ca 150.000 + some not quoted. All available on our
website. 12.500

µ1312 �/� Extensive collection in a Marini album with many
expensive singles and sets. 8 certs and more signed.
Available on our website. Sass. 31.300 + one * stamp 500
acc. to enclosed specification. Please inspect. 2.500

Ex 1307
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P 1313 � ITALIAN LEVANT. 1869 cover from Italian offices in Tunisia sent to
Genoa. Transit and arrival pmks on back. Archival fold well away
from stamps of little importance. 100

P µ 1314 � ITALIAN LEVANT. 1877 cover franked with 30 c. sent from Italian offi-
ces in Tunisia to France. Marseille arrival canc. on front and back. Cert.
Drouot Philatelie. 100

µ 1315 **/* LIBYA. An extremely clean and fresh unused collection 1912-41 in a
Marini album incl. issues of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica with many
better stamps and sets included e.g. 1912 overprints to 10 L, 1921/23
set to 10 L, 1924 Manzoni to 5 L (both Cyrenaica and Tripolitania
overprints). Also some ”back of the book”. Sass. cat. value according
to vendor 13.000+. Please see pictures of the entire collection on our
website. 1.500

Japan
µ 1316 Y.1...66F Forgeries, reference collection 1871-1883. Interesting collection with ca

350 forgeries between Yvert No. 1 and 66, with most of them represen-
ted, many of each of the first issues. Mounted on album pages with a
lot of notations in Italian. 250

1317 **/*/� Collection in three stockbooks incl. some early used stamps and many
modern **/* issues. Bid

Korea
µ 1318 */� Nearly complete * and used collection 1884-1903 on old album pages

incl. most of the expensive stamps. Also a very exquisite vertical pre-
printing paper fold on 5 P. green with overprint. Very high cat. value.
Please see pictures on our website. 1.200

Liechtenstein
1319 � Collection 1912-64 only used in very fresh condition in a Lindner de

luxe album. Many scarce issues like 1912 set  incl. paper variety and
25h in both colors, 1921 set to 1fr, 1928 Jubilee set to 5fr, 1929/30 defi-
nitive set to 2fr, 1951 high values (2fr and 3fr in both perfs), good air-
mails, service incl. scarce first set etc. High cat. value. 750

1320 ** Stockbook with sheetlets 1956-1964- Incl. CEPT 1960 in part sheet and
some loose copies. Total cat. value ca 9.450 Euro. 500

Luxembourg
1321 Extensive collection 1852 - 2011 in an album, mainly used incl. a speci-

alized early section with first issue 10 c. (5x incl. 1 stamp apparently
unused), 1 sgr (4x), 1859/63: 1c and 2c unused, 4c green beautiful wide
margined used pair (signed), 25c, 37 1/2c, 1865/73 very extensive to
1fr incl. unused 4c yellow etc, various cancellations, good values
1874/80 & official stamps etc.  Very high catalogue value. 500

Italian Colonies & Italian Levant

13141313
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P 1323 483P Die proof for Coat of Arms 1954, 2 fr. Sign. in pencil. Rare. Bid

Montenegro
µ 1324 Interesting somewhat specialized collection 1874-1943 in a homema-

de album. Contains both mint and used stamps with a number of
different varieties such as shifted overprints, beautiful canc., a num-
ber of covers and postal stationery items. Also a section of Italian
occupation etc. Please see pictures on our website 500

Netherlands
Collections

1325 **/*/(*) A fantastic collection unused 1891-2011 in 7 Davo de luxe albums.
Many expensive issues like NVPH Nos 90-101, 104-105, 130-131, 236-
237**, 346-349** etc. Also nice part ”back of the book”. Some stamps
not with original gum. Very high cat. value. 2.500

1326 **/* Collection unused 1872-2001 in three Lighthouse albums. Many good
singles and sets, e. g. NVPH Nos 34-36 *, 50-63 *, 65-66 *, 87-96 *, 166-
68 **, 203-07 **, 402B *, 556-60 **, 592-95 * etc. A lot of face value in the
later part. 400

1327 ** Extensive collection unused 1923-2001 in 3 stockbooks,  ** with some
exceptions being * and (*). High cat. value and much face value in the
later part. 600

1328 **/*/� Almost complete collection 1852-2003 in 3 de luxe
Lighthouse albums. Partly specialized in the classic
section (types, perfs etc.) incl. many good singles
and sets like NVPH Nos 1-12, 29, 44, 47, 48 (thin
spot), 49, 80, 101, 104-105, 130-131, 136-138 *, 402-
403B ** (legion sheetlets), airmail 12-13, Internment
1-2 *,”postbewijs” 1-7, postage due 1-12, 27-28, offi-
cial 1-8 ”armenwet”, syncopated 33-56, 57-70, 71-101
(all child charity sets) etc. Please inspect. 1.500

1322 � Extensive collection 1852-2009 in two Davo albums. Incl. many good
singles and sets, e.g. Yvert Nos 1-2, 20 in pair, 59-68, 226-230, 234-248,
252-257, 276-281, 324-329, 392-405, 410-413, 425-442, 449-454, airmail
16-20, minisheet 7 etc. Please inspect. 600

Monaco
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µ1329 **/*/� More or less complete collection 1852-1989 in two
Davo cristal albums. Earliest part mainly used and
later */** incl. many valuable stamps, e.g. NVPH
Nos 3, 6, 12, 29, 48, 80*, 100**, 101**, 104-105*, 130-
131*, syncopated (all except no. 32), airmail (all
*/**), postage dues, officials, internment, ”postbe-
wijs” complete etc. Somewhat mixed quality, but
very high cat. value. 2.500

1330 **/*/� Collection 1852-1970 in a Davo album incl. many medium and better
singles and sets, e.g. NVPH Nos 14, 66 *, 80, 136-138, 356-373 *, 356a-d
*, 402-403B *, 474-489 *, 518-533 **, 534-537 *, 556-560 **, 592-595 *, 886-
888 ** in sheetlets, airmail 12-13 **, internment 1-2 *, etc. Please inspect. 500

1331 **/*/ Collection in a beautiful hingeless album 1852 - 1970, almost complete 
(*)/� with only some expensive stamps missing. Mostly good condition.

Also ”back of the book” incl. interrupted perf. children sets, 1907 pos-
tage due ‘de Ruyter’ overprint set to 1 guilder etc.  Very high cat. value. 500

µ1332 **/*/(*) POSTAGE DUE. Extensive specialized collection of
the two first issues incl. types, perforations, varieties
with many rare ones. NVPH cat. value ca 40.000. A
lifetime of work to build. Please inspect. 2.500

1333 **/*/� Clean basic collection 1852 to ca. 1960 in an album with a mostly used
early section. Bid

• 1334 ** Dealer stock 1930s - ca 2005, early �, but mostly ** complete sets in
small envelopes marked with year and Yvert Nos. Also booklets. High
face value on later years. 250

1335 **/� Stock of various sets ca. 1928 to 1940’s ** and used in quantities in part
sheets and sorted in glassine envelopes. Total Michel cat. value
approx. 14.000 according to the vendor. Please see a detailed list on our
website. 400

Dutch Colonies
Collections

µ 1336 **/* CURACAO. Almost complete collection 1873-1963 in a Davo album.
Many good singles and sets incl. NVPH Nos 1-12*, 19-23*, 29-34*, 35-
41*, 42-43 (*), 75-81*, 104-120*, 178-181*, 230-233*, postage dues 4 (*),
11-20*, 31-33**, 34-43* etc. 600

1337 **/*/� CURACAO. Collection 1873-1987 in a Davo album, complete in
main numbers incl. many good singles and sets like NVPH Nos 1-12
*/�, 42-43 (*), 80, 81 *, 104-120 */�, 141-152 *, 178-181 *, postage due
and airmail practically complete, airmail 1-3 **, 18-25 �, 82-88 */** etc.
High catalogue value. 750

1338 **/*/� CURACAO. Extensive collection 1873-1984 in a stockbook. Somewhat
specialized in perfs and containing many good singles and sets e.g.
NVPH Nos 11-12 (*), 22* (2x), 25 (*), 29-34 *, 40 **, 42-43 (*), 57-67 *, 74b
�, 81A *, 178-181 *, 181, airmail 1-3 *, 18-25 **, good postage dues etc.
Also 35 proofs. High cat. value. 600
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µ 1339 P CURACAO PROOFS. Beautiful collection of imperf. colour proofs
1873 - 1942 on album pages. Containing King Wilhelm III 1873-89,
Queen Wilhelmina  & the Numeral issue 1941-42. Almost 200 proofs
incl. several in blocks of 4. 500

1340 **/* DUTCH EAST INDIES. Somewhat specialized collection 1864-1949,
slightly disorganized and in mixed quality, but with much better mate-
rial like NVPH Nos 40a-49a *, 58-61, 63-80, 141A *, 149-15 9*, 280 *, 288
*346 *, 351-361, postage due 1, 2-4 *, 41-48 *, official 2f *, 4f  * (signed
Hekker), 5f* (signed Hekker, small thin spot), 19a*, 27 etc. Please inspect. 600

1341 **/* DUTCH EAST INDIES and Indonesia collection unused 1870-1970 in a
Davo album. Many good singles and sets incl. NVPH Nos 14*, 27**,
35**, 75**, 67a**, 74f**, 77f**, 78f**, 85f*, 134**, 277**, 278**, 288**, 351-
361*, 385**, 386*, airmail 13**, 14-16**, service 19a**, RIS overprints com-
plete etc. Also New Guinea complete. Please inspect. 500

µ 1342 */� DUTCH EAST INDIES. Complete collection 1846-1949 in main
numbers with exception of one stamp. Nicely put up in a Davo cristal
album with all the good stamps excl. NVPH No. 260. Please inspect. 750

µ 1343 **/*/� DUTCH EAST INDIES. Extensive collection 1864-1949 in Davo
cristal album. The old part specialized in perfs. Many medium and
better singles and sets, e.g. NVPH Nos 1-2, 149-159, 160-166, 274-281,
282-289, 333f (2x, Pellita overprint inverted), 351-361, postage dues 1-
4, marine insurance 1-7 *, official 4f (cert.) 13f * etc. Also Dutch New
Guinea (mint and used). Very nice collection with high cat. value. 1.000

µ 1344 **/*/� DUTCH EAST INDIES. Extensive collection 1864-1949 on stock
pages. Containing many good and unusual singles and sets, e.g.
NVPH Nos 1 (single + pair), 2 (2x), 5G, 11G, 16A (in strip of 4), 6Fb (*)
(with certificate), 38f* (double overprint), 77a**, 78a**, 77f**, 78f**,
70fa* (Jav instead of Java), 88fb*, 141A, 160-166*, 261**, 263**, 264**,
265**, 280*, 287**, 351-361**, 383-388**, airmail 1-5**, 6-10**, 14-16**,
service D19a**, D19af*, etc. Interesting collection with high cat. value. 800

1345 **/*/� DUTCH EAST INDIES & NEW GUINEA. Extensive collection 1867-
1962 in Davo de luxe album, partly collected both used and unused.
Containing  many good singles and sets like NVPH Nos 149-159 *, 160-
166, 280 (cancel doubtful), 287 (cancel doubtful), 383-388**, good pos-
tage dues, officials, Ris overprints complete, Riau overprints complete,
Dutch New Guinea complete mint and used etc. Please inspect. 750

µ 1346 � DUTCH EAST INDIES collection � 1864-1951 in a Lighthouse album.
Well filled, starting with Nos 1 & 2 followed by many good singles and
sets incl. service as Indonesia RIS overprint  and Dutch New Guinea
complete. Please inspect. 500

1347 � DUTCH EAST INDIES. Extensive and  very interesting collection
picture postcards, postal cards and covers including fieldpost, air-
mail etc. in 3 albums. Also documents, newspapers, old shares etc.
Please inspect. 750

1348 **/* INDONESIA. Very extensive collection 1949-2010
in 15 Davo albums. Starting with * and later com-
pletely **, incl. minisheets, sheetlets, combinations,
Permesta, Maluku Islands, Infamy etc. Also uncut
sheetlets in pairs and blocks of 4 etc. Exceptional
offer. 1.500
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1349 **/*/� SURINAME. Collection 1873-1975 in a Davo cristal album. Well filled
incl. good singles and sets, e.g. NVPH Nos 1-12 */�, 40, 56-57, 60-64,
104-110 *, minisheet 1 **, airmail 19, 24-26 **, postage due 3, 15 (*), 16,
36-46 etc. Please inspect. 500

1350 **/*/� SURINAME. Somewhat specialized collection 1873-1973 in two
albums. Well filled  including many good singles and sets like NVPH
Nos 20 with specimen overprint, 23-28 *, 30f (broken T), 34-40 *, 58-59a
�, 60-64 �, 104-110 *, airmail 15-19 �, 24-26 * etc. 500

1351 ** DUTCH COLONIES. Fantastic collection 1873-1960 in blocks of 4,
mostly ** from the different colonies. Good Indies incl. Java with
good overprint varieties and ”back of the book”, good Surinam and
Curacao in 4 stockbooks. Somewhat mixed condition, NVPH cat.
value as singles 10.400 Euro. Unusual offer. 1.000

Peru

13531352
P µ 1352 22 � A beautiful 1878 mixed franking cover from Callao to USA franked with

a 10 cent green issue of 1876 along with a British 1/- green (plate 13)
canc. with barred oval ”C38”. British P.O. Panama transit canc. as well
as a New York ”DUE 5 CENTS” handstamp on front. RARE 300

Poland
P 1353 Bl.1I � First minisheet on reg. cover from ”SAMBOR 7.V.28” sent to

Warschau. Mi. cat. value for a used minisheet is 550. RARE ON
COVER. 200

1354 **/* Collection 1918-70 in a thick Schaubek album. Please inspect. 100

1355 � Collection 1860-1970 in two albums incl. a few early stamps and a
number of minisheets, sets etc. 100

Portugal

P 1356 11 � A very beautiful cover 1859 from Setubal to Elsinore in Denmark
paid to the border with 25 reis red and full contents in Swedish. The
stamp with large margins all around. Very rare. 300
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P 1357 12 * Very fresh and beautiful pair of 5 r. 1862, creased in upper margin. Bid

P 1358 22 * An extremely fresh 80 r. 1862. SUPERB. 100

P µ 1359 29 � Beautiful cover to Spain with 50 r. ”1”. Spanish transit and arr. pmks
on back. Cert. Atheneu. 150

P 1360 54 � Very beautiful 10 c. postcard from Belgium to Porto 1887, where it has
been redirected and franked with a 5 reis black. 
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 250

P 1361 56 � Very rare ship letter 1883 to Brazil, mixed franking, probably writ-
ten/mailed on board; two copies 25 reis lilac brown of wich one is
tied by arrival pmk ”RIO DE JANEIRO 11 JUL 83” mixed with
France 25 c. Sage, Yvert No. 92. VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 300

P 1362 61B Very fresh 1.000 reis 1884 perf, 12 ½. Bid

P µ 1363 109-23 * St. Antonios 1895 cpl. (15) in a very fresh set, some brown spots on
back. Mi=2.500. 250

1358

1359 1360

1362 Ex 13631357
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Collections
1364 **/*/� Collection 1853-1992 in two albums. Early section mainly � incl. many

good singles and sets like Yvert Nos 3 (small thin spot), 8, 18-25, 26, 28,
45, 49, 66-77, 85, 90, 91, 117, 146-153, 182-195, 438-452*, 491-506 etc.
Also some Azores and Madeira. Please inspect. 400

1365 **/*/� Collection 1894-1950’s on stock pages incl. the 1894 set cpl. used and
many other good sets. Also some stock cards with duplicates incl.
some good ** sets and minisheets. 300

• 1366 � Old ”massware” before 1880, untouched for 70-80
years, mostly in envelopes and a few bundles. Also
imperforate with many hundreds 25 reis red 1862 &
1866 (+ 100 1858) as well as many thousands perf.
1867 & 1870. A small quantity 25 r. blue 1853 and
many 1858, also 1862 some 5 & 50 r. and many 10 r.,
1870 many 10 & 20 r., some 80 r. and quite many 100 r.
Exceptional occasion! We can see many nice cancel-
lations and the cat. value is very high. 1.000

Portuguese Colonies
1367 Interesting collection in stockbook etc. Many good singles and sets

incl. early issues e.g. from Angra, Angola incl. minisheet No. 2**, Cape
Verde and Congo. Please inspect. 500

Romania
1368 * Mint collection from ca. 1930-1945 hinged on album pages. Also some

mint and used stamps in an envelope. Mi=1.100. Please inspect. Bid

1369 **/*/� Collection in a home made album with 1951-56 issues */**, FDC’s and
maximum cards. Bid

Russia

P 1370 � 5 k. stationery envelope sent to Venezuela in 1895 additionally franked
with 5 k. Scarce usage. 100

P 1371 � 1895 registered 10 k. letter card to Venezuela additionally franked with
five copies of 2 k. Various transit pmks on front and back. Scarce desti-
nation. 100

P µ 1372 � RUSSIAN MAIL IN CHINA, STATIONERY. Lot with eight scarce
stationery items, e.g. with Mi. Nos U1, MU3B, MU3A, U4B, U4A etc.
Please view the entire lot on our website. 200

1370 1371 Ex 1372

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place at 

Elite Plaza Hotel, Gustaf Adolfs Torg 49! 
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Ex 1377

P µ 1376 � STATIONERY. A very interesting lot with more than 30 mostly used
stationery items, ca 1855-1915. Some with additional frankings. A lot
that must be inspected. Bid

P µ 1377 � SOVIET STATIONERY, ADVERTISING ENVELOPES. A very
interesting lot with 16 different envelopes. Mostly used and a few
with additional frankings. Please view the entire lot on our website. 200

µ 1378 � SOVIET STATIONERY. A nearly cpl. collection 1927-1991 consisting
of used and unused stationery items. Many sent registered and some
with additional frankings. A very unusual collection. 500

• 1379 A fantastic ”shop dealer-stock” consisting of 12
small books containing semimodern and modern
sets in one copy each + 2 very big stock books with
older issues, also in quantities and incl. occupa-
tions etc. Further 13 large boxes containing ”refill”
quantities for the small books from 1920s to 1990s,
sometimes up to 50 or more of each, mostly put in
small envelopes one by one. From the 1940s and
1950s it seems to be mostly **, but from the 1920s
and 1930s also � incl. some very good sets. All enve-
lopes numbered acc. to Yvert. An enormous cat.
value. Needs careful inspection! 1.000

Ex 1376

Collections & Lots
1373 **/*/� A comprehensive collection in 30 stockbooks, collected */** and

used.Very high cat. value. Please inspect. 500

1374 **/*/� Lot on 9 stock pages ca. 1870-1930’s incl. some offices in China etc. Bid

1375 **/*/� Small stockbook with some classics, incl. high values and some Soviet
covers and stationery items. Please inspect. Bid

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you on our website. www.postiljonen.comµ
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Saudi Arabia
1381 **/*/� Extensive collection 1934-2010 in two albums. Many better singles and

sets, e.g. Yvert Nos 105*, 116*, 135-139, 146-148*, 206-210**, 230-232**,
251-256**, 307-311**, 395B-395D**, 447-448**, 458-461** etc. High cat.
value. 500

Serbia
µ 1382 * Almost complete and somewhat specialized collection 1866 - 1915 on

album pages containing many good singles and sets, e.g. Mi. Nos 2,
4, 6y, 7y (with cert.), 9-10 etc. Very high cat. value! 750

Switzerland

P 1383 PJ.1 � Pro Juventute. Beautiful cover with two copies canc. in Zürich 31.2
1912. 150

SOVIET UNION

• Lot # 1380
**/�

A large stock of quantities in envelopes up to the 1980s. Either placed set
by set in small envelopes or in large blocks. A few earlier, but in principle
starting with � sets and short sets from the 1930’s. More or less all enve-
lopes marked with Yvert Nos and quantities. E.g. 476-96 � (42), A. 46-48
� Stratosphere 1934 (257 sets), 555-64 � Sport 1935 (25), 583-88 � (125),
minisheet 1 ** (100 +) and more that are stuck together, 2 ** (30+) and one
copy No. 33 Olympic Games 1964. Further a large number of envelopes,
up to the 1950s mostly � and later mostly **. There is also more than 400
cpl sets ** of the 1934 Airmail forgery in perf. 11, which by us have not
been considered at any value, when putting a very low starting price. All
in good order in several boxes in a large carton.

Very high catalogue value!

€uro 2.000
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P 1385 � Used collection in an old album 1850’s-1950’s incl. some better e.g. a
beautiful complete set of 1945 PAX (also some extra values incl. 2, 5 &
10 Fr.). Also some 1914-30’s Danzig, Saar and Poland. 250

1386 �/� Collection 1850-1970 in two volumes incl. several classic stamps e.g.
Z27Ea with opinion Trüssel, later with better sets, minisheets etc.
Many covers from all periods are included. A very fine and attracti-
ve collection with some expertise enclosed. 500

1387 **/*/� Collection on loose leaves 1862-2000 mainly */** with some better early
issues **, later issues rather complete. 500

1388 **/�/� Collection 1929-1999 in 4 albums and 2 stockbooks with some duplica-
tion. E.g.. Pro Juventute 1953 sheetlet for booklets with 1st day cancel
(certificate), 1st flights, FDC’s, booklets  etc. Please inspect. 500

1389 **/*/� Collection 1850-1985 in 4 Lindner albums. Collected both used and
unused with a good early part as well as many later medium and bet-
ter issues, e.g. Michel Nos 233-234x *, 233-234z �, 245x * & �, 454 �, 457
�, 459 �, minisheets 2 **, 4 **, 7-10 **, 12-13 ** etc. Also some covers and
official stamps. 500

1390 � Duplicate lot mosty � in a box with e.g. good classic, Pro Juventute
1915-1921, officials, airmails etc. Please inspect. 400

P µ 1384 � Beautiful and very extensive mostly used collection nearly complete
1850-2000. Excellent sections of e.g. the Rayon issue with 31 stamps,
Strubel issue with nearly 100 stamps, further extensive sections of
e.g. Sitting Helvetia, Standing Helvetia, se-tenants, Officials incl.
International Organizations and Postage Due. Also one stockbook
with duplicates incl. better ones. Extremely high cat. value but the
earliest part in slightly mixed condition, otherwise in very good con-
dition. Please see pictures on our website. 2.500

Ex 1384

Ex 1385
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1397

Spain

P 1391 ** Collection 1950-1985 in a thick stockbook. Incl. a complete imperf.
1950’s Anniversary set, General Franco overprints (with and without
control number, however not signed or with cert.) Also some other
better sets. PLEASE INSPECT. 500

1392 **/*/� Good collection 1850-1990 in two albums. Including a nice early part,
mostly used and somewhat mixed quality, later mostly */** with many
good singles and sets, e.g. Michel Nos 227 �, 305-7 �, 422-440 *, 530-52
*, 998-1002*, Barcelona minisheet 5*, 6*, Spanish Andorra 44-50** etc.
Please inspect. 600

1393 **/*/� Collection 1850-1965 in old Marini album with a few classics, later
with some better singles and sets, modern issues **. Also a large stock-
book with duplicates. 250

Syria
1394 **/* Collection unused 1919-1972 in two albums. Many medium and good

sets like Yvert Nos French colony: 122-125 *, 149-152 * (Olympics 1924),
airmail 60-69 *, minisheet 1*, independency: airmail 30-31 **, 88-91
*,minisheet 1** (archeology 1947), 2**, 6*, 7**, 9**, etc. 500

Turkey

P 1395 58 ** 1888 25 pi. in a never hinged block of 50 (half sheet). Mi. for  *
1.500+++. 150

1396 **/*/� Extensive duplicate lot in 19 stockbooks. Classic as well as modern
material, official, postage due, red half moon, minisheets etc. High cat.
value! 600

USA
Numbers according to Scott

P 1397 C1 ** 6 cents Airmail of 1918 in a fresh and beautiful copy. Bid

Ex 1391

1395
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1398 **/*/� Collection ca. 1850’s-1990 mostly used in 5 albums incl. some better
early issues e.g. Columbus to 50 c. & $2. Sections of various booklet
stamps, some back of the book etc. Also a stockbook with more recent
issues and duplicates. High cat. value. 500

1399 Collection 1851 to ca. 2000 in eight albums incl. many early stamps,
later minisheets and FDC’s. 500

µ 1400 � Lot with 7 interesting 1840’s stampless covers sent from New York via
Liverpool and France to Switzerland with various markings on front
and back. Please see pictures on our website. 100

1401 � ”WORLD’S PANAMA PACIFIC EXHIBITION 1915”, 18 �, mostly pic-
ture postcards with different town cancellations or years. Also two
other airmail covers 1916. Bid

Vatican
1402 **/* Collection unused 1929-1988 in a Davo cristal album and some loose

album pages. Many good issues like Yvert Nos 26-38*, 40-59*, 66-89*,
163-71**,  airmail 16-23*, postage due 1-6* etc. 400

1403 � Used collection in a well filled album 1929-92 incl. many better sets.
Also a section of Papal States incl. some better stamps. 150

Yugoslavia
1404 Collection in one album starting with sections of Montenegro and

Serbia, the latter including two 1866 Newspaper stamps and 1866
Vienna impression 20 and 40 pa. Followed by Yugoslavia with a nice
selection of overprints incl. 1919 overprinted newspaper stamps, air-
mails, postage dues, newspaper stamps, etc. Please inspect. 500

Europe
Collections

16.00 hrs

1405 */� Collection of various European countries to ca. 1930
in two large stockbooks incl. many good sections
with many better stamps from e.g. Belgium,
Bulgaria, Great Britain, Norway, Turkey etc. High
cat. value. 6.000

1406 Collection Western Europe up to ca 1935 in an old Yvert album. E.g
Holland  1864 and 1867 sets, 1891 to 2,50 guilder, Sweden early issues,
Spain incl. good classics, 1855: 4 c. mint, 1878 incl. 10 p. blue mint (sig-
ned), 1879: 10 p. used, other good issues and airmails, Portugal incl.
expensive classic stamps etc. Please inspect. 750

1407 */� Collection in a ca. 1940 KA-BE ideal album incl. some better France,
PEXIP minisheet, Luxemburg, Holland etc. Please inspect. 500

1408 � Collection in Schaubek permanent album 1944 with e.g. some better
Denmark etc. Please inspect. Bid

1409 ** Minisheets. Collection in Lindner album, mostly 1980-90 with many
CEPT minisheets. Bid

1410 ** EUROPA CEPT. Almost complete collection 1956-1989 in four Davo
cristal albums. Incl. e.g. Luxembourg 1956-57, Liechtenstein 1960,
Spanish Andorra 1972 etc. Also many good forerunners like Italy 1949,
Greece 1951, Luxembourg 1951 etc. Please inspect. 500

1411 **/� CEPT. A well filled collection 1956-84 in two Lindner albums incl. e.g.
Luxemburg 1956 cpl. **. Partially double collection used and **. 200
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Mixed Lots & Accumulations
1412 ** Mostly ** duplicate lot in envelopes sorted in box-

es. Many medium and better stamps and sets incl.
Yvert Nos Belgium 471-477, 737-742, 827-831, 912-
917 (2x), 938-940, 943-945, Liechtenstein 199-212,
277-280, Italy 83, 84, 325-329, 536 (6x), 660-661, air-
mail 37-38, San Marino parcelpost 33, 35-36, Austria
732-738 (2x), 765-768 (2x), 773-776 (2x), 783, 784, 785,
788-790, Estonia 67-68, 163-166 (3x), 171-174 (2x),
Latvia 132-136, 143-148, airmail 6-7, 13-15, Lithuania
270-273, 304-310, 311-318, 319-326, 327-334, 365A-
365D, airmail 1-7, 60-67, 68-75 etc. Also some mate-
rial outside of Europe incl. good USA. Please
inspect!. 1.500

1413 **/*/� Two albums with stock cards with various medium
and better singles and sets. Almost all marked with
cat. No. and price. E.g. Bulgaria, Denmark incl.
DWI, Finland, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary,
Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein Monaco,
Sweden, Switzerland, Vatican, Yugoslavia etc. Very
high cat. value. 1.000

1414 **/*/� Interesting collections/accumulation Balkan States with very much
**, older also mint and some used. E.g. Montenegro, Croatia incl.
better, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Romania and Albania. Incl. much better
material, partly in small quantities but also in parts of sheets and
very many sheetlets with much good thematics. In 4 well filled
stockbooks and a large number of envelopes. 500

1415 ** 3 cassettes with ** semi-modern and modern sets. Much France and
Switzerland as well as good Europa Cept sets and minisheets from e.g.
Portugal & Monaco. Please inspect. 1.000

1416 **/*/� EASTERN EUROPE. Extensive duplicate lot in envelopes sorted in
boxes incl. much classic as well as medium and better stamps. E.g.
much from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Hungary, Poland, Romania etc. 800

Financing the auction purchase

By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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• µ1417 **/� Very large accumulation of new issue subscriptions
from various European countries between 1977-
2001 in seven large moving cartons. Mostly 5-10 of
each ** and 5-10 of each FDC. Countries include:
Great Britain, Ireland, W. Germany & Berlin,
Norway, Finland, Åland, Greenland, Faroes, Jersey,
Guernsey, Alderney and Isle of Man. Also a large
section of Iceland with FDC’s 1978-95 x52 as well as
older ones in quantity, better year folders i.e. 1982
x25, 1983 x25, 1984 x100. Some subscriptions may
not be complete from first issue of the first year nor
to the last issue of the last year. Also some year
books and folders from many different countries.
PLEASE SEE A LIST OF CONTENTS ON OUR
WEBSITE. 2.500

1418 Small box with some old albums, duplicates in 2 stockbooks from
Belgium and Norway, a collection of old Saar and a few stockcards
with e.g. some unused Belgian parcel stamps. Bid

Ex 1419

P µ 1419 �/� Three interesting items in mixed condition, Belgian cover to France
1852 (one missing stamp) with 40 c. 1851 in strip of 5, Württemberg
cover to USA with 5 stamps (defective) and a Savoyan cover 1903 to
France with mixed Italian - French franking. Please inspect. Bid

1420 **/*/� Small box with various collections in 6 albums. Much semi-modern
material but also some classic. More than 50 countries and areas are
represented. PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

1421 A small box with e.g. a lot of interesting German commercial covers,
loose pages from collections etc. A lot that must be inspected. Bid

µ 1422 � Lot with 22 prephilatelic covers from various countries. Some interes-
ting canc. Please inspect. Bid

µ 1423 � Group of 24 covers 1757 to ca. 1940 mostly sent to Denmark, Norway and
Sweden.Much from France incl. wrappers and a newspaper front. Also
included is a 1757 cover from Copenhagen to Bordeaux via
Amsterdam and a group of 6 * Colombian Scadta stamps with over-
prints for Sweden. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website. 100

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you on our website. www.postiljonen.comµ
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All World
Collections

Lot # 1424 µ

A very beautiful Schaubek album ”Leipzig, Ende 1888” extre-
mely well filled. As always somewhat mixed quality, but in
general unusually fresh and fine, mostly good quality and
many beautiful stamps. Starting with Europe containing many
rare and valuable stamps and not many are missing. Asia has
good sections Japan, Macao, India incl. states and Portuguese &
Dutch. South and Central America are also well represented
with very good Colombia and states, where not many stamps
are missing, also Brazil, Cuba, Mexico Peru etc. Australia and
many other British Colonies are also extensive. Some certifica-
tes are enclosed.

Inspection necessary!

€uro 20.000
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1425 Interesting mint and used collection 1853 - 1920 in two small albums.
Mostly the Americas  incl. good USA, Brazil with numerals, Chile
with Columbus stamps, Bolivia, Argentina incl. some Corrientes,
Costa Rica with better postage dues, Netherland Indies etc. Please
inspect. 800

1426 Collection up to ca. 1940 in 2 very thick Schaubek albums. Main focus
on European countries, but also some overseas. Please inspect. 400

1427 Two old Schaubek albums, the first one a sparsely filled 1907 world
album and the second a 1918 Europe album with some well filled sec-
tions incl. Balkan States etc. Both albums in fairly good condition.
Please inspect. 250

1428 Collections in 23 stockbooks incl. some duplicates
from  various countries. Good collections from
Austria incl. first issue �, 2-10 kr. 1910 *, Rotary cpl
�, Wipa � & * on the unusual paper and Dolfuss �.
Switzerland incl. PAX and some good minisheets,
France incl. PEXIP minisheet and 50 fr. Airmail �,
Sweden incl. 5 kr. ”Landstorm” and both UPU sets
from 1924 cpl etc. Small collections from many
other countries. Please inspect! 1.000

1429 **/*/� Various collections and some duplicates in 15 albums and stockbooks.
Incl. good Germany, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Czechoslovakia, vari-
ous colonies etc. Please inspect. 500

1430 THE AMERICAS. Extensive collection up to 1920’s in two large Yvert
albums. E.g. Canada with some good early stamps, USA with many
medium stamps, Mexico, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Haiti, Peru
etc. Please inspect. 1.000

1431 **/� OLYMPIC GAMES. Collection 1896-1965 mainly ** but also some used
in 6 albums incl. many better stamps and sets e.g. early Greece etc. 750

1432 **/* Dag Hammarskjöld. Collection in a small binder. Incl. some scarce
imperf. stamps. PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

1433 **/*/� THEMATIC COLLECTION. Religious collection in 4 thick albums
from all over the world. Mainly Biblical motives etc. 
PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

• 1434 � POSTAL STATIONERY - SPECIMEN. An exceptio-
nal collection of a few hundred old postal stationery
in a box. Mostly with Specimen overprints. Almost
all different incl. many different Great Britain and
much Commonwealth, often with several or many
different from Gibraltar, Malta,  Australia,
Barbados, British Honduras, Cyprus, East Africa,
Gold Coast. Hong Kong, Leeward Islands,
Mauritius etc. Also from other areas like Argentina,
China, Turkey etc. as well as some early ordinary
postal stationery. Very scarce offer, please inspect! v500

• 1435 SPERATI LITTERATURE. ”The Work of Jean de Sperati” 1955, 2 volu-
mes ”Text” & ”Plates”. Good condition, minor spine rubbing. 100
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Mixed Lots & Accumulations

”Massware” - untouched for 80 years

• Lot # 1436

A fantastic stock in bundles and envelopes built and bund-
led in the 19th and beginning of the 20th century. In principle
untouched since the 1930s. We estimate that it contains
between 750.000 and 1.000.000 stamps. Some in very large
quantities, but also a large variation and sometimes we
have seen rather good stamps. In any case a great number
before 1900 with an excellent opportunity for search of can-
cellations, varieties, shades etc. We have seen good quanti-
ties from the following countries, Austria, France incl. pos-
tage due, Great Britain incl. good Queen Victoria, e.g. early
6d. lilac and more than 1.000 Edward VII 1 shilling (SG £35
each), German Reich incl. hundreds 5 m. Deutsches Reich
and other high values, Netherlands incl. large quantities
numerals 1876-94, Portugal incl. many 19th century, also
some imperfs. and colonies, South America incl. Argentina,
Brazil, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Peru, colonies like
Reunion, Egypt, British India and Indian States. Also fair
quantities from Bavaria, Belgian railway stamps,
Colombia, Denmark, Finland, French colonies, Gibraltar,
Japan, Turkey, Tasmania, Victoria etc. Some envelopes are
open and some bundles broken. Closed envelopes and
bundles may not be opened.

Please allow adequate time for viewing!

€uro 5.000
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1437 **/*/� Large thick stockbook filled with much interesting,
mostly older material from various areas incl. reve-
nues etc. Many better stamps included but also
some forgeries present. Also a number of covers
incl. better ones. Please inspect. 5.000

• 1438 **/� An enormous old stock of cheaper old stamps sor-
ted in envelopes often in large quantities. Very
interesting with many ** pictorial stamps in sheets
or part of sheets from e.g. many different French
Colonies, Andorra, old Indo China, Hungary, much
old Portugal, Turkey, South America etc. Mostly **
or �. From estate of very old stamp store, untouched
for a very long time. Most surely more than one mil-
lion stamps. Please inspect. 2.000

1439 Remainder lot in 7 albums incl. a good collection German Reich *, e.g.
Südamerikafahrt and other good sets. Further mostly duplicates incl.
good Iceland, Finland etc. Bid

• 1440 **/*/� Very interesting duplicate lot on stock cards, mainly older material
incl. many good singles and sets, much **. E.g. good GB &
Commonwealth, France, Germany, Russia incl. some Zemstwo, USA
incl. a lot of varieties etc. Please inspect! 500

• 1441 Remainder lot in large carton incl. a big stock of various minisheets,
e.g. from Holland and good New Zealand birds etc., several stock-
books British Commonwealth with some good sections, a
Switzerland collection etc. Inspection necessary! 500

1442 Three large cartons from an estate containing various collections and
stocks in approx. 40 albums, stockbooks and folders e.g. a stock of
Transvaal incl. better stamps, Austria stock in several albums, interes-
ting stock of old Lithuania issues etc. Also some bundles of stock cards
with older material. PLEASE INSPECT. 500

1443 A large carton from an estate containing various mostly older collec-
tions in 19 albums or stockbooks incl. four basic collections of Norway
(incl. three copies F. No. 1) and one basic collection of Denmark, also
some old Balkan states, Belgium, an accumulation of Germania era
high values etc. Please inspect. 500

1444 Remainder lot from an estate in a large carton.
Various material incl. small collections. Nice sec-
tions of old Persia and Siam, various classic stamps
(mixed condition), good FDC’s, booklets, cinderella
etc. Pease inspect. Bid

1445 A very mixed remainder lot from old estate with various older mate-
rial e.g. booklets from GB, France and Sweden (incl. discount
booklets), quantities of Switzerland blocks from the 1970’s, a num-
ber of DK 5 kr. postal building, Slania engravings (boxers) and a
numbered engraving of Copenhagen Central Building. Also one
copy France Mi. 152**. MUST BE INSPECTED. Bid
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1446 **/� THEMATICS. Two cartons containing a large number of stockbooks
filled with minisheets and sets depicting thematics such as e.g. fauna,
Disney, airplanes, automobiles, ships, flora etc. Although the larger
part is CTO there is also plenty of ** material as well. Much from inde-
pendent Africa and much as recent as 2013. Please inspect. Bid

• 1447 � SUPERB CANCELLATIONS. Album with mainly older stamps, mostly
cheaper ones, but all with superb and excellent canc. Mostly different,
e.g. from USA, Switzerland, Scandinavia etc. Bid

1448 A mixed remainder lot with e.g. older Japan, Russia, Soviet Union. A few
modern Chinese stamps and some German test stamps. Please inspect. Bid

1449 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH & FRENCH COLO-
NIES. Remainders from a huge collection contai-
ning several small collections from auction lots etc.
A LOT THAT MUST BE INSPECTED. Bid

1450 A fantastic remainder lot with very old material
from estate, e.g. with small collections, interesting
covers and single stamps from Denmark (small
bundles with skilling issues), Austria, France, GB
(Mulready envelopes) and a few early Chinese stamps.
Also some interesting postcards and postal docu-
ments. A LOT THAT MUST BE INSPECTED. Bid

P µ 1451 BANKNOTES, FISCALS & EMERGENCY STAMP COINS. A very
interesting lot with e.g. two 1874 Greenland banknotes 50 øre black
and 1 kr. blue and 16 Danish stamp coins, mostly different types.
Also many banknotes from various countries. Bid

µ 1452 � Interesting selection of early airmail covers incl. Zeppelin, Condor etc.
Also some very interesting and scarcely seen aviation related material
such as what is stated to be the world’s first airline ticket from 1913,
early airline timetables as well as some Lufthansa brochures and scar-
cely seen advertising cards incl. some postally used. Please see pictu-
res of the entire lot on our website. 500

1453 � CENSORED LETTERS AND CARDS. Small lot with a number of
interesting items. Please inspect. Bid

1454 � Carton with mostly old postal stationery from various countries,
many sent to Sweden. Many with additional frankings and some
postage due and registered. Also quite a lot from overseas. Also
some Swedish covers, picture postcards, stamps etc. Please inspect! 250

• 1455 � Small box with various covers, we have seen interesting Russia, Far
East etc. Please inspect! 200

Ex 1451
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2015 års stora nationella utställning
WERNAMO 2015 

– lite utöver det extra!
Gummifabriken i Värnamo 13–15 mars

http://värnamo.nu/wernamo2015/
Besök oss i SFF:s monter på BALTEX

Anmäl dig 
som utställare senast 
1 december 2014  

till 
Niclas Eriksson

Klarbärsvägen 10 lgh 1202
331 43 Värnamo

Blankett och specialreglemente �nns på denna adress:
http://värnamo.nu/wernamo2015/reglemente/

Frimärks-SM • Vykorts-SM
20 handlare • Riksföreningar

Symposier • Föredrag • SFF-dagar
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Fråga Din frimärkshandlare
eller i Din lokala bokhandel.

Distributörer:
Chr Winther-Sörensen AB
Box 43
310 20  KNÄRED
0430-50743
cws@collectia.se
www.collectia.se

SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23  HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se

Facit Sverige 2013
Katalogen med alla Sveriges
frimärken presenterade i färg

Facit Postal VIII
Den ovärderliga katalogen
för alla samlare av
ortstämplar och post-
historia

Facit Special 2015

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537

201 25 Malmö
info@facit.se
www.facit.se

Årlig specialkatalog i färg över
Nordens frimärken
Försäljningsstart på Baltex 2014
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Meet the new editor in chief of Facit!

After 15 years as CEO and
editor Leif Jaråker has decided
to hand over the responsibilities
for Facit. New editor in chief
from 1 January 2014 is Gunnar
Lithén, an experienced
philatelist and an award
winning exhibitor.

Gunnar Lithén is one of our most distinguished Postal History authorities and a
member of the Society for Swedish Post Historical Documentation, SSPD. Gunnar’s
area of expertise is first and foremost Swedish steamship mail offices and his exhibit
”Cancellations from Swedish steamship mail post offices from 1869 and up to 1951”
has won international Gold Medals in Thailand and Brazil.

As editor in chief Gunnar will be managing the editorial information in Facit. He,
together with the catalogue committee, will be responsible for making updates and
articles in the catalogues. He will also keep in contact with writers and advertisers.
The next issue, Facit Special 2015, will be published just in time for the national
show BALTEX 2014 in Malmö 29-31 August. Here you will also be able to meet
Gunnar in the Postiljonen stand. As an affiliate company to Postiljonen, Facit
Förlags AB will be administrated from Malmö with Lars-Olow Carlsson as the new
CEO.

Meet both Gunnar and Leif at BALTEX 2014

Meet both Gunnar and Leif at BALTEX 2014

Meet both Gunnar and Leif at BALTEX 2014

Meet both Gunnar and Leif at BALTEX 2014

Meet both Gunnar and Leif at BALTEX 2014
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JA, jag vill bli medlem för resten av 2014 och 
hela 2015 för 350 kr! (ordinarie avgift 520 kr per år) 
Jag sätter in 350 kr på förbundets pg 19 89 03–7. 
OBS! Erbjudandet gäller endast nya medlemmar med adress i 
Sverige – dvs som inte varit medlemmar under 2013. 

For Europé 570 SEK – outside Europé 690 SEK 
Kampanjen gäller till och med 31 december 2014 
 

Namn:  ……………………………………………………………………………… 
Adress:  ……………………………………………………………………………… 

 ……………………………………………………………………………… 
 ……………………………………………………………………………… 

Telefon: ……………………………  Mobil: …………………………………… 
E-postadress:  …………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Skicka in talongen till SFF, Box 91, 568 22 Skillingaryd 
eller e-post till kansli@sff.nu 
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utställningar

Svenska bandmärken
1920-1936. Del 26

Nyanser på
Tre Kronor

Fel och fadäser på
reketiketter

Sveriges Filatelist-Förbund

Kampanjerbjudande
350 kronor!
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Conditions of Sale

1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.

2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T.,  only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T. 
registration number in good time before the auction.

Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,- Euro 10,-

500,-–2000,- 50,-
above 2000,- ca 5%

Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.
3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received 
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is 
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all 
his purchases in the auction.

4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the 
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the 
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two 
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total 
maximum purchase limit.

5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If pay-
ment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expen-
ces. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be re-
auctioned at the expense of the buyer.

6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with 
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + com-
mission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.

7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auc -
tioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the 
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, can -
cellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.

8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare
som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.

2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25% 
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som
uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.

För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på 
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om fakture -
ringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:

under Euro 500,- med Euro 10,-
500,- till 2000,- med 50,-
över 2000,- med ca 5%

3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och 
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.

4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra 
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa 
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller 
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.

5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från 
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkost -
nader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.

6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus pro-
vision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.

7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för 
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid 
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat 
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända 
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte 
returneras. En differens på 10–20%  måste kunna accepteras av köparen.

8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovan-
stående villkor.

9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS –
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA

above oben foroven ovanför
acceptable copy akseptabelt eks. godtagbart ex
accumulation (grosser) Posten (stort) parti (stort) parti
average durchschnitt gennemsnit genomsnitt
beautiful schön smuk vacker
bisect Halbierung halvering halvering
below unten forneden nedanför
booklet Heftchen hæfte häfte
bundle Bündel bundt bunt
cachet (Sonder)Stempel (sær)stempel (special)stämpel
cancellation Stempel stempel stämpel
charity Wohltätigkeit velgørenhed välgörenhet
chalky paper Kreidepapier kridtpapir kritpapper
clean sauber ren ren
close cut eng geschnitten tæt klippet nära klippt
coat of arms Wappen våbentype vapentyp
coil (stamp) Automatmarke rulle (mærke) rulle (bandmärke)
commercial cover Gebrauchsbrief brugsbrev bruksbrev
comprehensive ausgedehnte omfattende omfattande
corner Ecke hjørne hörn
counted gezählt talt räknat
cover Brief brev brev
crease Bug fold veck
crown & posthorn Posthorn posthorn postemblem
cut into beschnitten beklippet inklippt
definitives Dauerserie brugsmærker bruksmärken
early früh tidlig tidig
entire Brief mit Inhalt brev med indhold brev med innehåll
error Fehler fejl fel
exception Ausnahme undtagelse undantag
expensive teuer dyr dyr
few einige enkelte, nogle fåtal, några
fake Fälschung forfalskning förfalskning
fine copy godt eks gott ex
forgery Fälschung forfalskning förfalskning
frame Rahmen ramme ram
front Vorderseite forside framsida
gum disturbance Gummifehler gummifejl gummit påverkat
hinge Falz hængsel fastsättare
ink Tinte blæk bläck
insured cover Wertbrief værdibrev ass brev
inverted kopfstehend omvendt omvänt
issue Ausgabe udgave utgåva
item Marke, Los mærke, lot märke, objekt
letter Brief brev brev
lot Los lot objekt, parti
margin Rand rand marginal
mini sheet Block miniark miniatyrark (block)
mixed gemischte blandet blandad
normal mounting oben eingeklebt normal indklæbning rätvänd infattning
numeral type Ringtype ringtype ringtyp
official Dienst tjeneste tjänste
overprint Überdruck overtryk övertryck
perfectly placed canc. retvendt stempel rätvänd stämpel
perforation Zahnung takning tandning
pin hole Nadelstich nålestik nålstick
plate flow Plattenfehler pladefejl plåtfel
postage due Porto porto lösen
postal stationery Ganzsache helsag helsak
postmark Stempel stempel stämpel
pre-philately Vorphilatelie førfilateli förfilateli
printing error Fehldruck fejltryk feltryck
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rare selten sjælden sällsynt
re-entry Doppeldruck dobbelttryk dubbeltryck
registered R-Brief anbefalet rek brev
reprint Neudruck nytryk nytryck
repair Reparation reparation reparation
reverse Hinterseite bagside baksidan
rouletted durchstochen gennemstukken genomstucken
scarce ungewöhnlich usædvanlig ovanlig
selection Auswahl udvalg urval
several mehrere flere åtskilliga
sheet Bogen helark helark
short kurz kort kort
size grösse størrelse storlek
slot machine booklet Automathäft automathæfte automathäfte
spot Fleck plet fläck
stamp Briefmarke frimærke frimärke
strip Streife stribe strip
superb copy pragteks, luxus praktex, lyxex
surcharged überdruckt overtrykt påtryckt
tear Riss rift riss
territorial defence stamps Landsturmmarken Landstormmærker Landstormsfrimärken
thin dünn tynd tunn
touched berührt berørt nära klippt
value Wert værdi värde
variety Variant variant variant
very fine copy meget godt eks mycket gott ex
vendor Einlieferer indleverer inlämnare
weak schwach svag svag
weight Gewicht vægt vikt
wrapper Streifband korsbånd korsband

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar
P(+lot no.) photo Photo foto foto
µ extra internet scans extra internet scans extra internet scans extra internet scans
** mint never hinged postfrisch postfrisk postfrisk
* unused with gum ungebraucht ubrugt ostämplat
(*) unused no gum ohne Gummi uden gummi utan gummi
� used gebraucht stemplet stämplat
� cover Brief brev brev
� on piece Briefstück brevstykke brevklipp
cds circular date stamp Rundstempel datostempel datumstämpel
c.o.d. cash-on-delivery Nachnahme postopkrævning postförskott
cto cancelled to order Gefälligkeitstempel lejlighedsstempel orderstämplat
cert certificate Attest attest attest
horiz horizontal wagrecht vandret vågrätt
imperf imperforated ungezähnt utakket otandat
inv inverted kopfstehend omvendt omvänt
Ms mini sheet Block miniark miniatyrark (block)
optd overprinted überdruckt overtryk övertryckt
perf perforated gezähnt takket tandat
pl plate Platte plade plåt
pmk postmark Stempel stempel stämpel
PS postal stationery Ganzsache helsag helsak
R rare selten sjælden sällsynt
reg registered Einschreiben anbefalet rekommenderat
vert vertical senkrecht lodret lodrätt
wmk watermark Wasserzeichen vandmærke vattenmärke

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER

F = Facit
GF = Wowern
Mi = Michel
Sc = Scott
SG = Stanley Gibbons
SpC = Speciale Catalogus
Z = Zumstein
Y = Yvert
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Märket för köptrygghet!

Sveriges Frimärkshandlareförbund
www.stampdealers.se
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Nordic Stamp
Exhibition in
Lillestrøm,
Norway
21-23 November

Meet Postiljonen and Facit at this year’s big Nordic philatelic event. We
will be ready in our stand to discuss your stamps and maybe a future

consignment to our international auctions. You will also be able to buy the
latest Facit catalogue, Facit Special 2015.

Welcome!
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Next

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com

We feel sure that these events will be great philate-
lic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consign-
ment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning un-
derlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår inter -
nationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

INTERNATIONAL

SPRING AUCTION

27-2
8 March 

2015

INTERNATIONAL
AUTUMN AUCTION

2–3 October 2015



There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!

Consignments accepted now!
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